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Abstract
Satellite communication was operated exclusively in C-bandprior to 1970. Since then there has been 
an explosive growth in the demand for telecommunication services that are either only feasible via 
satellite or very cost effective by that means. This has prompted a steady growth in the utilization of 
higher frequencies in the Ku-band and above. The higher frequencies offer various advantages such 
as increased bandwidth, smaller antennas, and smaller satellite footprints that give higher EIRP 
permitting greater frequency reuse. The main drawback however is that they are subject to more 
severe propagation degradation. The small size antennas employed in VSAT and USAT systems 
significantly reduce the cost of earth station terminals and also eliminate tracking requirements, but 
they lose the mitigating effect of aperture averaging and hence experience stronger scintillation. The 
result is random fading and enhancement in the received signal amplitude, which will have a 
significant impact on the performance of low-margin communication systems operating at high 
frequencies (> ~10GHz) and low elevation angles, and utilising small antennas. Scintillation effects 
need to be considered in the design and link-budget calculations of these systems.
In this thesis, the results are shown of an extensive measurement analysis of tropospheric scintillation, 
using the ITALSATsatellite beacon signals at 18.7, 39.6 and 49.5 GHz, recorded at Sparsholt, U.K., 
at an elevation angle of 29.9°. The analysis was carried out in order to study the effects of scintillation 
due to tropospheric turbulence and their impact on satellite digital communication systems.
The first part of the thesis deals with the preprocessing of raw propagation data and presents various 
statistical results relating to the stationary aspects of the scintillations, i. e. pdf of amplitude and 
intensity; long and short term statistics of amplitude scintillation distributions. The relationship of 
scintillation with link parameters and meteorological parameters are also studied.
The second part of the thesis investigates the dynamic characteristics of scintillation. It examines the 
observed effects of wind and cloud presence on the intensity and power spectrum of tropospheric 
scintillation and then moves on to present results relating to the analysis of the instantaneous 
frequency scaling of scintillation.
In the third part of the thesis scintillation fade and enhancement duration statistics are presented for 
various threshold signal levels, and their use in fade countermeasures is examined. Finally, a study of 
adaptive fade countermeasures (FCM) that could be used for systems operating at Ka-band and above 
for mitigating the effects of scintillations and rain attenuation is presented.
The last part, presents an improved global prediction model for both the long-term standard deviation 
and the signal level distribution of tropospheric scintillation. The model is validated using 
measurement results from satellite links in Europe, the United Sates and Japan at frequencies from 11 
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Theory of Tropospheric Scintillation
Introduction __________
1.1. INTRODUCTION
Since the launch of the world's first satellite, Sputnik, in 1957, satellite technology 
has come a long way. In 1965 the first geostationary commercial satellite 
(INTELSAT I) was launched and marked the beginning of global satellite 
communications. Today satellite communication networks are an indispensable part 
of most major communication systems. Satellite have the big advantage of providing 
cover over large geographical areas.
Communication satellite systems are classified in terms of their territorial coverage, 
for example global, regional, or national; or in terms of the type of services offered, 
e.g. fixed, mobile, maritime, aeronautical... etc; or point-to-point, broadcasting, 
commercial, experimental... etc. The first commercial satellite communication 
systems were designed with one primary application in mind: high capacity 
transcontinental trunk links for telephone traffic. The satellites were small and the 
Earth-stations large and provided a low capacity at a relatively high cost. However, 
recent technological advances have made possible the low-cost implementation of 
Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) and Ultra Small Aperture Terminal (USAT) 
systems.
These capabilities have opened a new market for satellite communication - large 
distributed data networks. VSAT/USAT networks have provided cost effective wide- 
area coverage at performance levels that can be specified and optimised by a network 
user. Using innovative architectures, VSAT/USAT networks can be optimised to the 
specific topology, application, equipment characteristics, and management 
requirements of a variety of network users. The ease with which users are able to 
deploy them have a great influence on their success.
Most present VSAT networks operate at the Ku-band. However, the increasing 
demand in traffic capacity and the introduction of new services will necessitate a 
move to higher frequency bands.
Introduction
The main future advanced applications will likely cover [1,2]:
  Fixed multimedia communication for private business networks
  Mobile/Personal communications
  Digital high definition television (HDTV)
  Audio broadcasting to portable receivers
  Navigation and Air traffic Management
VSATYUSAT systems are finding increasing applications as an alternative to 
terrestrial networks for servicing areas with no, poor or sparse infrastructure, for 
example in India, China, Australia, Northern Canada and Alaska [3]. Services such as 
communications, television, weather forecast and distance learning are already being 
provided to remote communities in Canada via satellite.
A good example of the use of satellite communications for distance learning and 
corporate training is the Fordstar System. It is a system that the Ford Motor Company 
uses to connect their dealerships around the USA. The network connects thousands of 
dealerships throughout North America, and broadcasts some 450 different training 
programs every month using eight channels.
Operations at Ka-band and above has many attractive features. The most important of
all is probably the greater bandwidth available and the high antenna gains which 
makes VSAT/USATs even smaller and more attractive for installation at user's 
premises. Smaller antennas and smaller satellite footprints give higher EIRP and 
permit greater frequency reuse, without generating extra interference, when compared 
to C- or Ku-band systems [4]. On the other hand, the use of these higher frequency 
bands is not as simple as the use of lower frequencies where high link availability can 
be achieved by introducing relatively small fixed link power budget margins. At Ka- 
band and above atmospheric degradation become so severe that adaptive methods or 
fade countermeasures (FCMs) are required to achieve high standards of availability 
[5].
Introduction
An electromagnetic signal transmitted by a satellite passes through space and the 
atmosphere before reaching the Earth station. In so doing it incurs losses due to a 
number of propagation impairments. The main degradation factors are summarised in 
Table 1.1. Most tropospheric degradation effects become more severe at higher 
frequencies.
Table 1.1: Propagation concerns for satellite communication Systems.
Propagation impairment Physical cause Prime importance
Attenuation and sky 
noise
Atmospheric gases, cloud, Frequencies above about 
rain 10 GHz
Signal cross-polarisation Rain. Ice crystals Dual-polarisation systems 
at C- and Ku bands 
(depends on system 
configuration)
Refraction, atmospheric Atmospheric gases 
multipath
Communication and 








Troposphere, ionosphere Precise timing and location 
systems; time-division 
multiple access (TDMA) 
systems
Inter-system interference Ducting, scatter,
diffraction
Mainly C- band at present; 
rain scatter may be 




Attenuation on radio propagation paths is generally caused by various atmospheric 
components: gases, water vapour, clouds, and rain [6]. Rain attenuation, caused by 
scattering and absorption by the water droplets, is one of the most fundamental 
limitations to the performance of satellite communication links in the Ka-band and 
above, causing large variations in the received signal power, with little predictability 
and many sudden changes. This kind of signal fading is also prevalent on earth-space 
links in the C- and Ku-bands, however, the depth of fades in those frequency bands is 
small enough to be compensated for by including a small fixed fade margin in the link 
budget in order to maintain the desired performance.
In the Ka- and V-bands, the attenuation caused by rain is too severe to be accounted 
for by a fixed margin in the link budget [7, 8]. In order to provide the same 
performance as in the lower frequency bands, an excessively large margin would be 
required. Considering that this power margin is needed only occasionally, this is 
clearly uneconomical. In addition, the power margin needed would result in 
prohibitive requirements for satellite power, and interference to other communication 
systems operating at the same frequency band during clear-sky conditions.
To avoid these problems, alternative methods to reduce communication outage due to 
rain fading have been developed. These 'fade counter-measures' compensate for rain 
attenuation adaptively, i.e. the quality of the link is improved when the signals are 
degraded. One of these countermeasures is Adaptive Power Control (APC), in which 
the transmitted power is increased to compensate for fading due to rain on the 
propagation path [9]. Other fade countermeasure techniques that could potentially be 
deployed will be discussed in more detail in section 7.5 of Chapter 7.
Rain attenuation, although an important signal impairment in the Ka- and V-bands, is 
not directly studied in this thesis. This is because this phenomenon is already widely 
being considered in many other studies and measurement campaigns, and the 
theoretical background of rain attenuation is already relatively well understood.
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Furthermore, many of the emerging applications of satellite communications do not 
require the high availability specifications of public-switched telephony networks 
(PSTNs). The activity ratio (ratio of up time to total time) of some of these systems 
may be less than 10% [10]. Relatively low-availability will therefore be acceptable, 
and since the probability of rain is less than 5% in most regions of the world, 
scintillation will replace rain as the predominant degrading factor in such systems [11].
For low fade margin systems operating at high frequencies and low elevation angles, 
the impact of scintillation becomes an important factor that need to be considered [12]. 
In the Ka-band and above, and low elevation angles (<« 15°), scintillation may 
contribute as much as rain, or even more, to the total fade measured, especially for 
time percentages larger than 1%, and therefore for low fade margin systems. Some 
applications in the Ka- and V-band will be aimed at Very Small Aperture Terminal 
(VSAT) services with low fade margins, so there is a need to quantify propagation 
phenomena in the low fade margin range. Knowledge of the dynamic characteristics 
of scintillation is also important for the design of Adaptive Power Control (APC) and 
antenna tracking systems, because of the fast variations in signal level and phase it 
causes.
1.3. Objectives of Research
As already mentioned in section 1.2 in satellite communications at frequencies above 
10 GHz, signal level attenuation by rain, together with signal level fluctuations caused 
by tropospheric scintillation are the major problems in radiowave transmission. In 
general the impact of rain attenuation on the communication signal is predominant. 
Scintillation however becomes important for low-fade margin systems operating at 
high frequencies along low-elevation paths, sometimes producing signal fading in 
excess of 10 dB [13].
Scintillations are rapid fluctuations in amplitude and phase of the received signal, 
arising from random fluctuation in the atmospheric refractive index due to turbulent 
irregularities in temperature, humidity and pressure. The result is random fading and 
enhancement in the signal amplitude and phase received on a Satellite-Earth link [14,
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15]. Tropospheric amplitude scintillation can be observed during rain as well as under 
clear weather conditions. Clear-sky amplitude scintillation manifests itself as rapid 
random fluctuations around the mean signal level. If rain is present on the propagation 
path, the receiver will see fast amplitude fluctuations superimposed on the slow 
variations caused by rain attenuation. This type of amplitude scintillation is often 
referred to as "wet scintillation".
Amplitude scintillation occurring in the troposphere increases with signal frequency 
and depends on a number of other link and meteorological parameters. As a result, 
scintillation will have a significant impact on the performance of low-margin 
communications systems operating at frequencies above «10 GHz, low elevation 
angles and utilising small antennas (VSATs and USATs). Therefore, accurate 
estimates of signal degradation due to these effects must be included in the design of 
satellite communication systems. A thorough understanding, quantification and 
modelling of scintillation are imperative for the reliable design and operation of these 
increasingly popular telecommunication systems.
This thesis will investigate the effects of tropospheric scintillation on satellite 
communication systems operating at Ka-band frequencies and above. The aim of the 
project is to carry out a detailed and thorough scintillation analysis of the ITALSAT 
satellite beacon measurements by Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) at three 
frequencies (18.69, 39.59, and 49.49 GHz) in order to:
1. Extend the UK scintillation data base.
2. Make a detailed analysis of the scintillation data along with concurrent 
meteorological data.
3. Include the results of previous UK satellite link measurements ( at frequencies 
11, 12, 14, 20, and 30GHz, and path elevation angles 3°, 10°, and 30°) by RAL 
and British Telecommunication pic using Olympus and INTELSAT satellites 
[16-18].
4. Develop accurate semi-empirical models that predict the occurrence and 
dynamics of scintillation in the UK and similar climates.
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5. Validate the developed models by comparison with available non-UK based 
measurements and models.
6. Assess the impact of scintillation on emerging satellite communication 
systems.
1.4. Overview- Content of the Thesis
Following this introductory chapter, the content of Chapter 2 serves to introduce the 
cause of atmospheric turbulence, which is responsible for tropospheric scintillation. 
The Chapter begins with an overview of the atmosphere, followed by a summary of 
atmospheric turbulence. Attention is paid to the amplitude fluctuations of a radiowave 
travelling through a turbulent medium, referred to as amplitude scintillation. A 
summary of the parameters affecting amplitude scintillation and its characteristics is 
then presented, which helps the reader to gain a clearer insight into the phenomenon.
In Chapter 3 the satellite receiver system and the data preprocessing are described. 
Sparsholt data format, the calibration factors and the meteorological data format are 
also covered in this Chapter. The 20, 40 and 50 GHz raw propagation data were 
obtained from monitoring the ITALSAT Fl and F2 satellite beacon signals at 
Sparsholt, UK, for the period covering June 1996 to May 1999 for the 40 and 50 GHz 
beacons and for the period covering September 1999 to August 2000 for the 20 GHz 
beacon. Chapter 4 presents results relating to the stationary aspects of the 
scintillations, i.e. pdf of amplitude and intensity; long and short term statistics of 
amplitude scintillation distributions and comparisons are discussed. In the second part 
of Chapter 4, the dependence of scintillation on various meteorological parameters 
(wind speed, clouds, temperature and relative humidity) is investigated. The impact of 
period length over which those parameters are averaged is also investigated and an 
improved relationship between the wet-part of refractivity, Nwet, and the measured 
standard deviation is given.
Chapter 5 examines the observed effects of wind and cloud presence on the intensity 
and power spectrum of tropospheric scintillation at three respective beacon 
frequencies (20, 40 and SOGHz). The novelty of some aspects of this analysis comes
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from the fact that it quantifies the amount by which the presence of cumulus clouds 
increases the observed scintillation levels. This is followed by a discussion in using 
the slant path spectrum as a tool for remote sensing applications.
Chapter 6 - This Chapter presents an analysis of instantaneous frequency scaling of 
scintillation. The frequency power exponent a forms an important parameter in the 
current prediction models. Results concerning the frequency exponent of scintillation 
from 22 sites around the world involving different frequencies and path elevation 
angles are investigated, in an attempt to explain the significant variation in the mean 
values of a from site to site.
Chapter 7 starts with some general definitions and equations related to satellite 
communication system design, followed by an overview of digital modulation 
techniques used in satellite communications. Scintillation fades and enhancements 
durations Statistics are also presented for various threshold signal levels, and their use 
in fade countermeasures is examined. Finally, a study of adaptive fade 
countermeasures (FCM) that could be used for systems operating at ka-band and 
above for mitigating the effects of scintillations and rain attenuation.
One of the objectives of this research project is to develop an accurate semi-empirical 
model that predict the occurrence and dynamics of scintillation. Chapter 8 presents an 
improved global prediction model for both the long-term scintillation intensity and the 
signal level distribution. The model is validated using measurements results from 
satellite links in Europe, the United Sates and Japan at frequencies from 11 GHz to 50 
GHz, and path elevation angles 5.8° to 40°.
Finally in Chapter 9 the conclusions of the research are summarised and 
recommendations made for areas of further research. To preserve the continuity of the 
main chapters some detailed information, publications and graphs have been placed in 
the appendices at the end of this thesis.
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CHAPTER II
Theory of Tropospheric Scintillation
Summary - This chapter will discuss the theoretical aspects of tropospheric 
scintillation of a wave propagating in a random medium. Starting with an overview of 
the Earth's atmosphere, followed by turbulence theory and the onset of turbulence. 
Attention is paid to amplitude scintillations - the amplitude fluctuations of the wave 
travelling through turbulent medium. A summary of the factors that affect amplitude 
scintillation and its characteristics are also discussed.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
The study of band limiting atmospheric phenomena is essential to develop the future 
communications systems at millimeter waves. Among the atmospheric phenomena 
affecting Earth-Space communications above 10 GHz, turbulence cannot be neglected. 
By inducing time varying refractive index inhomogeneities, atmospheric turbulence 
yields random fluctuations of the amplitude, the phase and the angle-of-arrival of 
radiowaves, called tropospheric scintillation. Scintillations are produced by the small- 
scale inhomogeneities of the atmospheric refractive index induced by turbulence. Due to 
the random movement of fluid parcels, called turbulent eddies, turbulence effects an 
intensive mixing of the atmospheric medium. Hence, atmospheric turbulence yields both 
time and space small-scale fluctuations of various features such as wind speed, 
temperature, humidity and refractive index.
Atmospheric turbulence occurs from the surface of the earth up to heights of hundreds of 
kilometers. However the turbulent eddies that are significant in causing fluctuations in 
the radio refractive index are those occurring in the boundary layer of the troposphere, 
extending up to about 10 km above the earth's surface. These eddies range in size from 
the order of millimeters to several hundreds of meters. Above the boundary layer, in the 
'free atmosphere' the eddies have sizes of several kilometers or larger and are responsible 
for the slow, longer term variations in the refractive index.
There are two main mechanisms responsible for the introduction of energy into the 
turbulence in the troposphere. These are wind shear, that is spatial variation in the 
average wind velocity, and buoyancy, which is related to the vertical temperature 
gradient [1].
The basis for the theory of scintillation is the fluid dynamics model for velocity 
fluctuations in a turbulent medium, proposed first by Kolmogorov in the 1940's. This 
theory linked the large-scale air motions that generate turbulence to the very small-scale 
motions where that energy is ultimately dissipated. Another key to understanding and 
applying turbulence information is Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis. This is the
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assumption that the turbulent eddies do not change significantly as they move by at the 
mean wind velocity. This is discussed in more details in Section 2.7 of this chapter.
In order to better appreciate the various propagation effects that can occur on an earth- 
space path, we will start with a brief overview of the Earth's atmosphere. It is a complex 
structure with regions of widely differing composition and characteristics, affecting the 
propagation of radiowaves in a variety of ways.
2.2. The Atmosphere
The Earth's atmosphere contains several different layers that can be defined according to 
air temperature or chemical composition. Figure 2.1 displays some of these layers in an 
average atmosphere. Variations in the way temperature changes with height indicate the 
atmosphere is composed of a number of different layers (identified below). These 
variations are due to alterations in the chemical and physical nature of the atmosphere 
with altitude.
According to temperature, the atmosphere contains seven different layers. From the 
surface of the Earth to approximately 11 kilometers in altitude the layer called the 
troposphere exists. About 75 % of the total mass of the atmosphere is contained in this 
layer. It is also the layer where the majority of our weather occurs. Maximum air 
temperature also occurs near the Earth's surface in this layer. With increasing height, air 
temperature drops uniformly with altitude at a rate of approximately 6.5 degrees Celsius 
per 1000 meters. At an average temperature of -55 degrees Celsius, the top of the 
troposphere is reached.
The tropopause, extending from 11 to 20 kilometers, is an isothermal layer in the 
atmosphere where temperature remains constant over a distance of about 9 kilometers. It 
is also the layer in the atmosphere where the jet streams occur.
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Figure 2.1. Vertical change in average global atmospheric 
temperature and pressure [2].
Above the tropopause, is the stratosphere. This layer extends from an average altitude of 
20 to 48 kilometers above the Earth's surface. In the stratosphere, temperature increases 
with altitude because a localized concentration of ozone gas molecules absorbs ultraviolet 
sunlight creating heat energy. Ozone is primarily found in the atmosphere at varying 
concentrations between the altitudes of 10 to 50 kilometers. This layer of ozone is also 
called the ozone layer. The ozone layer is important to organisms at the Earth's surface as 
it protects them from the harmful effects of the sun's ultraviolet radiation. Without the 
ozone layer life could not exist on the Earth's surface.
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Separating the mesosphere from the stratosphere is another isothermal layer called the 
stratopause. In the mesosphere, the atmosphere reaches its coldest temperatures (about - 
90 degrees Celsius) at a height of approximately 80 kilometers. Above the mesosphere is 
another isothermal layer called the mesopause.
The last atmospheric layer, as defined by vertical temperature change, has an altitude 
greater than 90 kilometers and is called the thermosphere. The thermosphere is the 
hottest layer in the atmosphere. Heat is generated from the absorption of solar radiation 
by oxygen molecules. Temperatures in this layer can reach 1300 to 1800 degrees Celsius.
2.1.1 The Troposphere
The troposphere will be of most importance to us in our study. It is this region and 
possibly also in the very lowest level of the stratosphere, that all of the phenomena we 
normally call the weather occur. Practically all of the clouds, certainly all of the 
precipitation, and the endless interplay between temperature, pressure, and atmospheric 
humidity contribute to the phenomena of the troposphere. It causes the most significant 
impairments of radiowave propagation.
The main propagation phenomena affecting Earth-space paths are:
A. Attenuation due to scattering and absorption by hydrometeors: Hydrometeor is the 
general name for condensed water vapour existing in the atmosphere. Rain 
attenuation falls in this category. It is the most important atmospheric phenomenon 
affecting Earth-space communications at frequencies above ~ 10 GHz. Other 
hydrometeors such as fog, snow flakes and clouds can also cause attenuation.
B. Gaseous absorption: Oxygen and water vapour are the principal absorbers of 
radiowave energy. As well as causing an increasing background level of attenuation 
with an increase in frequency, there are a number of critical frequencies where 
resonant absorption take place. Water vapour has three resonant absorption lines at
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22.4, 183.3 and 323.8 GHz. Oxygen has an isolated absorption line at 118.74 GHz 
and a host of absorption lines around approximately 60 GHz.
C. Tropospheric scintillation: Scintillations are rapid fluctuations in amplitude and phase 
of the received signal, arising from random fluctuation in the atmospheric refractive 
index due to turbulent irregularities in temperature, humidity and pressure. Amplitude 
scintillation occurring in the troposphere increases with signal frequency and depends 
on a number of other link and meteorological parameters [3]. There is a strong 
correlation with temperature and humidity. Evidence of a weak correlation with wind 
speed has been reported [4]. The presence of wind causes the atmosphere to become 
mixed rather than stratified, and this causes relatively rapid variations in refractive 
index to occur over small intervals, referred to as scale sizes, which in turn causes an 
increase in the Fourier components of the scintillation spectrum. The presence of 
cumulus clouds along the propagation path has also been associated with an increase 
in scintillation intensity. This is discussed in more details in Chapter 4.
D. Cross-depolarisation by hydrometeors: Hydrometeors, mainly rain but also snow and 
ice cause cross-polarisation of radiowaves. In the case of rain, cross-polarisation 
results from the non-spherical shape of the raindrops. The shape distorts owing to 
hydrodynamic forces. The drops, as well as becoming non-spherical in shape, may be 
tilted away from the local horizontal and vertical axes of symmetry in relation to the 
wave passing through owing to wind shear. This effect increases with increasing 
signal frequency and lower elevation angles.
This section is not meant to be a literature survey of various areas of propagation research 
but rather an illustration of the significance of tropospheric scintillation in relation to the 
other propagation impairments occurring on Earth-space paths. There are several other 
factors such as ray bending, scattering and absorption due to sand and dust particles that 
were not covered due to their weaker contribution at Ka- and V-band. The next section
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will discuss atmospheric turbulence in more detail, with emphasis on tropospheric 
scintillation.
2.3. Atmospheric Turbulence
The problem of wave propagation through a turbulent medium has been quite well dealt 
with in the literature. The theory was first used in connection with optical propagation [5] 
but afterwards extended to micro- and millimetre-wave transmission [1].
Atmospheric turbulence affects the propagation of radio waves by creating random 
variations of the refractive index that yield amplitude, phase and angle-of-arrival 
fluctuations of the received signal. Due to the random movement of fluid parcels, called 
turbulent eddies, turbulence effects an intensive mixing of the atmospheric medium.
Turbulent media has the following characteristics [6]:
i) Turbulence consists of random velocity fluctuations.
ii) Turbulence causes rapid mixing at a much greater rate than molecular diffusion,
iii) Turbulent flow is characterised by large Reynolds numbers,
iv) Turbulence is rotational and three-dimensional.
v) Turbulent flows are dissipative.
vi) The smallest scale size is very much greater than molecular scales, 
vii) The characteristics of the turbulent flow depend very much on the nature of the 
	producing environment.
Reynolds deduced a non-dimensional number, Re, based on the flow of viscous fluid. If a 
viscous fluid is passed through a pipe of dimension / with velocity v, the motion of this 
fluid can be characterised as laminar, provided that the Reynolds number is less than 
some critical value.
Consider an initially laminar flow of a viscous fluid. This flow can be characterised by 
the values of the kinematic viscosity v, the characteristic velocity scale u and the
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characteristic length /. The quantity / characterises the dimensions of the flow as a whole, 
and arises from the boundary conditions of the fluid dynamics problem. The laminar flow 
of the fluid is stable only in the case where the Reynolds number Re=w//v does not 
exceed a certain critical value Recr. As the number Re is increased (e.g. by increasing the 
velocity of the flow) the motion becomes unstable (turbulent).
If a turbulence is created within a pipe of dimensions / and velocities of eddies are of the 
order of M, then the characteristic time associated with the eddy is of the order of 
T = / / u. The kinetic energy Ek of the turbulence per unit mass of the fluid per unit time 
is, therefore, on the order of
(2.1)
On the other hand, the energy of the turbulence is dissipated due to viscosity. If the 
turbulence is to be sustained, the kinetic energy must be much greater than the energy 
dissipation. The energy dissipation Ed per unit mass per unit time is on the order of
The ratio of the kinetic energy and the energy dissipation is recognised as the Reynolds 
number.
- (2-3)
The critical Reynolds number Recr is not a universal constant. Its value depends not only 
on the geometry of the structure but on how the turbulence is introduced. Kolmogorov 
advanced an important theory of local structure of turbulence with a very large Reynolds 
number and postulated that energy is introduced into the turbulence as a result of 
variations in average velocity.
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2.3.1 Developed Turbulence
The size of the eddies at which the energy enters the turbulence is called the outer scale 
of turbulence and is denoted by LO, with typical values ranging between 50 and 100m. In 
general, the turbulence is anisotropic in this range, while eddies of smaller size are 
isotropic.
The kinetic energy per unit mass per unit time of eddies with size LO is given by F03 /£ , 
where VQ is the velocity. Since the Reynolds number is very large then the dissipation 
energy per unit mass, vV^/L20 , is negligible, so all the kinetic energy is transferred to 
eddies with smaller sizes. As the size becomes smaller, the dissipation increases. The 
same will continue until the kinetic and dissipation energies are equalised and all the 
energy is dissipated into heat. There is therefore no energy to be transferred to eddies 
with smaller size, as shown in Equation (2.4).
The size of the eddies from where all the energy is dissipated into heat is denoted as lo 
and is called the inner scale of turbulence. Let Vi, F?, F?, ... , Vn be the respective 
velocities of eddies with sizes LI, Z^, LI, ... , Ln, where Ld>Li>...>Ln . Using these 
velocities and sizes the following expression can be written [1]:
Vf vV 2-L«-f«* (2.4)
where £ is the energy dissipation per unit mass per unit time. It can be seen from 
Equation (2.4) that if the eddy size is between the inner and outer scales of turbulence 
then the velocity fluctuations V depend only on the size L and the energy dissipation rate 
s, i.e. V~(sL) m, so the size of the fluctuational energy belonging to perturbations with 
sizes of the order L is proportional to Z 1/3 . If we take r to be large compared with the 
inner scale size and small compared with the outer scale size of the turbulence; then the 
velocity difference at two points r\ and r/ = ri + r is characterised by the energy 
dissipation rate e.
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The structure function Du (where, Du (r) = (\u(0)-u(r)]2 \ ) of the velocity fluctuation can be
deduced from this and must be a function of r and s. The only combination of the 
quantities r and swith the dimensions of velocity squared is (fr)2/3 .
Du (r) = C(£r)2/J for /«,« r « L0 (2.5)
where C is a dimensionless constant and must be found experimentally. Equation (2.5) is 
known as the "two-thirds law". For r « lo, the structure function of the velocity 
fluctuation is given by [5]:
7Z\-r forr«l0 (2.6) 
15lvJ
The scattering caused by this wide range of turbulent eddies results in fast variations of 
the signal around the mean signal level which are called clear sky amplitude scintillations. 
Scintillations consist of enhancement above and fades below the clear sky signal level. 
The duration of the fading or enhancement peak of a scintillation event is typically of a 
few seconds. These scintillation effects are non-absorptive and tend to occur "on axis".
2.4. Index of refraction structure function
The index of refraction n of the earth's atmosphere in the troposphere (height <17 km) is 
given by:
   CP + 4810e/r)xl(r6 (2.7)
Where, T is the absolute temperature in kelvin, P the pressure in millibars, and e the 
water vapour pressure in millibars. In turbulent atmospheres, P, T, and e vary randomly 
and do not necessarily follow the motions of the turbulence [1]. In order to establish the 
effect of the turbulence in producing refractive index fluctuations one can work in terms
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of what is called conservative passive additives, i.e. parameters which do not exchange 
energy with the turbulence and which are conserved as a volume of turbulent air moves 
about in space. In general, there are two quantities which may be regarded as 
conservative: potential temperature and specific humidity.
Consider a mass of air at T and p at a height z. If we bring this air to the earth's surface 
(P=Po and z=0) adiabatically, then the temperature T becomes 0. This temperature 9 is 
called the potential temperature and is given by
(2.8)
Where aa is called the adiabatic rate of decrease of the temperature. The specific 
humidity q, which is the mass of water vapour per unit mass of air is given by
q = Q.622e/P (2.9) 
The expression for the refractive index n becomes
77. 6P ( 7733^ 1 1A -61      xlO (2.10) 
0-aA 0-aa z) l ;
The fluctuation characteristics of the index of refraction can thus be directly related to the 
variations in the conservative passive additives, #and q[l].
Consider a random function of time f(t), which may be wind velocity, humidity, 
temperature, pressure, or the refractive index in the turbulent atmosphere. f(t) is not 
strictly stationary, but the difference f(t+r)-f(t) is considered stationary.
To describe random functions, which are more general than stationary random functions, 
in turbulence theory one can use instead of correlation functions the so-called structure 
functions. The structure function of the velocity variations is defined as:
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(2.11)
The structure function is the basic characteristic of a random process with stationary 
increments. Roughly speaking the value of DJ(T) characterises the intensity of those 
fluctuations offft) with periods which are smaller than or comparable with T.
The basic idea behind this method consists of the following:
In the case where f(t) represents a non-stationary random function, i.e., where f(t) changes
in the course of time, we can consider instead offft) the difference ft(t)=f(t+T) -f(t). For
values of T which are not too large, slow changes in the function fft) do not affect the
value of this difference, and it can be a stationary random function of time, at least
approximately.
It is generally easier to work in terms of the structure function rather than the correlation 
function. This is especially the case for locally homogenous and isotropic turbulence 
described by Kolmogorov spectrum. Since the fluctuation of the index of refraction is 
directly proportional to the fluctuation of the conservative additive, working in terms of 
the structure function for the conservative passive additives it can be shown [1] that the 
structure function for the refractive index Dn(r) is given by:
22/3 for L« r « L0
for
Cn is the structure constant of the index of refraction fluctuation, which is a measure of 
the energy in the fluctuations of the normalised refractive index. This is in turn directly 
related to the energy of the turbulence.
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2.5. Kolmogorov Spectrum
Kolmogorov [1] obtained the spectrum of the fully developed turbulence based on the 
physical consideration of turbulence. According to the Kolmogorov theory, the 
turbulence eddies may be characterised by two sizes: the outer scale of turbulence LO and 
the inner scale of turbulence /«. We therefore divide the turbulence characteristics 
according to the size of the eddy into three regions:
a) The region of the spectrum </>n (K) for which K < 2n/Lo is called the input range. In 
general, the turbulence is anisotropic in this range. The shape of the spectrum in this 
region depends on how the particular turbulence is being created, and therefore no 
universal spectrum can be assigned.
b) The region between 2n/Lo and 2n/lo is called the inertial subrange. In this region, the 
kinetic energy of the eddies dominates over the energy dissipation and the spectrum 
should have the general slope ^(K) ~ /r" 1 "3 , where K = In I (eddy size). [See Appendix A]
c) The region for which K > 2n/lo is called the dissipation range, where the energy 
dissipation dominates the kinetic energy, and consequently there is very little energy in 
this range and therefore the spectrum is extremely small, see Figure 2.2.
Considering these three ranges, mathematically we may write [1]:
unknown 0 < K < 2n IL0
0.033Q Vn/3 2nlLs <K< 2x/l0 (2.13)
< K
Or, we may combine the later two regions:
JH (K) = 0.033 CnV"/3 exp (-K 2 lKm 2 ) for 2n/L0 < K (2.14)
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Figure 2.2. Kolmogorov Spectrum [1].
with /fm = 5.92//0. For mathematical convenience,
,(*:) = 0.033 Cn 2 (K[ exp (-K 2 (2.15)
with K£ = l/Lo, is often used to describe the entire range of K, even though as we already 
indicated, the input range cannot be simply described in an isotropic form as in the 
foregoing. Equation (2.15) is also known as von Karman spectrum [1].
Let us consider the total spectrum which is the product offx (K) [orfs(K)] and </>n (K). It is 
clear that the product shows quite different characteristics, depending on whether 
27r/^TI is greater than 2n/lo, or between 2jt/Lo and 2n/lo, or smaller than 2n/Lo. These 
three cases represent the following ranges of distance L :
(l0 2 /A)<L<(Lo 2 /A)
(geometric optical region) 
(diffraction region)
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2.6. Amplitude fluctuations of a wave
In line-of-sight propagation one deals with a mixture of the incident and scattered waves. 
The variation of the refractive index in the turbulent medium results in fluctuations of the 
amplitude and phase of the plane wave travelling through it. Solutions to this 
propagation problem must then include the coherent, time- averaged field, and the 
incoherent fluctuation component. Figure 2.3 is a 'flow-diagram' which illustrates 
electromagnetic propagation theories for line-of-sight propagation in random continuous 
medium [6]. The objective here is to relate these fluctuations to the properties of the 
turbulence (e.g. the spectrum of refractive index fluctuations) and other factors such as 
the path length, L.
If, within a given distance, the intensity of the turbulence is weaker than a certain level 
(see section 2.4), and consequently the refractive index fluctuations are small, relatively 
simple solutions to Maxwell's equations for the random medium may be obtained. This is 
known as the weak fluctuation or scintillation approximation and in the microwave 
region it is valid for most practical path lengths within the earth's atmosphere [1].
In terms of the refractive index «, the wave equation can be expressed in the form:
  «£) = 0 (2.20) 
n
Where, E(r) is the electric field vector, ko=2n/A. the free-space wave number, and n(r) the 
refractive index. The last term of equation (2.20) can be neglected as long as the 
wavelength /I is much smaller than the scale size 1Q of the random medium. We note that 
neglecting the last term in equation (2.20) will automatically neglect any cross- 
polarisation effects [8].
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Figure 2.3. Electromagnetic propagation theories for line-of-sight propagation in
random continuous medium.
Considering wave propagation in the direction of the x axis, the y component of the 
electric field U(r) = Er (r) satisfies:
(V 2 +*0V )£/(/ ) = 0 (2.21)
The index of refraction n fluctuates about the average value (n), and thus using the wave 
number for the average k 2 =k0 2 (n) 2 , we can write the wave scalar equation:
[V 2 (2.22)
Where n\ represents the fluctuation of the index of refraction.
For weak fluctuation, it is necessary to obtain an approximate solution of equation (2.22) 
for small n\. There are three methods used to solve equation (2.22),
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a) Geometrical optics,
b) Born Approximation: In the scalar wave equation (2.22), U is expanded in a series U 
= U0 +Ui + U2 +...,and
c) Rytov Approximation: This time U is expanded in a series of the form U = exp( y/0+
They all have as a condition that the wavelength X be much smaller than the inner scale 
of turbulence /0.
If the width of the scattering cone /LL / IQ is much larger than /«, the receiver 'sees' many 
eddies, and diffraction effects become important. In this case geometric optics cannot be 
used. Instead, applying Born or Rytov approximations to the scalar wave equation can 
include these effects. However, the geometrical optics approach is still useful to describe 
phase fluctuations at microwave frequencies even though the restriction L « /02//l may 
not be valid. This is because the spectral content of the refractive index fluctuations is 
small for large wave numbers i.e., small eddy sizes. Thus, diffraction effects from these 
eddies will be small.
Rytov first solution is extensively used in weak fluctuation theory and can be written as: 
C/(r) = expO0 + y/10 ) = £/0 (r)exp(y/10 (r)) (2.23)
where the complex phase i//, has real and imaginary components, given by
ln(A/A 0) =Re v (log-amplitude fluctuations 
^ =Im y/ (phase fluctuations)
However, for |xl « 1, % is approximately equal to (A-Ao)/Ao.
Using Rytov approximation and assuming a homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, Tatarskii 
[5] obtained the variance of the log-amplitude and phase fluctuations in terms of the 
three-dimensional wave number spectrum.
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Ishimaru [1] carried the work of Tatarskii further, and after lengthy calculations derived 
an expression for the correlation function B(L,p) in terms of the spectral density </>„(*:) of 
the refractive index fluctuations for a plane wave propagating through turbulent medium. 
This expression has the general form:
1 oo
B(L, p) = jdn JK dkF (77, K, p ) </>n (K) (2.24) 
o o
Where K is the spatial wave number, rj is the distance along the propagation path, p is the 
distance in the plane of observation transverse to the direction of propagation, L is the 
extent of the turbulent medium in which the receiver is located, and the function F(rj,K,p) 
is called a filter function as it plays the role of filtering a certain portion of the spectrum 
if>n to produce the correlation function B. The spectral density of the index of refraction 
fluctuation 0n(K) in this expression is evaluated at the location rj, and it may vary along 
the path of wave propagation.
However, if 0n does not depend on the location rj the filter function for the log-amplitude 
fluctuations is given by [1]:
For the phase fluctuations,
+ (226) 
K Llk
For the case of constant turbulence along the path, the amplitude fluctuations are affected 
mostly by eddies with dimensions smaller than or equal to the Fresnel zone radius ^JTT. 
For locally homogenous turbulence, modelled by the Kolmogorov spectrum it can hence 
be shown that the variance of the log-amplitude fluctuation, ax2 is given by [1]:
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v? = BX (L,V) = 0.307Cn 2 A: 7 ' 6 L 1116 (2.27)
with the condition that /0 «JHL«L0 (diffraction region).
2.7. Temporal Frequency Spectra of the log-amplitude 
Fluctuation
So far we have assumed that the refractive index fluctuation is a random function of 
position only and independent of time. However, atmospheric turbulence is in a constant 
motion and, therefore, a wave in the turbulence fluctuates with time. A statistical 
description of the temporal wave fluctuations in a moving random medium may be given 
in terms of the temporal correlation function.
In order to relate the temporal to the spatial variations one must apply Taylor's 'Frozen 
Turbulence' hypothesis [1], [9]. This considers the turbulent medium as being 'frozen' 
and is transported by the wind without changing its detailed variations. This hypothesis is 
valid in most atmospheric turbulence and mathematically we can write
nl (r,t) = nl (r-Vt,0) (2.28)
Where, V is the wind velocity, expressed as the sum of the average wind velocity U and 
the velocity fluctuations Vf. When the average wind velocity Ut is transverse to the 
direction of the wave propagation and the fluctuating component Ff is negligible 
compared with U,, the correspondence between temporal and spatial correlation functions 
is obtained by simply replacing r by (r - U, t). The temporal correlation function is 
therefore given by:
Bx (L,r) = 2n 2 k 2 L KdK J0 (KU, r)/»^(K) (2.29)
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The temporal frequency spectrum Wx((o) is the Fourier transform of the correlation 
function (2.29) and after carrying out some calculations and simplifications Ishimaru [1] 
derived the asymptotic form of the spectrum of amplitude fluctuations of a wave 
travelling in a random medium.
When at < a>t, Wx(ca) is practically constant, but when a> > a)h Wx(a)) decays as a>~8/3 . The 
two asymptotic values are given by:
°Wx (to) = 2.765 - (as m _> Q) (2.30)
2 / y*'3
= 7.13^-  (as^oo) (2.31)
Xil Xil V '(Ot
Where ax is the variance of the log-amplitude fluctuations and is given by equation 
(2.19). The two asymptotes meet at the corner frequency o) =1.43 a)/, where a>t is known 
as the Fresnel frequency and is given by U,-Jkl L , where U, is the transverse wind speed. 
The departure of the actual spectrum from the asymptotes indicates the effects of the 
outer and inner scales of turbulence.
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2.8. Influence of Antenna Aperture
The intensity fluctuations (square root of the variance) discussed in the preceding section 
are those observed by a point receiver. If the receiver has a finite size, the fluctuations are 
averaged over the receiving aperture and the fluctuations will be reduced. This 
phenomenon is called aperture averaging.
An antenna with finite aperture applies a low-pass filtering to the amplitude fluctuations 
of a wave. This low-pass filtering or averaging effect becomes significant when the 
transverse correlation length of the amplitude fluctuations is smaller than the antenna 
diameter. Therefore, if the antenna diameter is large enough, the incident wave-front 
fluctuations become uncorrelated and the receiver output is a spatial average of the wave- 
front fluctuations over the aperture. The result of this is that the observed fluctuations are 
smaller than those expected for a point receiver. If the effective antenna diameter is less 
than the correlation length, the antenna acts as a point receiver. The effective antenna 
aperture is the product of the physical antenna aperture and the efficiency of the antenna.
Haddon and Vilar [10] normalising the scintillation variance for a receiving antenna with 
effective diameter D to the point receiver, for the special case of n=l 1/3, found that a 
finite antenna aperture reduces the intensity fluctuations from its point receiver value by a 
factor:
-,1/2
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x = 0.0584 k ̂ ^- (2.33)
Lt
D is the physical diameter of the antenna of illumination efficiency 77, k=27t/A, is the wave 
number, /I is the signal wavelength and L = 2/z/y[sin 2 9 + (lhlRe )] + sin 0j is the
turbulent path length, h is the height of turbulence, 0is the path elevation angle and Re is 
the effective Earth radius (=8.5xl06m).
2.9. Tropospheric Scintillation Characteristic 
2.9.1 Propagation Research
In this section a short survey of previous research into tropospheric amplitude 
scintillation will be presented. Further details are discussed in the relevant sections of this 
thesis.
Propagation experiments are important in the design of satellite communication systems. 
Satellite systems rely on the transmission of radiowaves to and from the satellite and are 
dependent on the propagation characteristics of the transmission path, primarily the 
Earth's atmosphere. Radiowave propagation thus plays a very important part in the 
design and ultimate performance of these systems. Propagation experiments started as 
early as the first communications satellites were in orbit, to describe how these 
propagation phenomena affect the design and performance of those systems. Initially 
operations were at C-band (6/4 GHz) and no significant propagation induced outages 
were observed. In this frequency band ionospheric effects are the main degradation 
factors. In late 1969 severe amplitude scintillation activity at C-band induced by 
ionospheric effects was reported [11].
In recent years the rapid growth in capacity requirements led to the introduction of higher 
frequency bands. The higher frequencies offer various advantages such as, increased
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bandwidth, smaller antennas, and smaller satellite footprint that give higher EIRP and 
permit frequency reuse. The main obstacle however is that they are subject to stronger 
propagation degradation. The small size antennas employed in VSAT and USAT systems 
significantly reduce the cost of earth station terminals and also eliminate tracking 
requirements, but they lose the mitigating effect of aperture averaging and hence 
experience stronger scintillation [12].
In general, the impact of rain attenuation on communication signals is predominant. 
Results obtained from the analysis of rain attenuation in the United Kingdom and Italy 
showed that at V-band the attenuation levels exceeds 20dB for 0.1% of the time [13], 
[14]. In typical European mid-latitude climates for links operating at >20GHz it is 
difficult to include fade margins of more than approximately lOdB in typical down-link 
budgets for broadcast systems. Based on these statistics, the implementation of fade 
countermeasure techniques is vital in order to compensate for the high levels of dynamic 
fading.
The need to improve the skills and knowledge in prediction of such propagation effects 
fostered the realisation of some important propagation experiments like OLYMPUS, 
ACTS and ITALSAT. These experiments have been conceived with the aim of assessing 
the effects of atmosphere in radio link at various frequencies, elevation angles, antenna 
diameters and meteorological conditions.
The effects of scintillation on low elevation angle, Ku-band links were measured in two 
long-term experiments by INTELSAT in the United Kingdom [15] and United States 
[16]. The data showed that on links with elevation angles below 10°, not only was 
tropospheric scintillation a significant limitation to performance but also when the link 
approached 5° in elevation angle, it would cause the signal to drop below the availability 
threshold.
Vilar and Larsen [15] analysed and compared the cumulative distribution, variance and 
spectral density of non-skewed amplitude scintillations measured at three sites during the 
four summers 1982-85 and combining elevations 6 = 5°, 7.2°, 8.9° and 31°. They 
concluded that at low elevation, amplitude scintillations are slow but large in amplitude.
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Their results show that the lower the elevation the higher the amplitude scintillations. In 
Japan Karasawa et al. [17] reported peak-to-peak signal level variations in excess of 
lOdB. The results were based on the analysis of satellite beacon data in the 14/11 GHz 
band, at a path elevation angle of 6.5° using Cassegrain antenna of diameter 7.6m.
Measurements of tropospheric scintillation on a 14-degree path at 12, 20 and 30 GHz are 
reported in [16]. The observed scintillation spectra were consistent with Tatarskis theory 
showing high frequency slopes between -8/3 and -11/3, with most of the power below 1 
Hz. Measured probability densities and cumulative distributions of scintillation intensity 
agreed with the Moulsley-Vilar model [17]. It is also shown that as the season shifts from 
winter to summer, there is an increase of the monthly average of scintillation intensity. 
The spring and summer scintillation on the contrary show a strong diurnal trend with 
maximum scintillations occurring in the afternoon between local times 13:00 and 15:00. 
Scintillation intensity on a monthly basis is strongly correlated to the ground temperature 
and humidity. The authors reported correlation coefficients at 12, 20 and 30 GHz of 
0.841, 0.835, 0.789 and -0.880, -0.870, -0.827 respectively. According to measurements 
reported in [18] and [19], scintillations show a marked seasonal dependence, reaching a 
maximum in August and minimum in February in northern middle latitude regions such 
as Japan.
In [17] the diurnal and seasonal variations, frequency dependence derived from a 
comparison of the 11 and 14 GHz signals, and elevation angle dependence of the 
scintillation data are presented. A comparison between the propagation data and ground- 
level meteorological measurements indicated a high correlation between the scintillation 
characteristics and the water vapour contribution to the radio refractive index inferred 
from local humidity and temperature data. The authors concluded that this suggests a 
method for predicting the severity of scintillation fading using local measurements of 
meteorological parameters. Their analysis on the distribution of scintillation shows that 
over short periods of about an hour, the probability density function of signal level 
variations in dB due to scintillation follows the normal distribution well. Over longer 
periods, such as one month, the standard deviations calculated every hour can be 
approximated by the gamma distribution.
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Otung and Evans [18] found that during strong scintillations, the short-term distribution 
significantly departs from Gaussian. The mean probability that 1-min distribution of 
scintillation amplitude is Gaussian falls sharply as scintillation becomes more intense and 
for intensities greater than O.SdB the probability is less than 5%, and there is a trend of 
increased negative skewness of the short-term pdf. Van de Kamp showed that the 
observed asymmetry follows directly from theory, if a different modeling approach is 
applied [19].
Banjo and Vilar [4] using experimental results measured on a 7.1° elevation, 11 GHz 
path and certain meteorological parameters measured at ground level, found a strong 
dependence of scintillation intensity on temperature but a weaker correlation with relative 
humidity and wind speed, and no correlation at all with barometric pressure.
Increase in attenuation caused by specific cloud types over the U.K. has been reported by 
Wrench et. Al. [20]. Their analysis of the 40 and SOGHz beacon signal measurements 
together with inputs from a suite of zenith pointing measurements at Chilbolton, U.K. 
(including, radiometers, lidar ceilometer, and a digital camera) found that in the absence 
of rain, the largest slant path SOGHz attenuation of up to 14 dB is caused by deep 
convective (Cb) cloud, which gives rise to attenuation greater than 6 dB for 1% of the 
time that it is present.
These results may be expected to be approximately valid for other locations, although 
slightly larger attenuation may occur in tropical latitudes because of greater liquid water 
content (LWC).
It appears that irregularities in temperature, humidity and pressure are not the only cause 
of scintillation. Low cumulus cloud is also associated with the turbulent activity that 
causes scintillations at millimeter wavelengths [21], and this is responsible for a part of 
the measured scintillation effects. The average diurnal variation of scintillation intensity 
is uncorrelated with 7Vwet, and strongly correlated with cumulus cloud cover [22].
The influence of antenna aperture was studied theoretically by Von Weert [22] and 
Haddon and Vilar [11]. In [11] an analytical solution to the problem is given. They
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showed that because the scintillation intensity depends on the ratio between the antenna 
diameter and the diameter of the Fresnel zone in the turbulent region, low elevation paths 
counteract the tendency to smoothing by large earth station antennas and the scintillations 
observed remain large.
By combining theoretical relations and experimentally observed dependencies, several 
semi-empirical models have been developed for the prediction of tropospheric 
scintillation [23-26]. The ITU-R [27] presented a prediction method for the calculation of 
the standard deviation of signal fluctuations due to scintillation. This model is very 
similar to the Karasawa model [28], being based on formulation technique employed in 
the Karasawa model. Van de Kamp et. al. [29] compares the Karasawa and ITU-R model 
with measurements at 19.8 GHz on a 12.7° elevation path in Kirkkonummi, Finland. 
Both models predict higher scintillation variance than the measured. They then proposed 
a new prediction model that incorporates a new parameter representing the average water 
content of heavy clouds [30].
The general characteristics of tropospheric scintillation are summarised and presented 
here. These characteristics are identified in the turbulence theory and also from a world- 
wide data base of long-term measurements [31].
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2.10. General characteristics of tropospheric 
scintillation
2.10.1 Meteorological Dependence
(a) High temperature and humidity give the greatest scintillation amplitudes for a given 
path. Scintillation amplitude fluctuations are about three times more severe in 
summer than in winter. Thus a fairly large seasonal variation exists [31, 32].
(b) Very weak correlation of scintillation intensity with wind reported in [4, 33]. Cross- 
path wind speed is correlated with the spectrum corner frequency.
(c) Presence of rain does not significantly affect the amplitude of the scintillation until 
the path attenuation exceeds about 5 dB. The low frequency end of the spectra is 
modified by rain but the corner frequency roll-off remains essentially unchanged [31].
2.10.2 Geographic Dependence
As there is a significant correlation of scintillation with temperature and humidity, there 
is therefore a dependence on latitude. The higher the latitude, the colder is the average 
temperature of the atmosphere and so the lower the amplitude of scintillation over a 
given path will be. For a given latitude, there does not appear to be a longitudinal 
dependence.
2.10.3 Frequency Dependence
(a) The frequency dependence of amplitude scintillation is approximately the ratio of the 
frequency raised to the power 7/12. This was derived from Kolmogorov spectrum.
(b) The rate of change of amplitude is slower than that for ionospheric scintillation, the 
corner frequency is lower, and the roll-off is less steep. The power spectra rolls off as 
f ~ 8/3 , generally independent of the elevation angle and frequency. The corner 
frequency and the rate of change of amplitude vary with elevation angle [31].
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2.10.4 Systematic Dependence
As the elevation angle goes down for a given location [31]:
(a) Scintillation amplitude increases on the average.
(b) Period of the scintillation increases.
(c) Corner frequency of the spectrum decreases.
(d) There is an increasing tendency for non-symmetrical scintillation distribution
As the antenna diameter decreases for a given path
(a) Scintillation amplitude increases, due to the reduced averaging effect of the spatial 
fluctuations of the wave.
(b) Probability of multipath increases.
In Chapter 3 analysis of scintillation data from a beacon is presented and the distribution 
of scintillation amplitude is investigated, along with other statistics to see the effects of 
meteorological and link parameters on scintillation amplitudes.
2.11. Conclusion
A brief presentation of turbulence theory has been given and it was noted that turbulence 
is well developed only in the inertial sub-range where the Kolmogorov spectrum holds. 
In this region the medium is assumed to be statistically homogeneous and isotropic. 
Tatarskii [5] obtained an expression for the variance of amplitude fluctuations while 
Ishimaru [1] expressed the generalised spectrum in asymptotic form using Taylor's 
frozen-in hypothesis. These two regions of the spectrum meet at a corner frequency that 
depends on the cross-path wind velocity. A brief summary of the dependence of 
scintillation on various link and meteorological parameters was also presented.
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CHAPTER III
Receiver System and Data Preprocessing
Summary - This chapter will cover the receiver system located at Sparsholt were the 
satellite beacon data were recorded. The measurement setup is described, together 
with the measured data sets, and the additional information which is used in the 
project: local and global meteorological data. The data preprocessing procedures are 
described as well as the resulting data sets which were used in the analysis.
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3.1. Introduction
3.1.1 ITALSAT Fl Satellite
The scintillation analysis carried out in this project was performed using beacon 
measurements received from the ITALSAT satellite. An artist's impression of the 
ITALSAT satellite is shown in Figure 3.1. ITALSAT Fl is Italy's first operational 
communications satellite launched on the 16th of January 1991 by an Ariane booster 
and stationed in geostationary orbit at 13.2 degrees East and has been maintained at 
this position within ±0.15° box as seen from the Earth's centre.
Developed by a contractor team led by Alenia Spazio, ITALSAT carries ten active 
transponders plus five spares for 30/20 GHz and 50/40 GHz links with a capacity of 
12,000 telephone circuits. The propagation package includes a telemetry-modulated 
20 GHz beacon (also used for tracking), a 40 GHz beacon phase modulated by a 505 
MHz coherent subcarrier, and a polarisation-switched (but otherwise unmodulated) 50 
GHz beacon. It supports attenuation and cross-polarisation measurements at 20, 40, 
and 50 GHz, as well as new measurements of phase and amplitude dispersion. The 
availability of a polarisation-switched signal enables earth stations to fully 
characterise the cross-polarisation matrix of the 50 GHz channel [1].
The exact propagation beacon frequencies are 18.7, 39.6 and 49.49 GHz; they will 
hereafter be referred to in this thesis as the 20, 40 and 50 GHz beacons, respectively. 
The 50 GHz beacon signal is switched between vertical and horizontal polarisation at 
a rate of 933 Hz, had a specified EIRP of 26.8 dBW, after five years of operation.
The 40 GHz beacon, which is fully redundant, consists of an exciter and an impatt 
amplifier. The beacon is fed by a low-level S-band signal, provided by the L.O. The 
input signal, after being multiplied by 4 goes to the exciter. The later is fed also by 
505 MHz tone coming from the L.O. and provides 1/4 radian peak phase modulation 
of the input signal. After modulation, this frequency is again multiplied by 4 giving 
rise to a 40 GHz signal with 1-rad peak phase modulation. This signal is fed to an 
injection locked impatt amplifier providing final amplification with minimum 
spectrum distortion of the composite signal.
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Figure 3.1 Artistic impression of the ITALSAT satellite
Figure 3.2 Sparsholt location
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The modulated signal is radiated by a circular beam antenna with the required 
polarisation characteristics. The beacon is continuously transmitted with the exception 
of eclipse periods. The average EIRP values of the central 40 GHz beacon are:
30.0 dBW Edge of coverage, no subcarrier modulation 
28.0 dBW Edge of coverage, with subcarrier modulation
The coverage area (3 dB footprint) of the three beacons includes most of the UK.
3.1.2 ITALSAT F2 Satellite
ITALSAT F2 is an experimental communications satellite also built by Alenia Spazio 
for ASI, the Italian Space Agency. It was launched in August 1996 by an Ariane IV 
booster and placed in a geostationary orbit at 16.4 degrees east (initially foreseen at 
10.2 degrees east). ITALSAT F2 has an operational life expectancy of 7 years and is 
similar to the first model. Apart from the European Mobile Systems (EMS) package 
which replaces the 40/50GHz propagation package carried by ITALSAT Fl, most of 
the other packages are duplicates of their counterparts on Fl. ITALSAT F2 antenna 
provides a single, 46 dBW EIRP fixed beam that covers Europe, part of Russia, and 
North Africa.
The EMS is a high-performance communications payload for the provision of a 
variety of L-band satellite services principally to mobile users throughout Europe and 
northern Africa. It allows users with small portable terminals, as well as those with 
vehicle-mounted terminals, to have access to communications at very reasonable costs.
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3.2. Receiver System
The receiver system shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, is located at Sparsholt (51.5850°N,
Q
1.5033 W), U.K. The location of Sparsholt was shown on the map in Figure 3.2. The 
principal system parameters are summarised in Table 3.1, further details can be found 
in [2]. The system comprises of:
1) Three earth-station receiving Cassegrain antennas of diameter 1.22m for the 18.68 
GHz and 0.61m for the 39.59 GHz and 49.49 GHz, from where ITALSAT was 
viewed at an elevation angle of 29.9 ,
2) Meteorological instruments (temperature, pressure and humidity sensors. Rapid 
response rain gauge and an impact distrometer),
3) Data logging and storage equipment.
Regular sampling and recording of all the receivers and meteorological parameters is 
carried-out at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. However a number of enhancements were 
made to receiver system during 1997. A modification to the IF section of the 49.49 
GHz beacon receiver has meant that it was possible to sample the output at up to 10 
Hz; this procedure was performed for periods of 5 minutes every 30 minutes. These 
extra measurements were first collected in December 1997 [3].
The satellite beacon receiving system comprises a 0.61-metre Cassegrain antenna 
(1.22-metre for the 20GHz) feeding into a polarisation switch to allow selection of 
either vertical or horizontal polarisation (only in the SOGHz receiver). Then through 
single balanced mixer with a noise figure of 6 dB, in which the received signal is 
down-converted to a frequency of 70MHz. The local oscillator (LO) consists of a 
VHP crystal source which phase locks to an X-band generator (103MHz), which is 
then multiplied to 49.42 GHz by a times-four multiplier. The IF signal is then 
amplified and filtered, before final detection by a conventional phase-lock loop 
beacon receiver. The received signal level achieved with this simple system is 34 dB 
above the noise level in clear sky conditions and quite adequate for observing 
significant propagation effects. A block diagram of the SOGHz receiver is shown in
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Figure 3.3. The 70MHz receiver output is a D.C. voltage proportional to the logarithm 
of the received signal level.
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The 20 GHz dish is mounted outside, on top of the hut and then routed to the data­ 
logging system inside the hut via a cable. The 40 and 50 GHz earth station receiver 
systems and the data logging units are housed inside the temperature-controlled hut, 
as shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The system is temperature controlled to 20°C; the 
gross weight of the 40 and SOGHz receiver systems is approximately 20 kg each. The 
accuracy of the measured attenuation is about ± 0.5 dB [4].
The design life for the ITALSAT vehicle originally was only five years, but 
ITALSAT Fl operated beyond its expected life and remained in orbit for an additional 
~ 5 years. To extend the beacons transmission time, a propellant saving option had 
been adopted in which the North/South station keeping was abandoned. As a 
consequence a need for the beacon receivers to track the satellite position became 
apparent during the year and towards the end of 1997, the 50 GHz beacon receiver at 
Sparsholt was equipped with a tracking unit to counter the problem. The same goal 
was attained for the 40 GHz receiver in August 1998.
The next section will cover the data preprocessing and the problems encountered with 
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Figure 3.3 Block diagram of ITALSAT receiver at 50 GHz
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Figure 3.4 The hut at Sparsholt were the receiving antennas have 
been installed along with the data logging system.
Figure 3.5 From left to right, the 51 GHz radiometer, the 50GHz receiver
and the 40GHz receiver.
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3.3. Data Preprocessing
Before the scintillation data could be involved in any data analysis process, 
irrecoverably corrupted data had to be removed. Originally data preprocessing were to 
be performed for the period from June 1996 to May 1999, on the ITALSAT Fl 
satellite beacon at frequencies 18.68GHz, 39.59GHz and 49.49GHz recorded at 
Sparsholt. Unfortunately the 18.68GHz beacon data are not useful for the period after 
March 1998, due to satellite movements. Originally the satellite was designed to 
remain in orbit for five to six years. In order to extend its life, energy savings had to 
be made. As a result the satellite was not completely stationary anymore but had a 
north-south movement. In August 1999, the 18.7 GHz receiver was switched to 
monitor the beacon on ITALSAT F2. To account for this loss in data, preprocessing 
of ITALSAT F2 18.7 GFIz beacon was also carried out, for the period from 
September 1999 to August 2000.
A painstaking visual inspection of plotted raw data at each frequency was crucial to 
identify and exclude clearly unrealistic sample values and data logged during receiver 
system downtime. This section covers details of the important features noted in the 
three-year data during visual inspection and shows representative plots of the 
scintillation time series extracted from the raw data using a filtering technique 
discussed elsewhere [5].
The raw propagation data along with relevant meteorological variables had been 
saved in daily binary files by the data logging system used at the Sparsholt 
measurement site. A MATLAB program was therefore written to read these files and 
calibrate each data channel to give the correct measured quantity, such as relative 
signal level in dB for a propagation channel, rain rate in mm/hr for a rain channel, and 
so on.
The resulting daily time series of the received signal level of each beacon frequency 
was plotted and subjected to a careful visual inspection in order to identify gaps and 
periods of non-genuine signal level, see Figure 3.6. The indices of these gaps (if any)
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were stored in a separate file. Each propagation data sample within such invalid 
periods is replaced by the standard value -9999. In this way non-genuine samples are 
clearly marked so that they can be subsequently excluded from data analysis without 
losing the time reference inherent in the index of the vector variable containing the 
samples of each channel over a one-day period [6].
Finally the data were passed through a high-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 0.04 Hz [5] to extract scintillations, which were then saved in one file for 
each day. The choice of the high-pass filter cut-off frequency was made such that all 
non-scintillation effects were excluded and only legitimate scintillation contributions 
were included. Figure 3.6 illustrates the raw data before and in Figure 3.7 after being 
filtered to extract scintillation and invalid data being excluded. It can be seen that the 
observed scintillation has maximum peak-to-peak amplitude greater than 5dB on the 
day shown. Days containing less than 30- minutes of valid propagation data were 
excluded. Further details regarding problems encountered with the ITALSAT raw 
propagation data can be found in [2].
SOGHz Raw Data (970721.000 )
-60
Figure 3.6
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
Local Time (hours from midnight)
22 24
Plot of the received raw data for a period of one-day, where INVALID 
data are identified.
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SOGHz Scintillation Data 970721.000
-2.5 |
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Local Time (seconds from midnight)
Figure 3.7 Scintillation time series plot for the same period of one-day as in 
Figure 3.6, note that INVALID data have been excluded.
3.4. Resulting Data Sets
As mentioned earlier the data preprocessing was carried out in order to exclude (as 
much as possible) any effects other than scintillation. Unfortunately, this resulted in:
1. All the data after August 1997 recorded from the ITALSAT Fl satellite had to be 
excluded completely from the analysis, due to the satellite North-South movement. 
Originally we were to analyse satellite beacon measurement from the ITALSAT 
Fl satellite for the period covering June 1996 to May 1999. Unfortunately the 
exclusion of all the data after August 1997 meant that we could not make any 
comments on the yearly variation of scintillation.
2. For the months June and August 1996, the data have had to be removed also from 
the analysis.
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3. The 20GHz ITALSAT Fl beacon data were valid only for the period from May 
1997 to July 1997. This can be explained by the fact that there is a strong 
correlation between scintillation intensity and temperature, during the hot summer 
months as will be shown in following sections of this thesis, observed 
tropospheric amplitude scintillation are at their highest levels. Since the received 
signal was weak and was contaminated with noise, it was only during those hot 
summer months that scintillation amplitude was sufficiently high to be valid and 
to be included in the analysis.
Therefore, in summary the valid data used in the analysis were:
a) For the ITALSAT F1 data
• 40GHz and SOGHz beacon data for the period from July 1996 to August 1997 
(excluding August 96).
• 20GHz beacon data for the period from May 1997 to July 1997.
b) For the ITALSAT F2 data
• 20GHz beacon data for the period from September 1997 to August 2000.
Figures 3.8 to 3.10 illustrate for each month, the percentage of valid data of the total 
monthly measured data. The amount of rain events in the data was computed using the 
rain gauge rainfall data, recorded simultaneously as well at Sparsholt with other 
meteorological parameters. In Figures 3.11 and 3.12*, the percentage of'rainy' data is 
shown for the different months of the period covering September 1999 to August 
2000 for the 20GHz ITALSAT F2 data set, and for the period covering July 1996 to 
August 1997 (excluding August 1996) for the 40 and SOGHz ITALSAT Fl data set.
Note however that although this fraction (of rainy data) is largest for the winter 
months, this does not necessarily mean that the strongest attenuation was measured in 
those months of the year.
*In Figure 3.12, the "Theoretical Ideal Percentage Amount" is based on the total monthly measured data at 'one beacon' 
frequency (the 40GHz or the SOGHz). Since the total monthly measured data at any one of the two beacons were very similar, 
choosing either for comparison will not cause any significant errors.
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Figure 3.11 Amounts of rain event data, in percentage of total measured data (Theoretical 
Ideal Percentage Amount) and as percentage of total monthly valid data (20 GHz beacon).
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Figure 3.12 Amounts of rain event data, in percentage of total measured data (Theoretical 
Ideal Percentage Amount) and as percentage of total monthly valid data (40 and 50 GHz
beacon).
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3.5 Sparsholt Data Format
The data stored on the CD are in binary form and they are recorded in the following 
format, for every second the corresponding data are stored in a record containing 52 
bytes, see Table 3.2.
The data received are stored as a voltage on a hard disk and are collected once every 
month. The system is connected via a modem to the Internet, where low quality signal 
figures of the received data are displayed and can be accessed. It is used mainly to 
monitor the system on a daily basis to ensure that everything is working fine.





































































Since the data received are stored as a voltage, calibration factors are used to translate 
those values into dB for the signal level, degree Celsius for the temperature, millibars 
for the pressure and finally to obtain the humidity as a percentage. 
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A _
Xv(Q)-Xv(l) (3 ' 3)
_ 1X1) * ^v(O) - 1X0) * AvQ) (3>4)
Calibrated Data = (Wata x ,4) + 5 (3.5)
• Calibration factors for the 20, 40 and 50 GHz beacons to obtain the signal 
level in dB
Xv = [-2048, 2048] 
Yv = [-60, -20]
• Calibration factors for the temperature to obtain it in °C
Xv = [0, 1024] 
Yv = [-40, 60]
• Calibration factors for the pressure to obtain it in millibars
Xv = [0, 2048] 
Yv = [900, 1050]
• Calibration factors for the relative humidity to obtain it in %
1. If the relative humidity is measured, then the calibration factors are
Xv = [0, 1024] 
Yv = [0,100]
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2. If the dew point is measured then the calibration factors are
Xv = [0,1024] 
Yv = [-40, 60]
substituting those calibration factors in the general Equation (3.5) will yield a value 
say 'RR'.
To estimate the relative humidity from dew point measurements, use the following 
equations:
Substitute the value of 'RR' found from Equation 3.5 into Equation 3.6:
RRww, = ——————- (3 6) 
1 (RR + 238.3) ( '
Temperature (°C) 
Temperature (°C) + 238.32 m . / O x—r\ . ^ *•» f> --» V " /
Relative Humidity = 100* exp [17.2694 * (ww,-ww2)]
Starting from the 3rd of April 1997 relative humidity was measured using dew point. 
Therefore to obtain the relative \ 
1997, use the dew point formula.
humidity for any data obtained after the 3 rd of April
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3.7 Met Office Surface Data
The first set of data has been purchased from the UK Met Office. It contains the 
following hourly information:
Wind speed, Wind direction, Air temperature, and Relative humidity, covering the 
period from June 1996 to May 1999.
The second Met Office data set was obtained from the British Atmospheric Data 
Centre (BADC), [7]. It contains the hourly Met Office -Land Surface Observation 
Stations Data from stations in 110 UK counties for the period from 1983 to July 2000. 
But specifically, only the UK Hourly Weather Observations data covering the period 
from January 1997 to July 2000 recorded at Brize-Norton were used. The content and 
format of the data can be found in Appendix Four.
3.8 CDIACData
The cloud data used in the analysis were obtained from the Carbon Dioxide 
Information Analysis Center (CDIAC), [8]. Specifically the NDP-026C data archive, 
produced by Hahn, C.J., and S.G. Warren, 1999, which contain surface synoptic 
weather reports for the entire globe, gathered from various available data sets. The 
U.K. ground station Brize-Norton (51.75 Lat., 358.42 Lon.) chosen was the nearest to 
Sparsholt were the ITALSAT data were recorded. Approximately 20 km north of 
Sparsholt. The time resolution of this database is 3 hours, i.e., observations are 
performed at 0:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, and 21:00 UTC. The data 
were then processed and edited to extract only the low cloud type.
This database consists of extended edited synoptic cloud reports from ships and land 
stations around the globe from 1952-1995 for ship data and from 1971-1996 for land 
station data. In addition to the cloud portion of the synoptic report, each edited report 
also includes the associated pressure, present weather, wind, air temperature, and dew
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point (and sea surface temperature over oceans). This data set is called the "Extended 
Edited Cloud Report Archive" (EECRA).
The EECRA contains 71 million cloud observations from ships and 311 million from 
land stations. Each report is 80 characters in length. The archive consists of 841 files 
of edited synoptic reports, one file for each month of data for land and ocean 
separately, and 4 ancillary files which provide important information about reporting 
characteristics of the land stations. The content and format of one 80-character 
extended edited cloud report are given in Table 3.3. Where values differ, L=Land, 
S=Ship.
The method for obtaining the average amount for a low cloud type is to compute the 
frequency of occurrence (/) of the type (the number of occurrences of the type divided 
by the number of contributing reports) and the amount-when-present (awp - sum of 
lower cloud amount divided by the number of occurrences of the type) separately. 
Then the average cloud amount is:
(3.8)
This method is described because it is often of interest to know the frequency of 
occurrence of a type in addition to its amount, in this case Cumulus and 
Cumulonimbus type.
In this project, besides the time and space information, only the following synoptic 
codes were used: the 'low cloud type' gives the classification of low level clouds and 
the 'lower cloud amount' gives the amount of sky covered with low level clouds. This 
is because only low clouds are associated with microwave signal scintillation. The 
low cloud amount can have integer values from 0 to 8 indicating how many eighth 
parts of the sky are covered with low level clouds.
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CHAPTER IV
Statistical & Meteorological Analysis
Summary - This chapter presents the results of the statistical and meteorological 
analysis. Monthly, annual and worst month cumulative distribution functions at three 
beacon frequencies are presented. The extensive study of the probability density function 
(pdf) of scintillation amplitude and standard deviation have shown that for short time 
intervals, scintillation amplitude fluctuations can be assumed to follow a Gaussian 
distribution, while the lognormal probability density function provides a better 
approximation to the distribution of scintillation standard deviation than the Gamma pdf.
The second part of this Chapter investigates the relations of scintillation with 
meteorological parameters. The results show a strong correlation between scintillation 
intensity, temperature and the wet-part of reft•activity. A weaker correlation with relative 
humidity and a negligible correlation between scintillation intensity and transverse wind 
speed. Furthermore, it was found that the presence of cumulus clouds led on average to 
increased scintillation levels. The parameter Nwe, shows no significant diurnal variation 
that can relate to scintillation intensity. The diurnal variations of cumulus cloud and 
scintillation intensity however are very well correlated.
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4.1. Distribution of Scintillation Amplitude
4.1.1 Short-term Scintillation Amplitude pdf
It is known from theoretical and experimental investigations that over a short-term period 
when meteorological conditions may be regarded as constant, signal level fluctuations due 
to turbulence follow a Gaussian distribution [1]. This is why they can be characterised by 
the variance or the standard deviation. Under this assumption, the probability density 
function (pdf) of signal deviation x from the mean signal level can be written as:
(4.1)
where cr2 is the variance and a is the standard deviation.
Studies of short-term distributions of scintillation amplitude shows that this period must 
be well below one hour [2]. The period here for short-term is taken to be 30 minutes. 
Because of the sampling frequency of 1-Hz i.e. one sample per second, in this time period 
(30-min.) there are 1800 data samples. The data used for this analysis was that described 
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The short-term probability density function was computed only on 
blocks of 1800 samples containing more than 90% valid data. These 1800 samples are 
distributed in bins according to their amplitude. The bin size was chosen to be 0.05 dB. It 
should be noted that the parameters of the model distributions are determined from the 
measured data in every case.
Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the probability density function of scintillation amplitude for a 
30-minute period that passed the Chi-squared goodness of fit test. The solid line represents 
the experimental probability density function (pdf) of scintillation amplitude, while the 
dotted line shows the theoretical Gaussian curve computed using measured mean 
amplitude and standard deviation. We can see that it follows reasonably well a Gaussian 
distribution and the only significant departures are in the low probability region for time 
percentage p < 0.1%.
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There are arguments for short-term pdf of scintillation amplitude, being of either 
Gaussian or Nakagami-m form. Van de Kamp [3], using measurements of three beacon 
signals from the ITALSAT satellite at 18.7, 39.6, and 49.5 GHz, which were received at 
Spino d'Adda using a 3.5m Cassegrain antenna in Italy at an elevation angle of 37.8°, 
found that for large scintillation intensities, the short term distribution is not symmetrical 
like the Gaussian. The negative signal deviation, or 'fade', was on average larger than the 
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Figure 4.1. Distribution of scintillation amplitude over 30 minute period; 
21 July 1997. (Solid line experimental, Dotted line Gaussian)
Otung and Evans [4], after the extensive study of experimentally observed short-term 
probability distributions, found that weak scintillation amplitude fluctuations are normal, 
but intense fluctuations (>0.5 dB) do not follow normal distribution. The mean probability 
is less than 5% for intensities greater than 0.5 dB. The threshold between weak and intense 
amplitude fluctuations was given to be a scintillation intensity of-0.5 dB.
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If turbulence is confined to a thin slab located far from the receiver, the amplitude of the 
received wave obeys a Nakagami-Rice distribution [5], which in the limiting case of a 
strongly scattering slab reduces to a Rayleigh distribution [6]. Banjo [7] have reported the 
following observations:
i) The Gaussian pdf is a closer fit to the large enhancements while the Nakagami-m
is a closer fit to the large fades, 
ii) For small to moderate fluctuations, there is litte difference between the Gaussian
and Nakagami-m pdfs.
Results reported from the analysis of measurements conducted in Leeheim, Germany [8] 
using the OTS satellite at 11.8 GHz, also revealed that the 1-minute scintillation amplitude 
fluctuations were normally distributed. In this analysis a chi-square goodness-of-fit test 
was performed on 13855 30-min intervals (representing 79.1% of the annual period) at the 
1% and 5% significance level to determine if they follow a normal distribution with 
statistical significance. At 50GHz the number of distributions that passed the test were 
12499 and 11563, or 90.5% and 83.8% passed the test, respectively. For the 40GHz 
beacon, out of 14968 30-min intervals tested (representing 85.4% of the annual period) at 
the 1% and 5% significance level, 12759 and 11572 or 84.9% and 77.0% passed the test, 
respectively.
Finally, for the 20GHz beacon, out of 15761 30min intervals tested (representing 90.0% of 
the annual period) at the 1% and 5% significance level, 14771 and 13767 or 84.3% and 
78.6% passed the test, respectively. All the results are summarised in Table 4.1, below.
Table 4.1: Short-term amplitude scintillation chi-square goodness-of-fit test results to 
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4.1.2 Long-term Scintillation Amplitude pdf
However, in the long term meteorological variables are not constant, the scintillation 
process ceases to be stationary and the variation of scintillation amplitude no longer 
follows a Gaussian distribution. The same procedure has been followed, to calculate the 
histograms and the pdfs for the long-term distributions. Figure 4.2 shows a typical summer 
day scintillation amplitude distribution for the 21 st of July 1997, with standard deviation 
o-day = 0.2557 dB. It is evident that the distribution is non-Gaussian.
Whereas Figure 4.3 shows a plot of a daily scintillation amplitude distribution of a typical 
winter day with predominantly weak scintillations, for the 5th of January 1997. The 
standard deviation was aday = 0.1074dB. Although Figure 4.3 shows the daily distribution
to fit a Gaussian shape very well, the departure from the theoretical distribution is 
significant in the tails. Both distributions failed the goodness-of-fit test.
We performed a Chi-square goodness-of-fit test on all measurement days with more than 
90% valid samples at the 1% and 5% significance level, out of 917 distributions 
(representing 83.7% of the measurement period at 20, 40 and SOGHz) only 3 distributions 
passed the test at the 1% significance level and none of the distributions tested passed the 
test at the 5% significance level. The same test was also carried out on the monthly 
distributions, none passed the test at the two significance levels.
Therefore we can conclude that long term (> one day) scintillation amplitude distributions 
are non-Gaussian, although in the winter months when scintillations are predominantly 
weak the departure from the Gaussian shape may be significant only in the tails of the 
distribution.
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Figure 4.2. Distribution of scintillation amplitude over a 1-day period; 
21 July 1997. (Solid line experimental, ... dotted-line Gaussian).
Experimental 
- - Gaussian
-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Scintillation amplitude (dB)
Figure 4.3. Distribution of scintillation amplitude over a 1 -day period; 
5 January 1997. (Solid line experimental, ... dotted-line Gaussian).
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4.2. Scintillation Intensity pdf
As mentioned previously over long periods meteorological quantities at every point of 
space undergo irregular fluctuations due to the varying turbulent conditions. Under these 
conditions, the short-term standard deviation also referred to as scintillation intensity ax is 
also a random variable with a variation which may be approximated by a lognormal or a 
gamma distribution [9]. The probability density function (pdf) of x over such long periods 
is given by:
(42)
where, P(a*) is the long term pdf of crx and P(x a*) is the pdf of x conditional on crx.
Moulsley and Vilar [1] computed scintillation intensity crx over 10-minute intervals and 
found that its pdf over long periods has a lognormal distribution, and evaluated Equation 
(4.2) for P(x) by assuming a Gaussian P(x\(7x) and a lognormal P(crx). This distribution 
model is symmetrical, whereas the long-term pdf of scintillation amplitude x has been 
observed [10] to be larger in the negative tail of x. Ortgies [8] reported similar results and 
later suggested [11] that for higher elevation paths, it appears that the lognormal 
distribution is more adequate than the gamma distribution for fitting the measured pdf, 
especially for scintillation variance below about 1 dB2 .
The authors in [9], found that the scintillation intensity crx for a monthly period, calculated 
every hour can be approximated by the gamma pdf. Karasawa et al [12] later proposed a 
semi-empirical prediction model for tropospheric scintillation by assuming a Gaussian 
P(x\ ax) and a gamma pdf for P(crx).
To examine the form of P(crx) for a low elevation path, the daily and monthly 
experimental distributions of scintillation intensity ax were computed for the entire 
measurement period at the three respective beacon frequencies, by taking the 1 -minute
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standard deviation of the preprocessed beacon data in each block interval, which had more 
than 90% valid samples.
In Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 the daily and monthly probability density functions of the 
standard deviation are compared to the lognormal and gamrna distributions. The input 
parameters for these theoretical distribution models are the mean and standard deviation of 
log(ffx) for the lognormal distribution, and the mean and standard deviation of ax for the 
gamma distribution, which are all calculated from the measured distributions.
A visual inspection of these distributions would suggest that sometimes they follow 
reasonably well a lognormal or a gamma distribution. Also, sometimes both fit the data 
very well, and sometimes neither. A more quantitative method to decide whether a 
measured distribution is well represented by a certain theoretical distribution model, is the 
chi-square test. In our analysis a chi-square goodness-of-fit test was performed on 306 (at 
20GHz), 455 (at 40GHz) and 430 (at 50GHz) daily distributions of 1-minute scintillation 
intensity tested at 1% and 5% significance level, respectively, the results of which are 
tabulated in Table 4.2, below.
Table 4.2: Long-term scintillation intensity chi-square goodness-of-fit test results
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Of 306 daily one-minute scintillation intensity distributions tested at the 1% level at 
20GHz, 59 (19.3%) were lognormal and 55 (18%) were gamma. At 40GHz out of 455 
distributions tested, 39 (8.6%) were lognormal and 13 (2.9%) gamma, and finally at 
SOGHz out of 430 distributions tested, 27 (6.3%) passed as lognormal and 19 (4.4%) were 
gamma.
At the higher significance level of 5%, for the 20GHz beacon, the results were 47 (15.4%) 
lognormal and 40 (13.1%) gamma. At 40GHz, 23 (5.1%) distributions were lognormal 
and 7 (1.5%) were gamma. Finally at the higher frequency of SOGHz, the results yielded 
21 (4.9%) and 14 (3.3%) as lognormal and gamma distributions, respectively.
The same test was also carried-out on all monthly distributions, but none of these passed 
the test. These results suggest that the likelihood of a distribution being a lognormal or a 
gamma is very small. Another conclusion, which may be drawn based on the results 
obtained in Table 4.2, is that out of the two distributions of the 1-min scintillation intensity, 
the lognormal distribution gives a slightly better approximation than the gamma 
distribution.
Another interesting aspect of the difference between the lognormal and the gamma 
distributions is found when the behaviour of the characterising parameters is compared. 
Figure 4.6 shows a scatter plot of the mean versus the standard deviation of scintillation 
intensity, ox. They are strongly correlated, with correlation coefficient R=O.8633, while the 
mean and standard deviation of log(0-x 2) are not, having correlation coefficient R=0.3549. 
The high correlation value (R = 0.8633) observed, is in agreement with the theory of the 
gamma distribution. This gives the impression that this distribution represents the data 
well. However, this would be wrong in light of the goodness-of-fit results obtained from 
the analysis.
Marzano and G. d'Auria [13], based on their proposed statistical method to predict 
tropospheric amplitude scintillation have also concluded that the best-fitting long-term pdf 
is lognormal on month, season, and year time periods analysed on an hourly basis. 
However, neither of these theoretical pdf s give a very good fit. Various researchers are 
now trying a different modelling approach, such as using a Rice-Nakagami distribution 
instead of a lognormal distribution [3].
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Daily Scintillation Intensity (dB)
Figure 4.4. Comparison of lognormal (-o- line) and gamma distributions 
(dotted line) with daily experimental data 1-min scintillation intensity 
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of lognormal (-o- line) and gamma distributions
(dotted line) with monthly experimental data 1-min scintillation intensity
distribution (solid line), computed for November 1996 at 40GHz.
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Figure 4.6. Scatter plot of the mean versus the standard deviation of ax .
4.3. Cumulative Distribution of Scintillation Intensity
The yearly cumulative distributions of scintillation intensity (standard deviation) for the 
20, 40 and 50GHz beacon signals for the period covering September 1996 to August 1997 
at 40 and SOGHz and for the period covering September 1999 to August 2000 for the 
20GHz beacon are plotted in Figure 4.7. These are useful as a quick reference for seeing 
how often a particular value of scintillation intensity ax, is likely to be exceeded.
In Figure 4.8, the monthly cumulative distributions of scintillation intensity for the three 
beacon signals are plotted. As expected, scintillation intensity is significantly higher in the 
summer months. For example, in January at 40 and SOGHz, scintillation intensity values 
for 0.1% of the time are 0.2092 dB and 0.2668 dB, respectively. In July these values are 
0.6953 dB and 0.8212 dB, respectively. This represents an increase of 232% and 208%, 
respectively.
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Figure 4.7. Yearly cumulative distributions of scintillation intensity at 20, 40 and
SOGHz.
Some more numerical results can be found in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4: scintillation 
intensity (standard deviation), temperature, humidity, and the wet-part of refractivity (Nwei) 
averaged over every month and over the whole measurement period are shown for the 
three respective beacon signals. Here it appears that the wet-part of refractivity (Nwet) has a 
similar trend as scintillation intensity, as was predicted by the models of Karasawa et. al. 
and the ITU-R. The seasonal variability and correlation with meteorological parameters 
will be discussed in Section 4.5.
During August 1996 there was a problem in recording the meteorological data at Sparsholt, 
instead the data recorded at Brize-Norton were used in the analysis. Brize-Norton 
meteorological station is approximately 20 km north of Sparsholt.
Table 4.5 shows the temperature and humidity data recorded at Brize-Norton for the entire 
14-month period, starting from July 1996 to August 1997. The averaged absolute error 
made by using this dataset is 3.44% for the temperature and 2.25% for the relative 
humidity. It is therefore expected that the data from Brize-Norton can be used to estimate 
the monthly averaged wet-part of refractivity (Nwet) without loss of accuracy.
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°'2 Scintillation Intensity (dB) °'5 °'S °'7
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Scintillation Intensity (dB)
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Scintillation Intensity (dB)
Figure 4.8. Cumulative distributions of scintillation intensity for each month of the 
year for the period covering September 1996 to August 1997 for the 40 and SOGHz 
beacons and for the period covering September 1999 to August 2000 for the 20GHz
beacon.
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Table 4.3: Mean meteorological data for every month and the whole year, from the 
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Table 4.4: Mean meteorological data for every month and the whole year, from the 


























































































** During August 1996 there was a problem in recording the meteorological data, in the analysis the data 
from Brize-Norton were used instead.
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Table 4.5: Mean temperature and humidity data for the 14-month period (July 96 to 
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4.4. Cumulative distribution function of scintillation 
fades and enhancement
Link budget engineers use annual and worst month cumulative distribution functions to 
calculate the link budget for a new satellite communication system. These provide the 
system designer with information on the probability that a certain level of fading is 
exceeded in terms of the percentage of the time in a monthly or annual period that this 
level is exceeded. Based on these statistics and the required link availability, the system 
fade margin is calculated.
Karasawa et al. [12] presented some expressions for the long-term cumulative distribution 
of amplitude level, expressed in terms of the predicted long-term standard deviation. 
Assuming a Gaussian short-term probability density function (PDF) of scintillation 
amplitude and a Gamma PDF of scintillation intensity crx . The resulting amplitude level y, 
exceeded for a time percentage of P, is given by:
For signal enhancements
y = (- 0.0597 log 3 P - 0.0835 log 2 P - 1.258 log P + 2.612)apre (4.3) 
for (0.01%< JP<50%)
For signal fades
y = (- 0.061 log 3 P + 0.072 log 2 /3 -1.71 log P + ^ar^ (4.4) 
for (0.01%<P<50%)
In Equations (4.3) and (4.4) apre is the predicted long term standard deviation. The ITU-R 
[14] adopted only the signal fades cumulative distribution (Equation (4.4)) in the proposed 
prediction model.
The measured annual cumulative distribution function (cdf) of scintillation fades at 
20GHz for the period September 1999 to August 2000, and for the period covering 
September 1996 to August 1997 at 40 and SOGHz, is shown in Figure 4.9. It can be seen
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from this figure, that for 0.01% of the time the fade levels at 20 and SOGHz are 0.805 dB 
and 1.457 dB, respectively. This represents an increase in the scintillation fade level of 
81%. Figure 4.10 illustrates the corresponding measured annual cdf of scintillation 
enhancements for the same period. In general measurement of scintillation fades are larger 
than enhancements, particularly in the low probability region. The differences in the data 
presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are small however.
The monthly measured cumulative distribution functions were also computed for the 
entire measurement period at 20, 40 and SOGHz, and can be found in Appendix B. Once 
more it can be seen that in all distributions in the low probability range the curves spread 
out, and the distribution of signal fades for probabilities lower than 0.1%, exceed that of 
scintillation signal enhancements. All distributions are compared to the ITU-R Model for 
signal fades, given by Equation (4.4). Since in the ITU-R Report [14] only the distribution 
function for signal fade is mentioned, this is the only curve from ITU-R included in the 
graphs. The input parameters for this model are the surface temperature and relative 
humidity, which are given in Tables 4.3 - 4.5. In Chapter 7 of this thesis the current 
prediction models are discussed in more details.
0.5 1 1-5
Scintillation Fade level (dB)
2.5
Figure 4.9. Yearly cumulative distribution function (cdf) of scintillation 
fades amplitude at 20, 40 and SOGHz.
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Figure 4.10. Yearly cumulative distribution function (cdf) of scintillation 
enhancements amplitude at 20, 40 and SOGHz.
Analysis of scintillation worst-month cumulative distribution function was also carried out. 
The distribution was computed from the monthly cumulative probability distributions over 
the 12-month period by taking the maximum value at each percent of time. Figure 4.11 
shows the observed worst-month cumulative distribution of scintillation fade. As expected, 
worst-month values exceed annual values, for example for 0.01% of the time the fade 
levels at 20 and SOGHz are 1.023 dB and 1.869 dB, respectively. This represents an 
increase of 21.8% and 28.3%, respectively, in comparison with the annual values at the 
same percent of time.
Of course the values of both annual and worst month cumulative distribution functions 
would be different on other links. However, if we have a scenario in which an earth station 
is tracking more than one satellite, and if we assume that the link parameters and 
meteorological conditions remains the same and only the elevation angle varies, then by 
using the theoretical scaling factors (see Chapter 5) it is possible to calculate the ratio by 
which those values will change. For example, if the elevation angle is now 10° then
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F=[sin(29.9°)/sin(10°)] 11/12 = 2.6292. Where 29.9° is the Sparsholt-ITALSAT path 
elevation angle. In this case the annual and worst-month values will have to be multiplied 
by F (the scaling factor).
0.5 1 1.5 2 
Scintillation signal level (dB)
2.5
Figure 4.11. Worst month cumulative distribution function (cdf) of 
scintillation fades at 20, 40 and 50GHz.
The annual cumulative distribution function can allow the link margin for a service to be 
developed but it does not give any insight into potential variations in service quality due to 
propagation effects that exist over smaller intervals of time. The dependence of signal 
fading on the time of day is an important consideration in the provision of broadcast 
satellite services.
The next section will discuss the dependence of tropospheric scintillation on various 
meteorological parameters.
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4.5. Meteorological Dependence
4.5.1 Introduction
Various experimental studies show that scintillation exhibits diurnal and seasonal 
variation. In this section we take a closer look at the correlation between tropospheric 
scintillation and various meteorological parameters. In addition to examining 
meteorological parameters directly, one can use them to derive dependent parameters such 
as the wet-part of refractivity (Nwel). One of the main objectives is to find the influence of 
the averaging period on the correlation between those parameters.
The data examined can be divided into two sets:
i) Data set 1: This contains data measurement from the ITALSAT F2 satellite, operating 
at 18.7 GHz and covering a 1-year period from September 1999 to August 2000.
ii) Data set 2: This contains data measurement from the ITALSAT Fl satellite, operating 
at 39.6 and 49.5 GHz and covering a 1-year period from September 1996 to August 
1997.
The analysis can be split into two parts depending on the meteorological data used. The 
propagation data together with temperature and humidity measurements recorded at the 
same sampling rate were recorded at Sparsholt and archived to a compact disk once a 
month.
Wind speed, wind direction and cloud data used in the analysis were obtained from the 
Met Office - Land Surface Observation Stations Data. The database format is given in 
Appendix C. This database consists of synoptic (hourly) weather observations for the 
period covering 1983 to July 2000. The U.K. ground station Brize-Norton (51.75 Lat., 
358.42 Lon.) chosen was the nearest to Sparsholt where the ITALSAT receivers were 
mounted, it was approximately 20 km North of Sparsholt. The time resolution of this 
database is 1-hour, i.e., observations are performed on the hour for every hour of the day 
starting from midnight local time. All the meteorological parameters were measured at the 
Earth's surface.
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The intensity of scintillation cr^is directly related to the refractive index structure constant 
Cn2, which is a measure of the energy in the fluctuations of the normalised refractive index. 
This is in turn directly related to the energy of the turbulence. It is worth noting that there 
are two main mechanisms responsible for the introduction of energy into the turbulence, 
namely wind shear and buoyancy [6].
Wind shear results from a spatial variation in average wind speed. The rate at which it 
introduces turbulent energy into the flow is proportional to the rate of change with height 
of the wind velocity components in a plane parallel to the earth's surface. Buoyancy on 
the other hand arises from a convective heating of the atmosphere by the ground, which 
tends to lift the air mass upwards. Both mechanisms give rise to a turbulent mixing of air 
masses of different temperature and humidity. We can, therefore, expect an increase in 
wind shear or buoyancy to result in an increase in scintillation intensity.
The buoyancy term B depends on the vertical temperature distribution and is 
approximately given by [6]:
(4.5)
Where, g is the gravitational acceleration, z is the height, and K^ is the eddy coefficient of 
heat conduction and 6>is the temperature (kelvin).
The results will show that by far the most influential meteorological factor in determining 
the intensity of scintillations is the temperature. The reader should note that all the 
correlation scattergrams to be shown in this section have linear regression lines fitted, and 
the correlation coefficients for each are given.
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4.6. Correlation with Temperature and Humidity
To investigate the correlation between scintillation intensity crx, temperature and humidity, 
the hourly, six-hourly, twelve-hourly, daily, weekly and monthly temperature and 
humidity data were calculated for the entire period. The averaged scintillation intensities 
ffx were computed by taking the mean of the standard deviations of the 1-minute blocks of 
the preprocessed scintillation data, with more than 90% valid samples. Therefore, 
hereafter when hourly, six-hourly, twelve-hourly, daily, weekly and monthly scintillation 
intensities are mentioned, we will mean the 1-minute value averaged for that particular 
period.
Figure 4.12 shows a scatter plot of the monthly averaged temperature versus standard 
deviation for the period covering September 1999 to August 2000 for the 20GHz beacon 
and September 1996 to August 1997 for the 40 and SOGHz beacons. One can see that 
there is a strong correlation between those two parameters, the correlation coefficients 
were 0.931, 0.945 and 0.956 at 20, 40 and SOGHz, respectively.
The relation between scintillation and ground temperature is further investigated in Figure 
4.13, in which the scatter plot of the daily scintillation intensity (std) as a function of 
ground temperature is shown together with the best curve fit. This dependence was best 
approximated by using an exponential formula of the type ax = aebT ; this is consistent with 
results found by Pratt and Haidara [15]. By observing the correlation of scintillation 
intensity and temperature for the various periods, from Table 4.6, it can be seen that the 
correlation increases as the averaging period increases. These results clearly show the 
importance of solar heating in the production of atmospheric turbulence. The scintillation 
intensity however is well represented by a linear function of the surface relative humidity 
and the surface wet-part of refractivity Nwet . Further discussion of the results will be made 
in the conclusions of this section.
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Figure 4.12. Starting from the top, monthly average temperature 







Figure 4.13. Scatter plot of daily average ground temperature as a function of the 
daily average scintillation intensity (std) at 20, 40 and SOGHz. The best-fit curves and
their equations are also shown.
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The correlation of monthly scintillation intensity with relative humidity at 20GHz is 
shown in Figure 4.14. The monthly correlation is found to be -0.549. However, it can be 
seen from Table 4.7 that there is no clear trend like the one observed with the averaged 
temperature. The correlations for other time periods are very low and negative. For 
example for an averaging period of one-day, the correlation is practically nonexistent, 
having values of-0.04 and -0.02 at 40 and SOGHz, respectively.
These findings agree with the results reported by Banjo and Vilar [16] based on their 
analysis of satellite beacon data at 11 GHz, recorded in Southern England. They found a 
nearly zero correlation for the daily averages and a correlation of -0.31 for the hourly 
averaging period. Monthly averages were not reported.
Scintillation intensity increases directly with temperature and inversely with relative 
humidity. This can be explained by the fact that an increase in temperature which will 
result in warmer air, means that there will be a decrease in relative humidity due to the fact 
that warmer air being able to hold more moisture. This opposite behaviour can be seen in 
Figure 4.15. The highest temperatures occur during mid-day, where relative humidity is at 
its lowest value. The highest values of relative humidity occur during the nights. In terms 
of a diurnal cycle of period 24-hours, a phase difference of 180° (i.e. 12-hours) between 
temperature and relative humidity is observed.
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Table 4.6: Correlation coefficients between the measured standard deviation and 





























Table 4.7: Correlation coefficients between the measured standard deviation and 





























Table 4.8: Correlation coefficients between the measured standard deviation and 
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Figure 4.14. Monthly average relative humidity versus measured standard 
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Figure 4.15. Variations of temperature and relative humidity.
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The current prediction models (ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung) relate scintillation intensity 
to the wet-part of refractivity, Nwet, which is a function of ground temperature and 
humidity. In all three models those two meteorological parameters (temperature and 
humidity) should be averaged over a period of at least one month.
According to the ITU-R model, the relationship between temperature, humidity and the 
wet-part of refractivity Nwet is [17]
(ppm) (4.6)
where es = 6. 1 lexp(19.7J / (t + 273)) is the saturated water vapour pressure.
H is the mean-surface relative humidity in percent (%) and t is the mean-surface
temperature in degrees centigrade (°C).
Karasawa [12] found the average value crx for each month shows a high correlation to the 
wet-part of refractivity, Nwet, due to water vapour in the atmosphere, averaged over one 
month.
Figure 4.16 shows a scatter plot of the monthly averaged scintillation intensity (std) as a 
function of the averaged monthly wet-part of refractivity Nwel, for the period covering 
September 1999 to August 2000 at 20GHz and for the period covering September 1996 to 
August 1997 at 40 and SOGHz. The correlation coefficients obtained at 20, 40 and SOGHz 
are 0.943, 0.957 and 0.971, respectively. This very high correlation confirms the results 
obtained by Karasawa et al. [12] on which the current ITU-R model is based.
Figure 4.17 shows a scatter plot of the daily scintillation intensity ax versus Nwet for the 
period covering September 1996 to August 1997 at SOGHz. The observed significant 
correlation suggests that the accuracy of these prediction models is still significant for this 
relatively short time base. The correlation between scintillation intensity and the wet-part 
of refractivity at the three respective beacon frequencies, for different averaging periods is 
tabulated in Table 4.8. It can be seen that the same trend as the one followed by 
temperature is followed also by Nwet. As the period of observation increases so does the 
correlation, with the highest one observed in monthly averages.
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4.7. Influence of the Averaging Period
We will now take a closer look at the influence of the length of the averaging period on 
the correlation between scintillation intensity and temperature, humidity and the wet-part 
of refractivity.
Tables 4.6-4.8 illustrated the observed correlation between the measured standard 
deviation, temperature, humidity and Nwet at the three frequencies. The correlation with 
temperature and Nvei was already >0.7, for averaging periods longer than 1-day at the 
three respective frequencies.
As we know the wet part of refractivity, Nwet, forms an important input into the current 
prediction models. Though for averaging periods of less than 1-day its correlation with the 
standard deviation drops significantly, making the prediction models less accurate in 
predicting scintillation for such short time scales. A modification to Nwel, was therefore 
necessary to improve its accuracy for such time periods. Below we introduce a new 
parameter, denoted W\
W =3.732xl05 x((7/ 1/5 xei /100)/r1/5 ) (4.7)
where <?,=6.1121 exp(17.502xr/f+240.97)
As can be seen from Table 4.9 to Table 4.11, the results obtained from the analysis of our 
data indicates that when Wis plotted as a function of the standard deviation ax raised to the 
power of 1/5, an improvement of up to 40% can be achieved using this new relation, 
having values of 0.548, 0.635 and 0.659 at 20, 40 and 50 GHz, respectively, for an 
averaging period of 1-hour.
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Figure 4.16. Starting from the top, monthly measured wet-part of refractivity (Nwet) 
versus measured standard deviation at 20, 40 and SOGHz.
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Figure 4.17. Daily wet-part of refractivity versus measured standard 
deviation for the period covering September 1996 to August 1997 at SOGHz.
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Table 4.9: Correlation coefficients between the measured standard deviation and 














































Table 4.10: Correlation coefficients between the measured standard deviation and 














































Table 4.11: Correlation coefficients between the measured standard deviation and 
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4.8. Diurnal and Seasonal Variations of Scintillation 
Intensity
Scintillation is strongly dependent on temperature and water vapour densities. High 
temperature and water vapour densities give the greatest scintillation amplitude for a given 
path. As a consequence of this dependence we expect scintillation to exhibit geographical, 
seasonal and diurnal patterns of variations. Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 illustrate the 
seasonal variations of scintillation intensity and temperature. There is reasonable 
correlation between the two parameters, with scintillation reaching its peak in August 
which was the warmest month of the period.
It appears that irregularities in temperature, humidity and pressure are not the only cause 
of scintillation, but turbulence in clouds also contributes to the rapid fluctuations of the 
received signal and are responsible for a part of the measured scintillation effects. At 
millimetric wavelengths low cloud type (mainly cumulus clouds) are associated with the 
turbulent activity causing scintillations [18].
The hourly wet-part of refractivity Nvel, averaged over a period of one month, for each 
month of the year, covering the period from July 1996 to July 1997, was calculated using 
the meteorological data obtained from Brize-Norton meteorological station (« 20km North 
of Sparsholt). The same scale was used for all seasons, in order to make the comparison 
clearer. The average diurnal variation of scintillation intensity is uncorrelated with Afwet , 
and strongly correlated with cumulus cloud cover as is evident in Figure 4.20, which 
shows plots of scintillation intensity, Nwei, and frequency of cumulus cloud occurrence 
versus time of day during the summer months. It can be seen that the diurnal variation of 
scintillation intensity corresponds very well with that of cumulus cloud cover. Scintillation 
intensity is larger in the day when cumulus cloud cover is also more frequent. Nve, on the 
other hand exhibits little or no diurnal variation, as illustrated in Figure 4.21.
The diurnal behaviour of Cumulus cloud and scintillation intensity are very well 
correlated, except in the winter months, when there is hardly any diurnal variation of 
scintillation at all. Whereas the seasonal behaviour is clearly correlated with Nwet, varying
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from around 28 ppm in the cold winter months to about 64 ppm for the hot summer 
months. The seasons have been defined as: winter = December + January + February; 
spring = March + April + May; summer = June + July + August; autumn = September + 
October + November. These observations agree with the findings of Tervonen et al [19], 
based on the analysis of Olympus satellite measurements at 20 and 30 GHz in Southern 
Finland at a path elevation of 12.7°.
Significant fluctuations in the refractive index are most likely to occur in regions where 
weather fronts of warm moist air meet colder, drier air. Such circumstances are typically 
accompanied by the production of heavy cumulus cloud and precipitation. Mohd Yusoff et 
al. [20] suggested that the significant difference in the scintillation intensities observed for 
their wet databases from Goonhilly, U.K. (for the period covering February 1988 to 
August 1990) may be caused by what they called "turbulent attenuation". It is an effect 
caused by turbulent mixing of air masses with different water contents in and around 
clouds and precipitation.
Our analysis also showed that greater intensities were observed during the presence of 
cumulus clouds. Table 4.12 shows the mean, median and maximum scintillation 
intensities observed during periods with and without cumulus cloud cover. It can be seen 
that there is a significant increase in the scintillation levels observed, the mean value of 
the calculated scintillation intensity during cumulus cloud presence was ~ 74% higher in 
comparison with periods during which there were no cumulus clouds present. The median 
and maximum values were 64% and 45% higher, respectively.
These results are consistent with the thinking that physical processes occurring in clouds 
give rise to some of the atmospheric turbulence activities responsible for scintillation. 
Thus our observations appear to confirm that scintillation levels are increased when an 
earth-space path is crossed by clouds, which (due to their temperature as well as content of 
water and water vapour) have nonhomogenous refractive index values that are 
significantly different from those of the surrounding clear air.
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Figure 4.18. Monthly variations of scintillation intensity (std) at 20,40 
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Figure 4.19. Monthly variations of temperature for the period covering Sep.1996 
to Aug.1997 and Sep.1999 to Aug.2000.
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Figure 4.20. Diurnal variation of scintillation intensity, frequency of occurrence of 
cumulus clouds, and wet-part of refractivity (Nwet).
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Figure 4.21. The diurnal and seasonal variation of wet part of ground refractivity, 
covering the period from July96 to July97, based on measurement data from Brize-
Norton meteorological station.
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4.9. Correlation with Wind Speed
In Section 4.5.1 we saw that there are two mechanisms by which atmospheric turbulence 
is produced, namely wind shear and buoyancy. The rate of production of turbulent energy 
M by wind shear is caused by the rate of change of wind velocity with height and is given 
by [6]:
/dz)2 ] (4.8)
Where, Km is the coefficient of eddy viscosity, vx and vy are two orthogonal horizontal 
components of the wind velocity.
From the geometry shown in Figure 4.22, the expression for the transverse wind speed for a 
given azimuth (A) and elevation (a ), the magnitude of the transverse wind component (v,) due to a 
wind of speed (v) and wind direction (0) relative to True North is given by [16]:
v, = v[l-cos2 («)cos 2 (/i-^)] 1/2 (4.9)
To Satellite
(True North in the -x direction)
A-90
Figure 4.22. Geometry used for calculating the transverse wind speed
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The correlation between hourly scintillation intensity (o^) and transverse wind speed (v,) at 
40 and SOGHz was found to be practically nonexistent, having values of 0.098 and 0.054, 
respectively, as shown in the scatter plots of Figure 4.23. This observed lack of correlation 
between scintillation intensity and transverse wind speed appears to be consistent with the 
assumption of a floating frozen turbulence structure in a largely horizontally homogeneous 
atmosphere. In this scenario, the effect of a strong wind presence is primarily to increase 
the rapidity with which eddies of roughly the same temperature, humidity and pressure are 
transported across the link. This would not be expected to contribute to an increase in the 
energy of the turbulence and hence of scintillation intensity, since the average features are 
maintained during the horizontal movement of the eddies [21, 22]. An increase in the 
energy of turbulence requires an exchange of features between mixing eddies, a situation 
created by buoyancy, wind shear and cloud activities, but not by strong winds acting alone 
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Figure 4.23. Scatter plot of scintillation intensity versus transverse wind speed.
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4.10. Conclusions
The analysis carried out in this Chapter can be split into two parts; i) statistical analysis 
and ii) meteorological analysis.
The extensive study of the probability density function (pdf) of scintillation amplitude and 
standard deviation have shown that for short time intervals, scintillation amplitude 
fluctuations can be assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, whereas the long-term 
amplitude fluctuations are definitely not Gaussian.
A visual inspection of the long-term scintillation intensity distribution would suggest that 
it follows reasonably well a Lognormal or a Gamma distribution, however this would be 
wrong in light of the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test. The results suggest that the 
likelihood of a distribution being a Lognormal or a Gamma is very small. Another 
conclusion, which may be drawn based on the results obtained from the analysis is that out 
of the two distributions of the 1-min scintillation intensity, the Lognormal distribution 
gives a slightly better approximation than the Gamma distribution.
The second part of the analysis in this chapter investigates the relation of scintillation with 
various meteorological parameters. Scintillation intensity was found to exhibit a clear 
diurnal and seasonal pattern of variations, which are due to the strong dependence of 
scintillation intensity on temperature.
In Section 4.5.1 we saw that there are two mechanisms by which atmospheric turbulence 
is produced, namely wind shear and buoyancy. The results show that by far the most 
influential factor is the (surface) temperature, and that the correlation with humidity is an 
indirect effect of this. Cumulus clouds appear to be responsible for at least part of the 
increase in the scintillation levels observed.
During hot weather solar heating of the ground results in a layer of warm air at the Earth's 
surface. The amount of solar heating of the ground will be related to the surface air
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temperature. Based on Equation (4.5) this would result in an increase in turbulence due to 
the increase in buoyancy. Therefore the largest temperatures would produce the most 
turbulence and on this basis one would expect a correlation between temperature and 
scintillation intensity. In addition the correlation between scintillation intensity, 
temperature and the wet-part of refractivity increases as the averaging period increases.
Based on Equation (4.8) we would also expect an increase in wind shear to result in an 
increase in scintillation intensity. The experimental results however suggest that the 
increase in turbulence due to wind shear is very small. This appears to be consistent with 
the assumption of a floating frozen turbulence structure in a largely horizontally 
homogeneous atmosphere. In a perfectly homogeneous atmosphere the effect of a strong 
wind presence is primarily to increase the rapidity with which eddies of roughly the same 
features (temperature, humidity and pressure) are transported across the link. This would 
not be expected to contribute to an increase in the energy of the turbulence and hence of 
scintillation intensity, since the average features are maintained during the horizontal 
movement of the eddies.
This might also explain why in the cooler months of the year there is little or no observed 
diurnal variations in scintillation intensity. The effects of buoyancy dominate those of 
wind shear, and thus in cooler months when turbulence due to buoyancy is low, the 
observed scintillation levels are also low.
The hot weather as well causes a decrease in relative humidity due to the warmer air being 
able to hold more moisture, which explains the negative correlation observed between 
scintillation intensity and relative humidity.
Finally, the seasonal behaviour of scintillation intensity is clearly correlated with the wet- 
part of refractivity Nwet, whereas the diurnal behaviour appears to be due to contributions 
from cumulus cloud. Scintillation intensity and cumulus cloud presence are very well 
correlated except in the winter months when there is hardly any diurnal variation of 
scintillation. Furthermore, our analysis showed that greater intensities were observed 
during the presence of cumulus clouds. The mean value of the calculated scintillation
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intensity during cumulus cloud presence was ~ 74% higher in comparison with periods 
during which there were no cumulus clouds present. These results are consistent with the 
thinking that physical processes occurring in clouds give rise to some of the atmospheric 
turbulence activities responsible for scintillation.
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Summary - This Chapter examines the observed effects of wind and cloud presence 
on the intensity and power spectrum of tropospheric scintillation, using the ITALSAT 
propagation data recorded at 20, 40 and 50GHz. The results show strong correlation 
between corner frequency and transverse wind speed, a weaker correlation with over­ 
all wind speed and a dependence on beacon frequency. Furthermore, a weak 
correlation exists between wind speed, scintillation intensity and the slopes of weak- 
to-moderate scintillation spectra. Finally, it was found that the presence of cumulus 
clouds led, on average, to increased scintillation levels and a reduced correlation of 
the corner frequency with wind speed, this is followed by a discussion in using the 
slant path spectrum as a tool for remote sensing applications.
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5.1. Introduction
This Chapter presents the results from the analysis of scintillation power spectral 
density (psd). The power spectral density of amplitude scintillation is an indication of 
the contribution to the scintillation variance a\ of a particular fluctuation frequency 
(Fourier component). The spectrum is thus of use in determining how fast the 
received signal level can be expected to change. The spectrum is also of use as a tool 
for remotely sensing parameters of the turbulence as we will see in Section 5.6. Most 
of the results presented in this Chapter have been published in the IEEE paper [1] 
titled "Observed Effects of Clouds and Wind on the Intensity and Spectrum of 
Scintillation".
5.2. Theoretical Considerations
Assuming a floating frozen turbulence structure, the power spectrum of amplitude 
scintillations in a point receiver antenna has a shape similar to that of a 'low pass 
filter' frequency response with a defined flat region followed by a single-slope high 
frequency roll-off of / ~ 8/3 , which is derived from the assumption that spatial 
irregularities of the atmospheric refractive index follow Kolmogorov's turbulence 
spectrum. Ishimaru [2] derived the following expressions for the two regions:
2
Wx \to) = 2.165—— (asfl>->0) (5.1)
CO,
8/3
\ (as <y-^°o) (5.2)
G), \<0 t )
where,
W°(ai) denotes the low frequency asymptote of the power spectrum density (psd) of
scintillation.
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W"(a>) denotes the high frequency asymptote of the power spectrum density (psd) of 
scintillation.
CD = 2 ;zf represents the Fourier frequency in the scintillation spectrum, 
ffx2 is the variance of the log-amplitude fluctuations given by:
o-*=23.16CnV/6 L11/6 (dB 2 ) (5 3)
Cn2 is the refractive index structure constant of the atmosphere, with a value of the 
order 10"9 for weak turbulence, and
co, = vr [k/L] in, where k=2K/A is the wave number, vt is the wind velocity component 
transverse to the propagation path, and L is the effective turbulent path length.
The point where the two regions intersect is referred to as the corner frequency (coc 
=2itfc), which is related to the transverse wind velocity component by the equation [2]:
<oc =\A3vt (k/L)m (5 .4) 
where,
L = 2h/{Jsin2 0 + (2h/Re ) +sin0} is the effective turbulent path, h is the height of 
turbulence taken as h = 2000m (according to Karasawa et al. [3]), Re is the effective 
earth radius = 8.5 x 106 m, 6>is the elevation angle.
It follows from Equation (5.4) that if wind velocity vt increases, then the scintillation 
fluctuations will be distributed over a wider frequency band.
As we mentioned previously in Section 4.9, Equation (5.3) directly relates 
scintillation intensity ax to the refractive index structure constant Cn2 , which is a 
measure of the energy in the fluctuations of the normalised refractive index. This is in 
turn directly related to the energy of the turbulence [2].
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5.3. Calculating the Power Spectral Density (Psd)
Following the pre-processing of the raw propagation data [4], the hourly averaged 
scintillation intensities ax were computed by taking the mean of the standard 
deviations of sixty 1-minute blocks of the scintillation data centred around the instant 
of wind speed measurement. The power spectral density (psd in dB2/Hz) of each 
signal was computed on a block of 2048 samples by breaking the block into seven 
half-overlapping segments of 512 samples, removing the mean from each segment 
before multiplying by a Hanning window and finally averaging the periodograms of 
the modified segments. The power spectral density was then smoothed using a third- 
order median filtering [5]. Note that for this analysis the dataset was not divided into 
rainy ('wet') and nonrainy ('dry') subsets. Figure 5.1 shows the power spectrum of 
signal fluctuations for a period of 34.13 min, with an identified slope of-1.1717 and 
an estimated corner frequency of 0.167 Hz. The shape is very similar to that 
theoretically predicted by assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum of atmospheric 
refractivity fluctuations [6]. However, a significant number of observed scintillation 
spectra did not follow this predicted shape.




Power spectral density (psd), with an identifiable slope of-1.1717 
and corner frequency fc=0.167.
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5.4. Effect of Wind
Power spectral densities (psd) at the respective beacon frequencies for the same 
period were computed in order to investigate the degree of correlation of corner 
frequency and scintillation intensity with various meteorological parameters. The 
spectral corner frequency fc was obtained from the smoothed psd (an example of 
which is shown in Figure 5.1) using an algorithm that computed fc as the first Fourier 
component in the spectrum beyond which all subsequent components had values at 
least 3 dB below the maximum value of the "flat" region. Spectra without an 
identifiable sloping region were excluded from the analysis. Figure 5.2, shows the 
cumulative distributions of the estimated corner frequencies at 20, 40 and 50GHz for 
the period covering May 1997 to July 1997.
10
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Figure 5.2. Cumulative distributions of scintillaion power spectral density 
(psd), at 20,40 and SOGHz for the period covering May 1997 to July 1997.
It is worth noting that in this figure the corner frequency shows a dependence on 
frequency. The corner frequency fc has been calculated using the assumption of the
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Kolmogorov spectrum (see Chapter 2), that implies w=ll/3 for the slope of the 
intermediate spectral region, which give the theoretical roll-off slope of/ ~ 8/3 . This 
theory assumes a uniform atmosphere along the propagation path, i.e. between the 
ground and the top of the turbulent layer, which is clearly not valid in the case of an 
Earth-space path. Van de Kamp [7], Vilar and Haddon [8] reported similar 
observations regarding the spectral slope. The latter reported that the power spectrum 
slope varies between 1.7 and 3.7, and is correlated to the scintillation variance. Banjo 
[9] reported that on a low-elevation link there are some differences between the 
spectra during weak and strong scintillations, with the stronger scintillations 
corresponding to a higher value of corner frequency and also a steeper spectral slope.
The findings illustrated in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 are consistent with these 
observations. Both spectra were calculated for a period of 34.13 minutes. Because of 
the sampling frequency of 1 Hz i.e. one sample per second, in this time period (34.13 
min.) there are 2048 samples of the data. The main features of those two power 
spectral densities are tabulated in Table 5.1 below. The spectral slope and estimated 
corner frequency calculated on the 28th and 16th of June 1997 at 40GHz are 
respectively 0.074, -1.986 and 0.23, -2.555. We can see that as scintillation intensity 
increases, the slope becomes steeper and the estimated value for the corner frequency 
is higher. As we mentioned previously for this analysis the dataset was not divided 
into rainy ('wet') and nonrainy ('dry') subsets. The choice of filter cut-off frequency 
ensured that all non-scintillation effects were excluded from the data fluctuations as 
further described and justified in [5].
Table 5.1: Main features of the power spectral densities calculated on 28th 
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Figure 5.3. Power spectral density of amplitude scintillation calculated for a
period of 34.13 minutes (2048 samples) on the 28th June 1997 at 3 pm, with an











Figure 5.4. Power spectral density of amplitude scintillation calculated for a
period of 34.13 minutes (2048 samples) on the 16th June 1997 at 10 am, with an
identifiable slope of-2.555 and standard deviation of 0.1836 dB.
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A brief analysis of the effects of meteorological parameters on the power spectrum 
slope of amplitude scintillation have already been published in the paper [10] in 
Appendix E. The power spectrum slope during weak-to-moderate scintillations 
obtained from the experimental spectra for the period covering April 1997 and July 
1997 at 40 and 50GHz, was found to vary from -0.6092 to -2.272, which is 
significantly lower than the theoretical -2.667 slope, for fully developed turbulence. 
This variability in the power spectra shape could be caused by the variable nature of 
propagation conditions along the Satellite-Earth link. Furthermore, the results show a 
weak correlation between the spectrum slope, transverse wind speed and scintillation 
intensity, having correlation coefficients of 0.304 and 0.379, respectively.
The power spectral density (psd) under cold and rainy weather conditions were also 
investigated. Figure 5.5, shows the psd of the signal recorded during a rain event on 
the 21 st of February 1997 at 40GHz. The rain rate at the measurement site reached 
values up to 14mm/hr. As for the cold clear-air conditions (Figure 5.6), the data 
records were obtained in clear cold days in January 1997, the daily average 
temperature was -1.1°C. Both graphs have a similar shape to that theoretically 
predicted by assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum of atmospheric refractivity 
fluctuations. Furthermore, the only difference between the spectra observed during the 
summer from those observed during the winter period is that the flat-region of the 
scintillation spectrum in winter was about 1*10~2 dB2/Hz, whereas for the summer 
samples it climbed to the higher level of 8 X 10"2 dB2/Hz. The stronger turbulence in 
summer accounts for this observed rise in the flat-region of the spectrum.
The corner frequency is further investigated in Figure 5.7, the experimental results 
obtained show there is a significant correlation between the estimated corner 
frequency and transverse wind speed, with correlation coefficients of 0.629 and 0.544 
at 39.59 GHz and 49.49 GHz, respectively. Correlation with over-all wind speed was 
found to be somewhat smaller, with values of 0.5411 and 0.4343 at the respective 
beacon frequencies. This reduced correlation is expected since the longitudinal 
component of the wind velocity has a negligible effect on the observed scintillation 
process.
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Figure 5.5. Power spectral density of amplitude scintillation calculated during
a rain event on the 21st of February 1997 at 9 am, with an identifiable slope of-









Figure 5.6. Power spectral density of amplitude scintillation calculated on a
cold clear-sky day on the 10th of January 1997 at 9 am, with an identifiable slope
of-1.8971 and corner frequency of 0.162 Hz.











































































































5.5. Effects of Cloud
Figure 5.8 shows a very interesting observation that the correlation between spectral 
corner frequency and transverse wind speed is lower during periods of cumulus cloud 
cover than during intervals of no cumulus cloud, with respective values 0.4719 and 
0.6357. This not only further strengthens the case for cloud contribution to observed 
scintillations, but is an indication that the influence of wind on cloud turbulence might 
be different than on clear air turbulence.
It should be noted that the meteorological station where the wind data were recorded 
is about 20km away from the receiver station. Thus taking into account the 
topography between the two sites might be necessary. Mechanical contributions from 
obstructions such as trees and buildings could cause the wind to change direction 
abruptly, upward and to the sides. In addition the motion of air particles across the 
prevailing flow causes local turbulent mixing to set in. Since this work is mainly 
focused on radiowave propagation, the study of meteorology is beyond our scope.
However, it is worth pointing out that vertical air movement is extremely important in 
weather processes, particularly with respect to clouds and precipitation. Ascending air 
currents represent a movement up the 'precipitation ladder' until there is cloud 
formation and possibly rainfall, depending on other meteorological parameters. 
Descending air currents on the other hand lead down the ladder with processes 
reversing until we are finally left with water vapour and dust in an air mass. This 
vertical air movement will always be present in regions where cloud formation is 
taking place and may reduce the significance of wind effects on the rapidity of 
turbulent mixing. If this is the case, then we would expect a reduced correlation 
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Figure 5.8. Scatter diagram of spectrum corner frequency versus transverse 
wind speed of the combined data at 39.59 and 49.49GHz, for periods with and
without cumulus cloud cover.
5.6. Remote Sensing Applications
For completeness, in this section a brief discussion will be made in using the slant 
path spectrum as a tool for remote sensing and some of the problems associated with 
this approach.
The analysis of these turbulence-induced signal scintillations is important for both the 
remote sensing of the propagation medium and the design of radio communication 
systems [11]. Atmospheric turbulence parameters and wind speed can be obtained if 
scintillation variance is measured at two frequencies // and f2 transmitted with the
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same polarisation. Otung et al. [12], based on the analysis of Olympus satellite 
scintillation measurements at 19.77GHz and a path elevation angle of 29.2°, presented 
a dual frequency scintillation measurement scheme which exploits for remote sensing 
the relationships of temporal scintillation spectra to transverse wind speed and 
atmospheric turbulence parameters.
The expression for the spectral corner frequency fc was given in Equation (5.4), thus 
by experimentally measuring the scintillation variance a] and the corner frequency fc 
it is possible to derive information about the structure constant parameter c* , 
transverse wind speed v,, and the height of turbulence h along the path. However, it is 
important to remember that these expressions apply to a uniform atmosphere, and the 
following assumptions were made:
i) The turbulent structure is a 'floating frozen structure'.
ii) Fluctuation of the refractive index n has a Kolmogorov spectrum 
<f>n (k) = 0.033C^A:~ 11/3 for 2nlLQ < k < 2n/l0 , where /o and LO are the inner and 
outer scales of turbulence, of the order 1 to 10mm and 50 to 100m, 
respectively.
iii) The refractive index structure constant Cn is constant along the 
propagation path.
iv) /0 < %/IZ«L0 and I%k* »1 , where X. is the signal wavelength and 
*m =5.91//0 .
Using Equation (5.5) below and by making the following two assumptions v, >0 and 
500 < h < 5000, we used the experimentally estimated corner frequencies to calculate 
the height of turbulence.
0 vt (5.5) 
where, the Fresnel frequency fo= fc /1.43.
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Out of the hundreds of spectra inspected, 180 spectra in total at the three respective 
frequencies with an identifiable sloping region were selected. The mean value of the 
height of turbulence using the three beacon frequencies were /z=1927m, /z=2457m and 
/z=2273m, giving an average value of 2219 meters, which is very close to the value 
suggested by Karasawa et al [3]. For a path elevation of 29.9° (as in Sparsholt) this 
gives a turbulent slant path L = 4449.1m. Despite the small variations observed in h, 
the mean value for the height of turbulence obtained is independent of the beacon 
frequency, as expected.
The refractive index structure constant Cn is a highly variable quantity, ranging from 
~ 10~7 m" 1/3 for a highly turbulent atmosphere to 10"9 m" 1/3 for weak turbulence [13]. 
The results tabulated in Table 5.2, below, are of the same order of magnitude as 
values in the range 1.04><10~7 to 3.29xlO"9 m" 1/3 , derived from meteorological and 
radiosonde data that have been published in the literature [12, 14].
Attempts were also made to compare our results to proposed models in the literature 
[15], [16]. Unfortunately the data required for those models were unavailable at the 
time of the analysis.
Table 5.2: Using spectral analysis results and theoretical expressions to 
derive atmospheric turbulence parameters.
Beacon Frequency
Average yearly standard 
deviation (std)
Height of turbulence (h)
Turbulent path length (L)
















2.40x1 0'7 (m- 1/3)
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5.7. Conclusions
In this Chapter we examined the effects of wind speed, cumulus cloud and 
scintillation intensity on the spectral corner frequency of amplitude scintillations. 
There was a strong correlation between transverse wind speed and estimated corner 
frequency, and a weaker correlation with over-all wind speed. The corner frequency 
shows some dependence on frequency. Furthermore, the analysis showed that the 
presence of cumulus clouds along the propagation path led to a drop in the observed 
correlation of the spectrum corner frequency with transverse wind speed. This might 
be due to the extra contribution to scintillation from physical processes that take place 
in the presence of clouds.
The shape of the power spectral density (psd) under cold and rainy weather conditions 
is similar to that theoretically predicted by assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum of 
atmospheric refractivity fluctuations, for clear sky conditions. The only difference is 
that the 'flat' part of the scintillation spectrum (observed during winter/summer 1997 
in Sparsholt) for the summer months is higher due to stronger turbulence. In addition, 
the slopes of weak-to-moderate scintillation spectra revealed a weak correlation with 
transverse wind speed and scintillation intensity.
Finally, using measurements of amplitude scintillation for remote sensing application 
of transverse wind speed and turbulent parameters is feasible, however, they would 
not be very accurate. Over long periods meteorological conditions could not be 
regarded as constant, and in addition there is the practical difficulty in establishing an 
accurate value of the corner frequency by fitting linear regression lines to the flat and 
sloping portions of the spectrum.
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CHAPTER VI
Frequency Scaling of Amplitude Scintillation
Summary - This Chapter presents an analysis of instantaneous frequency scaling of 
scintillation using propagation data recorded during a 3-month period (May-July 
1997) at Sparsholt UK from the ITALSAT satellite beacons at frequencies 18.7, 39.6 
and 49.5GHz. Variations in the height of turbulence -within reasonable limits were 
found to have a negligible effect on the scaling ratios. Furthermore, the exponent in 
the power law dependence of scintillation intensity on signal frequency was found to 
be on average 27% smaller than the theoretical value of 7/12 and to exhibit a slight 
diurnal effect. It is shown that this behaviour can be partly accounted for by receiver 
thermal noise contribution to the measured signal variance. Ascribing the minimum 
observed short-term variance in each beacon to thermal noise and excluding this 
contribution yielded a higher exponent, which was nevertheless 15% below the 
theoretical value. Finally, results concerning the frequency exponent of scintillation 
from 22 sites around the world show a moderate correlation of about 0.72 with 
elevation angle.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
This Chapter presents results relating to the instantaneous frequency scaling of 
tropospheric amplitude scintillation. As we have seen in Chapters 2 and 4, amplitude 
scintillation occurring in the troposphere increases with signal frequency and depends 
on a number of other link and meteorological parameters [1, 2]. As a result, 
scintillation will have a significant impact on the performance of low-margin 
communications systems operating at high frequencies (>~ 10 GHz), low elevation 
angles and utilising small antennas (VSATs and USATs). Scintillation effects need to 
be considered in the design and link-budget calculations of these systems. In 
particular, knowledge of the frequency scaling of scintillation is important to the 
operation of fade countermeasure systems such as uplink power control (ULPC).
In the design of an uplink power control (ULPC) system that can compensate for 
different types of fading, the short-term frequency scaling factor of both rain 
attenuation and amplitude scintillation is required [1,3]. These factors differ from the 
long-term frequency scaling factor, which are intended to scale the statistics of a 
propagation effect. An ULPC system adjusts the power transmitted from Earth station 
to the satellite adaptively, according to the actual propagation conditions. The amount 
of extra power needed to compensate for the attenuation experienced on the uplink is 
obtained from measurement of the attenuation at the down-link frequency, which is 
generally lower than the up-link frequency, and applying a frequency scaling 
algorithm.
The performance of an ULPC system with respect to compensation of amplitude 
scintillation depends on the degree of correlation between amplitude scintillation 
measured on the two carrier frequencies in question: If they are highly correlated, it is 
possible to predict the behaviour of the amplitude scintillation at one frequency from 
measurement at the other so that the transmit power can be adjusted accordingly. 
Amplitude scintillation measured on two different carrier frequencies is however not
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perfectly correlated. The degree of correlation depends on the frequencies under 
consideration and varies from one event to another.
6.2. Data Preprocessing
This Chapter discusses the instantaneous frequency scaling of scintillation using 
propagation data from the ITALSAT satellite beacons operating at 18.7, 39.6 and 
49.5GHz. The data examined for this part of the analysis were recorded at Sparsholt 
over a 3-month period from May 1997 to July 1997. The propagation data together 
with a range of meteorological measurements recorded at the same sampling rate were 
archived to a compact disk once a month. Further description of the data 
preprocessing can be found in Chapter 2.
Scintillation is quantified here in terms of two commonly used measures, namely 
scintillation intensity and scintillation variance, which are respectively the standard 
deviation and variance of the pre-processed received beacon signal levels (in dB) 
within short time intervals of 1-min, 10-min and 30-minutes. Preprocessing is an 
essential step to extract a scintillation time series from the raw beacon data by 
excluding those fluctuations originating from sources other than scintillation, for 
example, gaseous absorption, rain attenuation, satellite movement and loss-of-lock. 
The preprocessing of the raw propagation data was discussed in Chapter 2. Further 
description and justification of the data preprocessing process are given in [4, 5].
During the satellite beacon measurements at Sparsholt, a status flag was logged for 
each recorded data sample in each of the three beacon channels. The 6 possible values 
of the status flag are listed in Table 6.1. In this part of the analysis data samples 
corresponding to status flag values other than simultaneous ones in all three channels 
were excluded. Furthermore, to counter an occasional receiving system problem with 
the 20GHz beacon signal that caused the onset of significant receiver phase noise, 
intervals in which observed scintillation variance on the 20GHz beacon exceeded the 
variance on either the 40 or 50 GHz beacon were excluded. These steps resulted in the
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exclusion of 35.2% of the total data samples from the analysis, but this should not 
have a significant impact on the frequency scaling results since the excluded data 
were random and mainly from entire days.









Gap or invalid data
Valid data
Attenuation not genuine but the




Loss of lock, no valid data at other frequencies
Rain-gauge data recorded on-site were used to group the data into rainy and non-rainy 
scintillation data, for the purpose of examining the scaling of wet and dry 
scintillations respectively. Note however that on a slant path of elevation 30° and 
assuming a rain height of 2km, it is possible for the path to intercept a rain volume not 
registered by the gauge if a rain cell that does not extend to the site occurs within 
3.5km of the site in the azimuth direction of the earth-space path. Although the 
probability of occurrence of such an event is low in Southern England, it is necessary 
nevertheless to caution that the terms dry and wet scintillations here refer to the 
condition of the lowest portion of the slant path.
The cloud data used in the analysis were obtained from the Met Office - Land Surface 
Observation Stations Data. Further description of this dataset can be found in Chapter
2.
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6.3. Theoretical Considerations
The generalised scaling factor A of the variance of scintillation, assuming that the 
radio signal is received by a hypothetical point receiver [6], is expressed as a power 
law. The predicted ratio of the variances a\ at frequency f\ and cr22 at another 
frequency /2, measured at the same site and with a common elevation angle during a 
time interval within which turbulence can be modelled as a stationary random process, 
can be written as
where n has a value of 11/3 in the ITU-R model [6, 7]. When antenna aperture 
averaging is taken into account by including the factor g(x) derived by Haddon and 
Vilar [8], the ratio between scintillation intensities a\ and 05 is therefore
x7/12A a!
/J (6 .2)
under the condition 10 < V XL «L0 ; where X, is the signal wavelength, L is the
turbulent path length, and 10 and L0 are the inner and outer scales of turbulence — of 
the order 1-10 mm and 50-100 m, respectively. Note that this condition is valid for the 
link under consideration where 'k = 15, 7.5 and 6mm respectively for the three 
beacons and L ~ 2000m. In equation (6.2),
/ -, \H/12
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D = physical diameter of antenna; r| = illumination efficiency of antenna; 0 = path 
elevation angle; Re = effective radius of Earth (« 8.5 x 106 m); h = height of turbulent 
layer; and A,, s signal wavelength.
In Equation (6.3) the height of turbulence h is an unknown parameter, which is 
assigned values of 1000 m and 2000 m respectively in the ITU-R [7] and Karasawa [9] 
models. However, by taking values of h in the range 500 m to 5000 m, it is shown in 
Table 6.2 (for 9 = 29.9° and r| = 0.64 and D = 1.22m at 20GHz and 0.61m at 40 and 
50GHz) that the variation of h has a negligible effect on the ratio of scintillation 
intensities observed using small antennas (as in this experiment). This agrees with the 
results reported by Van de Kamp et al. [3] based on the analysis of satellite beacon 
data at frequencies 19.77GHz and 29.66GHz. Their data were recorded at 
Kirkkonummi Finland (60.22 N; 24.40 E.) at a path elevation angle of 12.7° using a 
Cassegrain antenna of diameter 1.8 m. We note that only for h below about 500m is 
there a significant change in the scintillation intensity ratio. Because of these 
observations, we may assume a fixed value of h = 1000m without loss of accuracy. 
Note, however, that the effect of variations in h cannot be ignored for large antennas 
at moderate-to-high path elevations. For example, at D = 12 m, other parameters 
remaining unchanged, the ratio g(*4o>'g(*2o) increases by ~ 24% as h is increased from 
500 m to 5000 m..
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6.4. Data Analysis and Results
Scintillation intensities in 1-, 10- and 30-min data blocks were computed for the entire 
period covering the three months (May 1997 - July 1997), by taking the standard 
deviation of the preprocessed beacon data in each block interval. To maintain 
concurrent data sets across the measured frequencies, corresponding data blocks from 
all three beacon-channels were removed if one of the channels had invalid data. The 
scaling ratio was computed from the slope of the best-fit line passing through a scatter 
plot of scintillation intensities at two beacon frequencies. Figure 6.1-Figure 6.3 
demonstrate this procedure for the ratios between 1-minute scintillation intensities at 
50/20 GHz, 40/20 GHz and 50/40 GHz.
Table 6.3 shows the measured instantaneous (1-, 10- and 30-min) scintillation ratios 
at the three pairs of frequencies 50/40, 50/20 and 40/20 GHz, with comparisons to the 
theoretical prediction of Equation (6.2). It can be seen that the three scaling ratios are 
very close to the theoretical values predicted using Equation (6.2), thus confirming the 
validity of this relation. The small disparity of the 50/20 and 40/20 GHz ratios may be 
due to the increased significance of receiver noise contribution to the observed signal 
fluctuations at 20 GHz. The correlation coefficient between scintillation intensities at 
two different frequencies is also given in the Table. The high correlation values mean 
that scintillation intensity at one frequency can be predicted with some confidence 
from measurement at some other frequency, provided the two frequencies are not too 
far apart. For example, for the 1-minute scintillation intensities, the correlation 
between the 40 and 50 GHz measurements is -0.95 whereas that between the 20 and 
50 GHz measurements has fallen to -0.86.
No significant variations in these ratios were observed when considering periods with 
rain/no-rain, and cloud/no-cloud. The most significant impact was on the frequency- 
dependence exponent a, when considering rainy periods only, which is discussed in 
the following section.
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Figure 6.1. Scatter plot of scintillation intensity at SOGHz versus 20GHz.
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Figure 6.3. Scatter plot of scintillation intensity at SOGHz versus 40GHz.
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6.5. Frequency-Dependence
6.5.1. Measurement Results
A number of simplifying assumptions [2] lead to the theoretical result that the 
scintillation intensity a observed using a point receiver antenna increases with signal 
frequency as/", where the frequency-dependence exponent a = 7/12. Karasawa et al. 
[6] reported a lower value of a = 0.45 based on measurement in Japan at frequencies 
11.5 and 14.2 GHz. Table 6.4 shows the values of a computed from our 
measurements by analysing the distribution (for mean, median, etc.) of the slope of 
the straight line that best fits a plot of log(a) versus log(/) during each of the valid 
scintillation intervals in the 3-month period. Note that Equation (6.3) was first 
employed to scale the observed scintillation intensities to point receiver values. It can 
be seen that the observed frequency exponent a varies significantly, judging by the 
range from the 10th to the 90th percentile.






















Measurement in Japan by Karasawa et al [6]: a = 0.45
Theoretical prediction: a = 0.58
Furthermore, both a and its variability decrease with the interval over which 
scintillation intensity is observed. Choosing a one-minute interval to ensure that the 
random scintillation process can be regarded as stationary, we obtain a mean value a
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= 0.42, which is less than the theoretical value (7/12 = 0.58) but very close to the 
value earlier reported by Karasawa. By separating the data into daytime (0600 - 1800 
hours local time) and night-time blocks, respective mean values of a = 0.44 and 0.37 
were obtained. This represents a 16% drop in the measured night-time value of a.
As earlier indicated rain and cloud data were incorporated in the analysis to 
investigate the degree of their impact on the results.
Table 6.5 shows the variation in the frequency-dependence exponent a, calculated 
using the 1-min standard deviation (std) for periods with and without rain, and periods 
with and without clouds. It was found that the mean value of a for wet scintillation 
was 0.55, which is -30% higher than the value for dry scintillation. This may be due 
to the rain-induced scintillation component [10] having a stronger dependence on 
signal frequency. Observation of a higher value of a for wet scintillation than for dry 
on a 10°-elevation satellite link at Ku-band was also reported by Jones et al [11]. The 
authors interpreted this as evidence for the presence of turbulent attenuation — a 
rapidly fluctuating attenuation mechanism — which cannot be spectrally separated 
from classical clear-air-turbulence-induced scintillation.
There was a less significant 9% difference between the observed frequency exponents 
during cloud-covered intervals (a = 0.44) and those intervals with no cloud cover (a 
= 0.40).
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6.5.2. Comparison with Other Sites
Table 6.6 presents a summary of frequency exponent results gleaned from reported 
scintillation measurements at various sites involving different frequencies and path 
elevation angles. The sites featured in Table 6.6 include Kirkkonummi (Finland) [3], 
Martlesham (UK) [11], Spino d'Adda (Italy) [12, 13], Eindhoven (Netherlands), 
Darmstadt (Germany), Blacksburg (Virginia, USA) [14], Reston (Virginia, USA) [15, 
16], Fairbanks (Alaska, USA) [15, 16], White Sands (New Mexico, USA) [15, 16], 
Norman (Oklahoma, USA) [15, 16], Tampa (Florida, USA) [15, 16], Vancouver 
(Canada) [15, 16], Yamaguchi (Japan) [9], as well as our site at Sparsholt (UK). The 
site parameters and the mean value of the frequency exponent a for each site are given. 
A value of 0.65 was assumed for the antenna aperture efficiency n, when it is missing 
in Table 6.6, not having been provided in the source publication.
There is a significant and unexplained variation in the mean values of a from site to 
site, which does not appear to be related simply to meteorological or link parameters. 
For example, the Martlesham measurement shares the same climate with Sparsholt, a 
similar low path elevation with Kirkkonummi, and a similar frequency and path
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elevation with Yamaguchi, yet its reported frequency exponent is about 3 times larger 
than the rather well-matched values from these three sites. This significant disparity 
does not appear to be explained by the presence of contributions from turbulent 
attenuation since our measurements indicated a more modest increase of -30% in a 
(rather than -200%) due to this factor. It can also be seen that the mean frequency 
exponent at Vancouver is -70% larger than Sparsholt's even though both sites have 
roughly the same path elevation. However, apart from Vancouver and the atypical 
Martlesham, the other large values of a come from the remaining two sites which 
have higher path elevation angles.
An interesting result is obtained when the frequency exponent a is plotted versus the 
elevation angle (excluding Martlesham) as shown in Figure 6.4. The results suggest 
that the frequency exponent a may be dependent on the elevation angle, having a 
correlation coefficient of 0.723.
In order to draw a more quantitative conclusion the antenna aperture efficiency was 
also investigated. Touw and Herben [1] concluded that it is very important to know 
the exact aperture illumination efficiency for the calculation of short-term frequency 
scaling factors. In our analysis we varied the antenna efficiency rj, for all sites from 
10% to 90%, which are extreme values to assess the impact on the results obtained 
[17]. As expected it had a significant impact on the frequency power exponent values 
obtained for sites utilising large antennas and low elevation angles, such as Eindhoven 
in the Netherlands and Yamaguchi in Japan (see Figure 6.5). However it did not 
significantly change the trend observed in Figure 6.4. But it can be considered as one 
of the major factors which might be responsible for the observed trend.
The following section will discuss receiver thermal noise contribution, which is 
another factor that might be responsible for the observed variations in the frequency 
exponent.
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Table 6.6: Frequency exponent (a) measured at various sites. Site parameters 
include station name, satellite name, sampling rate, elevation angle (0), antenna 

























































































































































































Correlation Coefficient = 0.7232
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Figure 6.4. Global frequency exponent (a) versus elevation angle (sin(6).
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6.6. Thermal Noise Effects
6.6.1. Receiver Thermal Noise Effect
Scintillation intensity was found to vary with frequency as /*. However a was 
significantly variable with an average value of 0.423, which is 27% lower than the 
predicted theoretical value of 7/12 and to exhibit a slight diurnal effect. We can 
envisage as follows a situation where the lower-than-predicted value of a and its 
diurnal variation observed in our scintillation measurements at Sparsholt UK arise 
mainly from the effect of receiver thermal noise. The observed variance a2 in the 
high-pass-filtered data contains contributions from atmospheric scintillation and an 
uncorrelated receiver thermal noise. Thus we may write
(6.4)
where a is the exponent yielded by the data analysis earlier described, and K — a 
constant with respect to frequency / — varies with temperature and humidity and 
accounts for a higher daytime scintillation [18, 19]. In fact, the diurnal values of a 
reported in Table 6.7 can be produced entirely by thermal noise effects according to 
Equation (6.4) when (i) the value of K at night is 56% of a daytime value of 
5.21 x 10~4 ; and (ii) thermal noise variance a^ is 19.2% of the daytime scintillation
variance o2s at 50 GHz. Note however that for a more typical noise variance a* = 
0.0034 dB2 [20] and the day- and night-time values of K as above, the noise-induced 
drop in a is -14% (compared to the observed -27%) and the diurnal variation is 
-7.5% (compared to the observed 16%). Further details and results from this analysis 
are given in reference [21].
6.6.2. Removing the minimum variance
To minimise the effect of receiver thermal noise contribution on the measured 
frequency exponent a, one may consider the smallest 1-minute variance o^in in the
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measured scintillation data of each beacon to be due entirely to thermal noise, and 
deduct this from the measured variance array. Note that this approach does 
overestimate thermal noise since it assumes the absence of scintillation during the 
interval of minimum fluctuations. Turbulence-induced scattering is however always 
present to varying degrees in a practical tropospheric path.
Nevertheless, estimating and excluding thermal noise contribution in the manner 
described above led to the results summarised in Table 6.7. Note that the mean 
frequency exponent a = 0.493, which is still 15.5% lower than the theoretical 7/12 
value, and there remains a diurnal variation in a of 13%.
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6.7. Conclusions
Observed frequency scaling of amplitude scintillation at 20, 40 and 50 GHz has been 
presented. There was a strong correlation between scintillations at different pairs of 
frequencies, which means that for uplink power control applications, scintillation 
intensity at one frequency can be predicted with some confidence from measurements 
at a different but close frequency. Scintillation intensity was found to vary with 
frequency as/". However a was significantly variable with an average value of 0.423, 
which is 27% lower than the predicted theoretical value of 7/12. It was shown that the 
observed shortfall and diurnal variation in a could be accounted for only partly by 
receiver thermal noise contribution. By ascribing the minimum observed 1-minute 
variance in each beacon to thermal noise and excluding this contribution from the 
measured scintillation variance, a higher average frequency exponent a = 0.493 was 
obtained, which is still 15.5% below the theoretical value.
Finally, the exponent in the power law dependence of scintillation intensity on signal 
frequency a, as observed from measurement results at various sites around the globe, 
shows remarkable differences. A moderate correlation of about 0.72 was found 
between a and elevation angle. Hence, a possible explanation of these results would 
be that the frequency exponent a can be considered dependent on the elevation angle.
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CHAPTER VII
Scintillation Fade and Enhancement Statistics - 
Effects on Satellite Communication Systems
Summary - This Chapter starts with some general definitions and equations related 
to satellite communication system design, folio-wed by an overview of digital 
modulation techniques used in satellite communications. Statistics of observed 
durations of scintillation fades and enhancements of the ITALSAT satellites at 20, 40 
and SOGHz are also presented for various threshold signal levels, and their use in 
fade countermeasures is examined. Finally, a study of adaptive fade countermeasures 
(FCM) that could be used for systems operating a Ka-band and above showed that the 
implementation of adaptive up-link power control combined with adaptive signal 
processing techniques such as adaptive coding or modulation are the prime FCM 
candidates for mitigating the effects of scintillations and rain attenuation.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
New services such as video conferencing and high-speed internet services via satellite 
for multimedia applications require greater bandwidth. This in conjunction with the 
saturation of C-band and the rapidly filling-up Ku-band has led to the exploitation of 
higher frequencies to provide new services.
The higher frequencies offer various advantages such as, increased bandwidth, 
smaller antennas, and smaller satellite footprint that give higher EIRP and permit 
frequency reuse. The main obstacle however is that they are subject to stronger 
propagation degradation. The small size antennas employed in VSAT and USAT 
systems significantly reduces the cost of earth station terminals and also eliminates 
tracking requirements, but they lose the mitigating effect of aperture averaging and 
hence experience stronger scintillation [1].
In general, the impact of rain attenuation on communication signals is predominant. 
Figure 7.1 illustrates the comparative levels of total attenuation at 20, 40 and SOGHz 
during a showery rain event recorded on the 5 th of June 1997. The rain rate at the 
measurement site reached values up to 17mm/hr. During this event the attenuation at 
20GHz reached « 6dB, while at 40 and 50GHz the attenuation levels exceeded 20dB.
For completeness we calculated the cumulative distribution function of total 
attenuation at the respective frequencies (20, 40 and SOGHz) for the period covering 
August 1999 to July 2000. For 0.01% of the time the total attenuation at 20, 40 and 
SOGHz are 11.5, 19 and 21.1 dB, respectively. Assigning a fixed fade margin at these 
frequencies is not a feasible solution. The general approach for handling the large 
attenuation at those frequencies is to use adaptive methods or fade countermeasures 
(FCM).
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Figure 7.1. Comparative levels of total attenuation at 20,40 and SOGHz 
during a showery rain event recorded on the 5th of June 1997.
In this Chapter we will start with some general definitions and equations related to 
satellite communication system design, followed by an overview of fade 
countermeasures that can be applied to mitigate the severe degradation due to the 
atmospheric propagation fading. Followed by results from the analysis of scintillation 
fade and enhancement duration statistics.
A critical parameter for a VSAT/USAT network is the availability of its link, that is, 
the percentage of time that information can be transmitted and received with 
acceptable quality. For digital signals, the information quality is objectively described 
in terms of the bit error rate (BER) and carrier-to-equivalent noise spectral density 
ratio (C/N0 or CNR) at the demodulator/decoder input.
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7.2. General Definitions 
7.2.1 Bit-Error_rate (BER)
In digital satellite systems phase\amplitude errors under the influence of noise lead to 
errors in identification of the received symbols and hence the received bits. Bit-error- 
rate (BER) measures the performance of the system by counting the number of bits in 
error, in a stream of received bits.
Bit error rate is the primary performance criterion for digital data communication 
systems. In practice, the transmitted symbol is corrupted by noise before it reaches the 
detection point at the receiver. At the receiver a bank of correlators is used to extract 
the received vector. Then using this received data vector, the receiver has to make a 
decision on which message point in the signal constellation is most likely to have 
been transmitted. On the assumption that all M message points are transmitted with 
equal probability, the maximum likelihood detector will decide which message point 
has been transmitted in favour of the message point that is closest to the received 
signal point.
If the noise that the signal encountered is higher than half the distance between two 
neighbouring message points, the received symbol will be mistaken for the one next 
to it. Thus a symbol error will occur whenever noise effects shift the received point 
across the decision boundary between two points in the symbol space. As the space 
between the signal points decreases, the likelihood of error increases. A probability of 
symbol error equal to 0.001 means that, on average, there is one symbol error per 
1000 received symbols. This is referred to as the symbol error rate (SER).
For a binary system, bit and symbol errors are identical as each symbol error 
corresponds to a single bit error. For M-ary systems (M > 2), however, this does not 
hold true. For example, a 64-ary scheme conveying six bits per symbol may incur 
anything from one bit error to six bit errors for each incorrectly decoded symbol,
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depending on which symbol was mistakenly identified. So BER depends on the 
modulation method and of course the SER.
In practice, some symbols are more likely to be detected in error than others. It is 
more likely for one symbol to be mistaken to its neighbour and to minimise the 
number of bit errors occurring for every symbol error, it would be good to use Gray 
encoding.
Gray coding is the name given to a bit assignment where the bit patterns in adjacent 
message points only differ in one bit position. If an assumption is made that the 
detection process will only mistake symbols for those adjacent to the correct symbol, 
then the bit error probability will be given approximately by the symbol error 
probability divided by the number of bits in each symbol. Thus for an M-ary 
modulation scheme,
BER = Symbol Error Rate 
log 2 M
An example of a two dimensional symbol space using Gray coding for QPSK is given 
in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2. QPSK signal space diagram with Gray coding
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7.2.2 Shannon's Capacity Expression
Channel capacity as defined by Shannon is a good measure of merit of any 
communication system since it gives the maximum rate of transmission of signals 
over the channel. If the channel is subject to fading, its capacity varies with the 
changes in the propagation medium. By increasing the level of modulation, i.e. the 
number of symbol states, the bit rate of a system can be increased. But the ability of 
the receiver to distinguish between the symbol states in the presence of noise becomes 
more difficult resulting in an increase in error rate. The Shannon capacity limit for 
error-free communication is given by:
1
C 
1 + —I bits/second (7.1)
where C is the channel capacity, B the channel bandwidth in Hz and S/N is the signal 
to noise ratio in the channel. It is theoretically possible to transmit at the above rate 
with the error rate made to approach zero as closely as desired. Note however that 
Shannon failed to specify a method to achieve this rate, showing only that complex 
coding and large delays in transmission would be needed. A good overview of 
Shannon's theorem can be found in [2], [3].
7.2.3 Outage and Availability
According to the ITU-R recommendations an outage event is said to occur in a digital 
receiver if its BER exceeds a specified threshold (typically 10"3 depending on the 
service required) for not more than 10 consecutive seconds. Outage time is the 
accumulated seconds for all outage events in a given time period, say a year. If the 
events last more than ten seconds, the link is said to be unavailable. This distinction 
between outage time and unavailability arises from the fact that digital trunks often 
lose framing when high BERs persist over a long period of time.
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7.3. Modulation Techniques in Satellite Communications
This section will start with an overview of a number of digital modulation techniques 
that have found applications in digital communication systems, not all of which are 
suitable for satellite communications as will be shown below.
Most of the operational satellites are power limited i.e. the available ratio of energy 
per bit to noise density, Eb/No, is insufficient to enable the utilisation of modems 
which have spectral efficiency of more than 2 b/s/Hz and require a higher E//No ratio. 
Because of their power efficiency, Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) and Quadrature 
Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) are the more frequently employed modulation techniques. 
The spectral efficiency of such systems, employing BPSK and QPSK is less than 
2b/s/Hz [4].
The spectral or bandwidth efficiency of a communication link is a measure of how 
well a particular modulation format makes use of the available bandwidth. It equals to 
the ratio between transmission bit rate and the system bandwidth, and is a measure in 
units of bits per second per hertz (b/s/Hz).
Amplitude, phase and frequency modulation are all applicable to digital modulation. 
The digital equivalent of these modulation schemes are known as Amplitude Shift 
Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and Phase Shift Keying (PSK). 
Additionally, some modulation schemes have been developed specifically to optimise 
digital modulation. These are hybrid phase/amplitude schemes called Quadrature 
Amplitude Modulation (QAM).
7.3.1. ASK and FSK Modulation
Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) is the simplest form of bandpass data modulation. 
Extending binary ASK to multilevel ASK (M-ASK) is simple. But the bit error rate 
(BER) of M-ASK is very poor caused by the use of strongly correlated sinusoidal
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pulses. There is no opportunity to exploit orthogonality with M-ASK and this is an 
immediate penalty in BER performance. Its poor BER performance means that there 
are very few practical applications of ASK other than its binary form, despite its 
excellent bandwidth efficiency. Poor BER and its inherent characteristics of a non- 
constant envelope makes ASK unsuitable for applications in satellite communications.
M-ary FSK on the other hand gives us the ability to trade bandwidth for an improved 
noise performance in a way that is not possible with M-ary ASK and M-ary PSK. An 
M-ary FSK signal consists of one of the following M orthogonal sinusoidal pulses in 
each symbol interval of duration Ts . The pulses differ only in frequency, which are 
spaced at half the symbol rate to achieve mutual orthogonality of the transmitted 
symbols with minimum required bandwidth [2].
i = 0,1,2,.. .,M-1 (7.2)
(7.3)
The frequency fo is chosen to place the transmission in the desired or allocated 
frequency band.
As the number of symbol states employed increases, the symbol averaging time 
becomes very large, reducing the effect of noise. So M-ary FSK can be used in 
systems where noise immunity is the primary aim. On the other hand increasing the 
number of symbol states causes a rapid reduction in bandwidth efficiency. This low 
bandwidth efficiency of FSK schemes makes it inappropriate for satellite applications.
7.3.2. PSK Modulation
In a phase shift keying (PSK) system the phase of the carrier is changed in accordance 
with the baseband digital stream. A general form of expression of a PSK scheme is
(7.4)
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where $m is the phase angle varied in accordance with the information signal. The 
signal space diagram of M-ary PSK consists of message points uniformly spaced, 
with constant phase shift, along a circle that is centred at the origin. In the simplest 
form of phase modulation, the binary phase shift keying, BPSK, the data is taken one 
bit at a time and the carrier phase is changed by 0 or n radians, according to whether 
the data is 1 or 0. The orthogonality between the sine and cosine function imply that if 
BPSK was to be used to transmit on a cosine carrier, and simultaneously a second 
BPSK signal is sent using a sine carrier of the same frequency, then it would be 
possible to detect each one independently of the other. This is called quadrature phase 
shift keying, QPSK. By applying Gray encoding to the symbols the BER of BPSK 
and the Gray encoded QPSK is the same. The advantage of using QPSK though is that 
it has twice the bandwidth efficiency of BPSK. The bandwidth efficiency of QPSK = 
2 b/s/Hz in theory.
Increasing the number of symbol states for M-ary PSK beyond four allows further 
improvements in bandwidth efficiency. The bandwidth efficiency for M-ary PSK is 
equal to log2M b/s/Hz. The additional symbol states, though, are no longer orthogonal, 
they do not lie on the sine or cosine axis of the constellation diagram. The result is 
that the performance in noise for M > 4 degrades rapidly as M increases. The BER 
performance for M-ary PSK for M > 2 is given by [2]:
PSK, because of its constant envelope, is generally preferred for satellite 
communications, which employs non-linear amplification in the travelling wave tube 
amplifier (TWTA).
7.3.3. QAM Modulation
Quadrature amplitude modulation is a combination of amplitude and phase signalling. 
BER performance improvement can be achieved, compared to that of PSK, if the
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message states are spaced more freely and widely in the two-dimensional signal space. 
This requires combining two quadrature (sine and cosine) carriers that are modulated 
in both amplitude and phase. This combination gives us the quadrature amplitude 
modulation. There are different implementations of QAM, such as square QAM, 
circular QAM and star QAM.
Considering a square QAM that carries equal number of bits in the quadrature and in- 
phase channels, the BER is given by [2]:
or-D , 3£,log2 M BER = ———— 1 - —j= lerfdJ
The bandwidth efficiency for M-ary QAM is the same as that of M-ary PSK and is 
equal to logiM b/s/Hz, but M-ary QAM yields a better BER performance. This is an 
important advantage of the M-ary QAM. QAM however has a non-constant envelope 
and has therefore not been widely implemented in satellite communication systems. 
However, their excellent bandwidth efficiency and their good BER performance make 
them worthy of consideration for satellite communications. Even high M-arity QAM 
could be considered for satellite applications where extremely high bandwidth 
efficiency is required [5]. In this case, however, back-off in the Travelling Wave Tube 
Amplifier (TWTA) input and output power must be provided to ensure the linearity of 
the power amplifier. The main drawback of using QAM techniques is their non- 
constant envelope. Such a modulation format greatly increases data throughput and 
hence the revenue produced by a transponder.
7.4. Fade and Enhancement Duration Statistics
The use of digital signal processing requires the knowledge of the dynamics of 
tropospheric scintillation, including the distribution of scintillation fade duration and 
inter-fade interval. Fade duration statistics are particularly important for the design of 
high frequency satellite systems. In such high frequency systems, operating at a fixed
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small fade margin, the best way to mitigate propagation impairments is by introducing 
adaptive techniques, adaptive fade countermeasure strategies. Fade and interfade 
duration statistics provide the system designer with useful information for evaluating 
various mitigation techniques that will be employed to ensure a given system 
availability and quality of service.
Statistics of observed durations of scintillation fades and enhancements of the 
ITALSAT satellites at 20, 40 and SOGHz are presented for various threshold signal 
levels, and their use in fade countermeasures is examined. The analysis shows that 
most signal amplitude deviations from the mean level are of short duration and do not 
depend on the threshold level. Distribution of fade durations at thresholds 0.1 and 
O.SdB were reasonably well approximated by the lognormal function.
7.4.1. Fade Duration
Fade duration D. at threshold level XT below the mean level (= OdB) of % (scintillation 
amplitude) was taken as the time interval over which the signal level continuously fell 
below XT- Similarly, enhancement duration D+ at threshold level XT above OdB was 
obtained as the time interval over which the signal level continuously exceeded pr­ 
inter-fade duration or non-fade duration is the complement of the fade duration. It is 
defined as the continuous time over which the attenuation is lower than a given 
threshold value. Figure 7.3 gives the graphical representation of this definition. A 
small hysteresis of 0.005 dB was used in the detection of the signal levels in order to 
mask the effects of system noise.
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Time
Figure 7.3. Definition of episode and inter-episode
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) at 20, 40 and SOGHz of fade duration at 
selected threshold levels is shown Figure 7.4. Use has been made of a logarithmic 
scale for the durations, and for the probabilities, a scale such that a lognormal 
distribution is represented by a straight line. It was observed that that the distribution 
of scintillation fade duration at threshold levels of 0.1 dB and 0.5dB follows 
adequately a lognormal distribution. However, at threshold levels above O.SdB the 
small number of sample points did not allow an accurate determination, e.g. the 
number of sample points corresponding to fades greater than IdB at 20GHz were only 
389, during the entire 1-year period.
We note that the fade duration statistics from SIRO measurements campaign indicated 
a lognormal distribution [6] whereas the OLYMPUS campaign has suggested a 
power-law dependence for short fades (< 20sec) which are generally the result of 
scintillation or noise and a lognormal distribution for longer fades. Based on the 
results obtained from Figure 7.4 it would appear that short fades tend also to follow a 
lognormal distribution. Similar conclusions were obtained from the analysis of 
enhancement duration statistics, which were on average of equal magnitude.




























Figure 7.4. Starting from top to bottom the measured cumulative distribution 
of fade duration at various signal threshold levels at 20, 40 and SOGHz,
respectively.
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Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 the measured annual mean 
fade and enhancement duration displays no dependence on threshold level. The mean 
duration of both fades and enhancement are on average equal, lasting no longer than 
1.4 seconds. For example, at IdB threshold level at 40GHz the mean fade duration is 
-1.125 seconds and at 2dB threshold level the mean duration is ~1.05 seconds.
However, at higher frequencies the observed percentage of long-fade duration 
exceeding a specific threshold is greater than that observed at a lower frequency. For 
example at 20GHz the percentage of 0.5dB fades lasting up to 8 seconds is ~ 0.01%, 
whereas at 50GHz the percentage is ~ 0.07%.
1.5 2 2.5 
Threshold Level (dB)
3.5
Figure 7.5. Measured annual mean enhancement duration for various
signal threshold levels.
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Figure 7.6. Measured annual mean fade duration for various 
signal threshold levels.
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7.5. Fade Countermeasures
As we have seen in the previous sections assigning a fixed fade margin at frequencies 
above Ka-band is not a feasible solution. Designers are forced to design systems with 
only a low fixed excess margin of the order of a few dB. The general approach for 
handling the large attenuation at those frequencies is to use adaptive methods or fade 
countermeasures (FCM). Fade counter-measure action is effectively a time varying 
margin, which has to be added in real-time on top of this low fixed excess margin, so 
as to cover for propagation impairments and maintain a certain grade of service.
To be efficient, the FCM controller has to determine accurately when and how much 
time-varying effort must be provided by the FCM technique based on current 
measured channel conditions. The design of fade countermeasure systems should be 
seen as an optimisation problem once the link availability requirement have been met. 
FCMs are adaptive systems whereby the transmission is adapted to the channel fading 
conditions. In the case of adaptive transmission systems like adaptive rate, coding or 
modulation FCMs, the objective is to maximise the user data throughput while 
meeting BER requirements. This criterion can be used to compare and select the most 
appropriate countermeasure technique for any particular system based on adaptive 
transmission. This section gives an overview of all those techniques relevant to 
satellite communication systems, in particularly those relevant to VSAT/USAT 
applications.
7.5.1. Site Diversity
Site diversity is based on the concept of switching the Earth-Space communication 
from the station affected by fading to another connected ground terminal located at a 
distant site. Provided that the distance between the Earth station and its back-up(s) is 
larger than the expected extent of the raincells (~ 10 km to 15 km), so that the 
probability of joint fade occurring at the two sites simultaneously is low. The concept 
of this is shown in Figure 7.7.
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Site diversity (SD) is one of the fade mitigation methods that take advantage of the 
finite size of rain cells. The high level of fading at high frequencies is due primarily to 
the passage of convective rainstorms through the satellite link. Meteorological data 
showed that such events are generally limited in geographical extent and that the 
stronger the rainstorm the smaller the rain cell is, therefore if two ground stations are 
separated by a distance greater than that covered by each rain cell, they will 
experience statistically independent fading. This technique is usually suited for rain 
fading; by monitoring the performance of the two stations and choosing the better of 




The Rest of System
Figure 7.7. Concept of site diversity - if rain fade covers limited area as shown, 
station A suffers fading but not station B.
The evaluation of the performance of site diversity (SD) systems requires the 
knowledge of the joint distribution of attenuation amongst the stations. Diversity 
models derived from empirical data have been proposed in the literature [7, 8]. They
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predict a sharp increase of diversity gain for site distances up to 15 km while the 
improvement stabilises for greater distances. In order to give an example for the 
effectiveness of site diversity, let us consider a case example of Sparsholt-ITALSAT 
link. Table 7.1 summarises the rain attenuation statistics for the link.
Table 7.1: Statistics of rain attenuation on a down-link exceeded for various 





















Let us find out what would be the diversity gain of a dual site diversity link, as shown 
in Figure 7.7, for down-link fades and outage time of 0.01% of an average year, 
which corresponds to availability of 99.99%.
For a conventional fixed link budget margin system operating at 40GHz, a down-link 
power margin of 34.7 dB would be required. For a two site diversity system, the 
diversity gain G according to the ITU-R Recommendations [9] is given by Equation 
7.7.
(dB) (7.7)
The gain contributed by the spatial separation 
Gd =a(l-e-M ) (7.8)
Where 0=0.78,4-1.94(1-a"01 U) and 
6=0.59(1-e'01^).
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The frequency-dependent gain
Gf =e-«™f (7.9)
The elevation angle dependent gain term
G9 = 1 + 0.0060 (7 . 10)
The baseline-dependent term
0^=1 + 0.002^ (7,1!)
Assuming separation distance between the two site d=\5 km, path rain attenuation 
.4=34.7 dB, satellite beacon frequency7=39.59 GHz, path elevation angle 0=29.9°, the 
angle made by the azimuth of the propagation path with respect to the baseline 
between the two sites i//=150. We obtain a net diversity gain G of about 11.4 dB. Note 
however, that this method has been validated only for frequencies between 10 GHz 
and 30 GHz.
Site diversity (SD) is one of the most powerful fade countermeasures techniques, 
because it is able to counteract deep rain fading occurring at high frequencies and is 
particularly suited to high availability communication systems. However, various 
problems arise in the implementation of the site diversity of an operational satellite 
communication system. Firstly, a suitably located additional site has to be available 
and the cost of it must be met. Earth station hardware has to be almost duplicated, a 
dedicated high reliability terrestrial link of a suitable capacity provided and a 
monitoring synchronisation and switching system implemented. SD is therefore more 
suitable for systems where quality prevails over price.
Site or space diversity can generally be implemented on a large scale, as the case 
discussed above, sometimes referred to as macrodiversity, and conversely, on a 
smaller scale called microdiversity. Macrodiversity is usually applied with the intent 
to mitigate large-scale fading (rain). In contrast, the aim of applying microdiversity is
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to mitigate small-scale fading, which involves fades on the order of signal 
wavelengths. Site diversity could also prove effective for mitigating the degrading 
effects of scintillation over baseline distances much shorter than that for rain fade 
mitigation.
Other diversity FCMs systems are Orbital diversity and Frequency diversity. Orbital 
diversity consists in setting up two separated spacecraft so as to provide two separate 
converging paths to a single ground terminal. However, measured data [10, 11] 
indicate an improvement factor of the order of 20%, making orbital diversity quite 
unsuitable for systems operating at frequencies above Ka-band. In the case of 
satellites operating in two frequency bands, for example a high frequency band such 
as V-band and a lower frequency band such as Ku- or C-band, cross-band frequency 
diversity is possible. Most of the traffic is routed through the high frequency band, 
where a large bandwidth is available, and some capacity at the lower frequency band, 
that is less affected by rain acts as a back-up. If the power margin available to the 
higher frequency band is not sufficient to overcome the attenuation then the system 
switches to the lower frequency band [12, 13]. The only drawback is that it is 
probably the least economical of all FCM.
7.5.2. Power Control FCM
Power control as fade countermeasure is the most direct fade countermeasure and 
mitigates the fading effects by adapting the transmitted power to the attenuation of the 
affected link, in order to optimise the overall C/N0. Power control can be carried out 
in two locations, first on the ground segment where the output power of a transmitting 
Earth station is adapted to up-link (Up-Link Power Control, ULPC), and secondly on­ 
board the satellite for down-link adaptation, DLPC. To demonstrate the interest in 
ULPC, it is necessary to distinguish the cases for transparent and regenerative 
repeaters [14].
In the case of a transparent repeater, the adaptation of the carrier power level by the 
transmitting Earth station aims to control both up-link and downlink budgets [15]. It
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can be implemented relatively easily provided that there is enough power available, 
i.e. if the satellite power amplifier is not operated at full power. This can, however, 
not always be the case due to the required dynamic range of fades. Power control on 
an Earth station attempts to maintain a constant power flux density at the satellite 
irrespective of fading conditions along the path, by either decreasing the power in 
clear sky conditions or by increasing the power to compensate fades under fading 
conditions. ULPC can be seen on the one hand as a way to keep a constant level of all 
the carriers at the input of the repeater, and on the other hand as a way to maintain the 
overall link budget of the links in order to optimise the satellite capacity.
With a regenerative repeater carriers are demodulated onboard the satellite, which 
makes the baseband signals available for specific processing prior to the modulation 
of the downlink carriers. On-Board Processing (OBP) can be used to optimise the 
overall link budget of the system. In principle, this technique allows to match the 
waveform (data rate, coding rate, modulation scheme) to the propagation conditions.
However, it is necessary to pay attention to the sensitivity of on-board demodulation 
to signal dynamic range at the input of the repeater. As Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (FDMA) is a typical choice on the uplink, if on-board processing is sensitive 
to strong variations between carriers, then even for high margin systems, it is 
recommended to use ULPC in order to avoid capture effects of carriers faded by 
severe propagation conditions. In this case, the monitoring of all carrier levels has to 
be carried out on-board the spacecraft, before the spacecraft indicates to the 
appropriate Earth station the necessary adjustments of up-link transmit power [14, 16]. 
This is particularly the case for systems operating at or above Ka-band, where there is 
a strong relative difference between up- and down-link frequencies, and for which a 
strong protection against uplink fading is important.
Most satellites carry beacon sources in the downlink frequency band. When using a 
downlink beacon for power control, the estimated downlink fade must be frequency 
scaled to the up-link frequency. A disadvantage of up-link power control is that, under 
unfaded conditions, the quality of the up-link will be worse than that of the fixed
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power scheme for the same maximum power output required by the dynamic range of 
the power control scheme. The downlink is unaffected as a new transponder operating 
point may be chosen to compensate for reduced up-link power. The reduction in up­ 
link quality in turn reduces the total link quality, and thereby decreases the system's 
tolerance to downlink fading [17].
In conclusion, Up-Link Power Control makes use only of transmitted Earth station 
power; without constraints on the sharing of the system resources and without a need 
for specific delay before mitigation. Furthermore, cost considerations and the 
flexibility of this technique make ULPC a good candidate as an additional technique 
to be coupled with another FCM.
7.5.3. Down-link Power Control
Down-link Power Control (DLPC) aims to allocate a relatively weak extra power on­ 
board, in order to compensate a possible degradation in terms of down-link C/No due 
to propagation conditions in the particular region [18]. In this case, all Earth stations 
in the same beam coverage benefits from the improvement of EIRP. However, it is 
necessary to verify that the ground power flux density specification is not exceeded, 
in order to abide by radio regulations and to avoid interference problems, and ensure 
that no service outage occurs during changes in power level. If the area covered by the 
satellite antenna beam stretches over several hundreds of kilometres, there may very 
well be several earth stations operating in it. At these other stations, this will 
sometimes result in under- or overcompensation. Fukuchi [19] studied the correlation 
of measured rain intensities at 23 locations in the UK. He found that the correlation 
decreases rapidly with increasing distance, and that instantaneous rainfall rates at two 
locations more than about 100 km apart can be regarded as independent. In fact, he 
found that the benefit of DLPC is confined to the areas less than about 10 km from the 
monitor station.
In addition, the satellite transponders must be designed in such a way that very little 
adjacent channel interference and intermodulation noise are produced by the increased
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transmitted power. Adaptive DLPC therefore complicates the design and operation of 
the satellite transponder and is constrained by the limited available on-board power.
7.5.4. Signal Processing Techniques as FCM
These techniques can also be considered as Adaptive Resource Sharing because the 
available resources on the satellite depend on the number of users requesting a part of 
these resources at the same time. These techniques are adaptive, meaning that they 
can adapt to the channel characteristics in order to compensate deep fading when it is 
needed. As far as signal processing FCM is concerned, two classes of methods can be 
identified which lead to a modification of the sharing of the satellite resources by 
acting on the information data rate or on the bandwidth. The objective of the first 
class is to introduce extra coding in order to compensate additional attenuation on the 
link by maintaining the nominal BER or to change modulation schemes to implement 
more robust modulations requiring less symbol energy. A second class of techniques 
aims to reduce the information data rate at constant transmission data rate, which also 
leads to maintaining the BER.
Fading degrades the quality of the link by reducing the signal to noise ratio (C/No) at 
the receiver input. In digital communication systems, this signal to noise ratio is 
related to the bit energy to noise spectral density (Ej/No). Figure 7.8 shows the BER 
of various modulation techniques plotted against the bit energy per noise spectral 
density ratio (Et/N0) [20]. The lower the ratio, the higher the bit error rate (BER).
ITU regulations specify that the BER for data transmission in a system should be 10~7 . 
Thus by maintaining (Eb/No) constant at the value that is required for a service, one 
can ensure that the link quality is at a certain level. Unlike up-link power control 
(ULPC), which aims to restore the carrier to noise ratio (C/N<j) through an increase of 
the Earth station transmitted power, the signal processing techniques allows a 
decrease in the required C/No while maintaining the link performance in terms of the 
BER. In the following sections these adaptive methods are presented.
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Figure 7.8. BER VS Eb/N0 for M-ary QAM and M-ary PSK [20].
7.5.5. Adaptive Transmission Rate FCM
Adaptive transmission rate is aimed at maintaining the energy per symbol to noise 
spectral density ratio (Es/No) at a given level by simply slowing or speeding up the 
channel symbol rate depending on the propagation conditions. This implies, of course, 
that the current symbol rate is known to both receiver and transmitter at any one time. 
High symbol rates are used under unfaded conditions when the signal to noise ratio is 
high, and the rate would be gradually reduced as fading occurs. For example, to 
obtain a protection margin of 3 dB, the data rate of the system must be reduced by a 
factor of 2. This is valid provided that the equivalent noise bandwidth is also reduced 
by 2 (since bandwidth=symbol rate/spectral efficiency).
For systems operating at or above Ka-band, to compensate for a moderate fade of 10 
dB requires a reduction of the data rate by a factor of 10. Such dramatic reduction of 
the information rate may prove to be unacceptable to a majority of VSATMJSAT
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applications. Furthermore, if the transmission rate is reduced, it will be necessary to 
reduce the bandwidth of the receiver to that of the data signal to obtain maximum gain 
by rejecting out-of-band noise. Variable bandwidth filter and the cost associated with 
a variable rate demodulator, are the major disadvantages of this type of fade 
countermeasure and will inevitably increase the system's cost. Therefore an adaptive 
transmission rate FCM may be a candidate as an additional strategy to be associated 
with another main FCM system.
7.5.6. Adaptive Fade Spreading FCM
Another technique which works on a similar principle as adaptive transmission rate is 
the Adaptive Fade Spreading. It increases the symbol energy at the receiver to 
compensate for deeper fades by reducing the information data rate. But, the very 
important difference is that it maintains the channel data rate at a constant level thus 
avoiding interference problems and the need for a variable receiver filter. In such a 
system, the user data is multiplied by a pseudo-random code (the spreading function) 
with fixed chip rate matched to the available spread spectrum bandwidth. This has the 
effect of spreading the data signal to the bandwidth of the pseudo-random code [21]. 
The spreading factor is the ratio between the bandwidth of the spread spectrum signal 
and the bandwidth of the original data stream; the higher the spreading factor, the 
higher the gain margin.
This fade mitigation technique can be applied only for specific services which can 
tolerate extra delay and significant reduction of the information rate, such as video 
download or data transmission (through an increase of transfer duration), but seems to 
be difficult to use with voice transmission for instance. In summary, adaptive fade 
spreading is certainly better and more practical than the simplistic adaptive 
transmission rate systems but is less attractive than other techniques in its class.
7.5.7. Adaptive Coding
Forward Error Correction (FEC) encoding is a technique used in many 
communication systems to counteract noisy channels. When the satellite
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telecommunication link is experiencing fading, the introduction of coding allows to 
add redundant bits to the information bits, in order to detect and to correct errors 
caused by propagation impairments and leads to a reduction in the required energy per 
information bit. Each code is characterised by its rate. Code rate is the ratio between 
information bit rate and the channel bit rate as a result of the encoding, and its gain 
which is the reduction in the required energy per channel bit to noise density ratio for 
the same information bit error rate.
Adaptive coding consists in implementing a variable coding rate in order to match 
impairments due to propagation conditions. An adaptive FEC system would transmit 
its data with no encoding during clear-sky conditions, during fades the system would 
introduce a level of FEC but would at the same time keep the channel rate (and thus 
bandwidth) constant. Due to the introduced forward error correction encoding and 
decoding, the information rate will be reduced in accordance with the rate of the 
applied code. If adaptive coding is used in a communication link it is important that 
both ends of the link are aware of the code rate in use, i.e. before switching code rate 
the transmitter must notify the receiver.
The fading satellite communications channel does not produce independent errors but 
blocks of errors. Since most forward error correction codes are designed to improve 
system performances by correcting errors which are supposed to be independent, they 
are not very efficient in counteracting fading. The performance of the mitigation 
technique can be improved by using block codes (such as Reed-Solomon codes) 
which are more robust to bursts of errors, and with interleaving, which scrambles the 
coded data in such a way that, after descrambling, errors can be considered 
independent [22]. Interleaving is efficient for very short fades and especially for 
scintillation. Higher performances can be obtained by the concatenation of a 
convolutional code (Viterbi algorithm) with a block code (such as a Reed-Solomon 
code), the convolutional code being efficient at correcting random errors, whereas the 
block code is a good solution to correct error bursts [14].
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Systems that employ encoding better utilise the channel. An adaptive FEC system 
should not be very expensive and difficult to implement, making it an attractive 
solution for VSAT applications. The main drawbacks of using this fade 
countermeasure technique are the complex decoding algorithms that have to be 
implemented in the receiver in order to decode the signal and extract the information, 
and the additional bandwidth requirements for Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(FDMA) and larger bursts in the same frame for Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA), due to transmission of redundant bytes.
7.5.8. Adaptive Modulation
In this section we will focus on using adaptive modulation as a fade countermeasure. 
An adaptive modulation system would transmit at its most complex modulation 
during fine propagation conditions and would reduce the complexity of the scheme 
when fades occur. Higher system capacity for a specified bandwidth can be achieved 
by using modulation schemes with high spectral efficiency.
Adaptive modulation is a powerful technique to improve the energy efficiency and 
increase the data rate over a fading channel. As with adaptive coding, the aim of the 
adaptive modulation technique is to decrease the required bit energy per noise energy 
rat\o(Ei/No) corresponding to a given BER, by reducing the spectral efficiency as the 
C/N decreases. The reduction of the spectral efficiency can be obtained by introducing 
lower level modulation schemes. For instance, if very efficient modulations such as 
16-PSK, 16-QAM, 64-PSK, 64-QAM or 256-QAM can be used in clear-sky 
conditions, in bad propagation conditions, adaptive modulation fade mitigation 
technique makes use of more robust modulations such as QPSK or BPSK [23].
Another way of reducing the required Et/No is to introduce coding into the modulation. 
Gremont et al. [24] proposed such a system based on adaptive pragmatic trellis coded 
modulation, suitable for services which can accept a variable user data rate (i.e. the 
satellite bandwidth occupancy is fixed on a channel basis). The authors showed that
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such a multiple fade mitigation technique modem could very significantly outperform 
systems relying on single FCMs such as adaptive coding or adaptive (uncoded) 
modulation.
The use of adaptive modulation as a fade countermeasure technique is dealt with in 
more detail in the PhD thesis of Dr. C.N. Kassianides, using simulations implemented 
in COSSAP simulation platform [4]. Other fade countermeasure techniques such as 
reserve capacity (adaptive TDMA - FDMA) will not be discussed in this thesis. 
Reserve capacity can be extremely effective but are suited more to services such as 
trunk telephony rather than data applications.
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7.6. Fade Countermeasures that can be Applied to 
Scintillation Fading
In the previous sections, an overview of the various fade countermeasure techniques 
was presented. Most of these techniques and most of the cases in the literature are 
concerned with rain attenuation. Not all of these techniques can be applied to mitigate 
scintillation. An effective FCM has to take into consideration also the effects of 
scintillation. Results obtained from the statistical analysis in Chapter 5 of this thesis 
showed that considering only scintillations in climates similar to the UK and moderate 
elevation angles to obtain 99.99% availability, a 2 dB fade margin is adequate at 
SOGHz. However, as shown in Figure 7.9, at low elevation angles in hot humid 
climates such as Japan at the same frequency to achieve the same availability, a fade 
margin of about 9.5 dB is required (based on predictions using the ITU-R model [9]). 
In this section we will look at some of the FCM techniques that could be applied to 
scintillation fading.
Power control is the most direct fade countermeasure and is relatively easy to 
implement. For low margin VSAT/USAT systems operating at or above Ka-band, 
power control can prove to be useful countermeasure technique to counteract fading 
and can be used to mitigate scintillations [25]. This technique can be used as a stand 
alone or combined with some other fade countermeasure and can be implemented as 
either Up-Link Power Control (ULPC) or as combined Up- and Down-Link Power 
Control system.
At these high frequency bands there is a strong relative difference between up and 
down frequencies, for which a strong protection against uplink fading is important. 
During small fades, which are mainly due to scintillation events or passing clouds the 
Earth station can adjust the transmitted power to compensate for propagation 
impairments to maintain the uplink budget.
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Figure 7.9. Predicted cdf of scintillation fade amplitude at SOGHz using the
ITU-R model. Assuming: temperature=16°C, humidity=77%, antenna
diameter=0.61m, antenna efficiency=0.65 and elevation angle=6.5°.
In actual fact, for the first generation Ka-band systems (SOGHz uplink - 20GHz 
downlink) uplink power control (ULPC) is one of the basic FCMs which will be 
implemented with the objective of improving system availability (availability > 99%). 
More sophisticated techniques such as adaptive coding and modulation will be 
implemented in a second step, in particular for V-band (50/40 GHz) systems where 
propagation impairments at both the uplink and downlink are severe, and it is not 
possible to consider that the uplink is more critical than the downlink.
All signal-processing techniques can be applicable for mitigating scintillation. The 
need for adaptive filters makes adaptive rate transmission less attractive. Adaptive 
modulation schemes, like adaptive PSK or adaptive QAM allow the design of a link 
to maximise the information rate over a channel while maintaining a specified E//No 
value. This technique assumes that sufficient resources like power are provided during 
clear air conditions. A review of adaptive modulation and coding has already been
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presented. The question is which one of these two techniques will be more appropriate 
in satellite communication to counteract scintillation?
Table 7.2 shows the required Eb/No for various QAM and PSK modulation techniques. 
It can be seen that 16-PSK requires Eb/N0 =19.24 dB for BER of 10~7 . 16-QAM on the 
other hand, that has the same spectral efficiency (4 b/s/Hz), requires 15.18 dB, i.e. 
4.06 dB less. That fade protection margin can be used to compensate for the 
propagation degradation caused by the atmosphere. In the case of a bandwidth 
efficiency of 6 b/s/Hz offered by both 64-QAM and 64-PSK, the QAM method needs 
9.77 dB less Eb/N0 . Thus to transmit with 64-PSK instead of 64-QAM an increase of 
nearly 10 dB in power is needed, which ultimately represents a significant increase in 
cost to the end user. When propagation conditions become more severe, the system 
can switch for example from 64-QAM to QPSK, introducing a fade protection margin 
of 8.26 dB. The downside is the temporarily reduced data rate, however, when the 
conditions become more favourable the system can switch back to the higher 
modulation schemes.
Adaptive modulation assumes that sufficient resources are available in order to use 
the various modulation methods with the required Eb/No for a specific BER. It is 
therefore appropriate for medium to high power applications, while adaptive coding 
or Adaptive Forward Error Correction (AFEC) countermeasure is more appropriate 
for more power-limited links. For the same power characteristics, AFEC would have a 
better availability than adaptive modulation, but the latter would have a greater 
throughput. These two approaches are in contention, and the basic selection can be 
made by asking which constraint, throughput or availability, is paramount to the 
system design and thus should be maximised. For a system with severely limited 
power resources where high order modulation methods can not be supported, AFEC is 
a better solution.
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Site diversity as fade countermeasure, usually applies to rain attenuation. As 
mentioned earlier, it is a method that takes advantage of the finite size of rain cells. It 
can not be applied to mitigate scintillation fading because scintillation and rain do not 
have the same characteristics. Scintillation can be present in clear sky as well as cloud 
and is a fast fading process unlike rain attenuation. The time needed to switch from 
one station to another will often be greater than the duration of the scintillation on the 
communication link. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the other earth station 
will not encounter scintillation fading at the same time. The level of scintillation fades, 
as it can be seen for the data analysis in Chapter 5, does not justify the high cost of 
site diversity. Therefore site diversity is excluded as fade countermeasure for 
mitigating scintillation.
Microdiversity or microscale diversity is a good technique to mitigate scintillation. 
Work on fade countermeasure [26-28], showed that scintillation effects can be 
alleviated by the use of two antennas separated laterally by several hundreds of meters 
or vertically by about 150 meters. In the Goonhilly experiment [29], it was shown that 
substantial improvement could be obtained with antennas separated vertically by an 
order of magnitude less - a much more practical spacing. In that experiment the 
authors used antenna spacing of 16.5 m. Their results show no correlation between the 
two signals.
Since the signal from the two antennas appear to be totally uncorrelated, it is unlikely 
that an increased separation would be of additional benefit. This would suggest that 
only a small vertical stratification of the atmosphere exists [30]. In [31] results from 
an investigation into a microscale diversity scheme for the purpose of mitigating 
scintillation are presented. It is shown that the optimum spacing of the two antennas at
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an elevation angle of 14° is about 48m horizontally. At this spacing the two signals 
are completely decorelated.
A microscale system could be applied in situations where scintillations contribute 
significantly to propagation impairments such as in very low elevation angle terminals 
or in climates where scintillation events are frequent. Low-power-margin VSAT 
systems are a good example where microscale diversity could be useful.
Up/Down-Link Power Control (U/D-LPC) is another good and simple FCM technique 
that could be applied to mitigate both scintillation and rain attenuation. The delay in 
the control loop is at worst 2 satellite round trips ~ 0.52 seconds, plus processing and 
switching times.
Several theoretical and experimental campaigns of Up/Down-Link Power Control 
have been reported [32-34]. Horle [35, 36] showed that for excess up-link fades of 
more than 4 dB, the user data rate of a combined ULPC with Direct Sequence Spread 
Spectrum (DSSS) FCM system is always a factor of 2 higher than without ULPC.
It might be expected that a ULPC network will not be able to follow fast signal 
fluctuations due to scintillation. However, Touw and Herben [37] showed from a 
spectral analysis, that signal fluctuations due to scintillation at 12.5, 20 and 30 GHz 
on the same propagation path are quite well correlated for frequencies up to a few 
tenths of a Hz. This means that the lower part of the fluctuation spectrum, which 
contains the main portion of the power, can be compensated by open-loop ULPC 
using frequency scaling. The small faster signal fluctuations will not be followed. As 
a result, for an open-loop ULPC system operating at 20/30 GHz, the variance of the 
up-link amplitude scintillation (in dB2) can be reduced to about 20% of its value.
Karasawa and Maekawa [38] found that at the 10 dB fade threshold level the 
improvement in link availability using DLPC was fairly close to the theoretical limit 
ignoring simultaneous rain in different areas. Therefore in climates similar to the UK, 
power control could be used as a stand alone technique to mitigate for small fades due
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to scintillation events or passing clouds. However, at very low elevation angles (e.g. 
Japan) and frequencies above Ka-band, this technique alone is not sufficient and must 
be combined with some other adaptive fade countermeasure (for example Adaptive 
Coding or Modulation).
7.7. Conclusions
This Chapter started with some general definitions and equations related to satellite 
communication system design, followed by an overview of digital modulation 
techniques used in satellite communications. Phase Shift keying (PSK) and 
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) were selected as the two most appropriate 
candidates. The PSK scheme, because of its constant envelope is generally preferred. 
QAM's excellent bandwidth efficiency and good BER performance, however, make 
them both possible choices for future high data-rate satellite communication systems.
Statistics of observed durations of scintillation fades and enhancements of the 
ITALSAT satellites at 20, 40 and SOGHz are presented for various threshold signal 
levels, and their use in fade countermeasures were examined. The analysis showed 
that most signal amplitude deviations from the mean level are of short duration and do 
not depend on the threshold level. Distribution of fade durations at thresholds 0.1 and 
0.5dB were reasonably well approximated by the lognormal function.
As we have seen in the previous sections assigning a fixed fade margin at frequencies 
above Ka-band is not a feasible solution. At those frequencies the effects of 
atmospheric impairments are very severe. However, due to the considerable 
advantages of operating satellite communication systems in these frequency ranges, 
mitigating techniques have been developed to overcome the impairments associated 
with these frequency bands.
In general, the impact of rain attenuation on communication signals is predominant. 
But in order to develop effective fade countermeasures the impact of scintillation
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needs also to be taken into consideration, especially at low elevation angles in hot and 
humid climates. In this Chapter we examined some adaptive fade counter-measure 
techniques that can be applied to mitigate the severe degradation due to the 
atmospheric propagation fading. Depending on the priorities of the system to be 
designed, adaptive power control and adaptive signal processing are the prime 
candidates.
Up-link power control (ULPC) makes use only of transmitted Earth station power; 
therefore it can be implemented for any percentage of time, which makes this 
technique a very flexible one and can be used as a fade countermeasure (FCM) for 
both scintillation and rain attenuation. Most first generation fade FCM techniques for 
Ka-band satellite systems will use ULPC with the objective of improving system 
availability. In addition, the flexibility of ULPC makes it easy to combine it with 
another FCM such as adaptive coding or modulation to improve system performance 
even more.
Up-link power control combined with adaptive coding are the prime fade 
countermeasure candidates for mitigating against rain attenuation and scintillation 
effects at Ka-band. At V-band, however, which will be used for multimedia systems, 
adaptive modulation is more likely to be implemented because of the higher 
throughput. An adaptive modulation system would transmit at its most complex 
modulation during good propagation conditions and would reduce the complexity of 
the scheme (i.e. introducing fade protection margin) when fades occur.
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• The refractive index structure constant Cn is constant along the turbulent path 
length L.
• The atmospheric turbulence lies in the inertial subrange 10 < -JJL « L0; where 10 
and L0 are the inner and outer scales of turbulence — of the order 1-10 mm and 
50-100 m, respectively.
• L 2 Km 2 »\
and introduce the factor (201og e)2 to convert from Neper2 to dB2 , then the variance of 





€„ : is the refractive index structure constant
L : is the effective turbulent path length;
k : is the wave number (k=2n/A);
9: is the elevation angle;
h : is the height of turbulence;
Re : is the effective earth radius (= 8.5 x 106 m);
Equation (8.2) is valid for point receivers only. A finite antenna aperture reduces crx 
from its point receiver value by a factor g(xt) given by Haddon and Vilar [2]
/ -> \n/12 . 
3.8637(^+1) sin




(2h/Re ) + sin 6
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where
D : is the physical diameter of antenna;
T| : is the illumination efficiency of the antenna (= 0.64);
Xj: is the signal wavelength;
In equation (8.2), the structure constant Cn2, which is the main characterising 
parameter of the models derived from Tatarskii's theory, is a measure of the spatial 
variance of the refractive index fluctuations. It is dependent on height, which is 
important for elevated propagation paths. The derivation of a prediction model of long 
term scintillation variance directly using equation (8.2) would impose a difficulty; the 
structure parameter of the refractive index variations is an essential atmospheric 
parameter in equation (8.2), but this parameter can not directly be measured. Thus, 
some quantification must be obtained from scintillation measurements, and the model 
can be further developed semi-empirically, using the various other dependencies 
derived from theory.
Early work towards modelling scintillation has been done by various researchers [3, 
4]. The predicted variance of scintillation amplitude fluctuations, depends upon 
frequency, elevation angle and antenna size, as:
cr2 ocGCDJ/7/6 /(sin0)11/6 (8.5)
Where G(De) is the antenna averaging function given by Crane and Blood [5]. In 
Equation (8.5) the elevation angle dependency exponent in Crane's model was 
slightly lower having a value of 1.7. However, those models do not incorporate 
meteorological parameters and are therefore insensitive to climatic variations. 
Karasawa, Yamada and Allnutt [6] presented a new prediction model for the 
calculation of the standard deviation of signal fluctuations due to scintillation, based 
on research done at KDN, Japan.
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8.2. CURRENT PREDICTION MODELS 
8.2.1. Karasawa Model
Karasawa, Yamada and Allnutt presented a prediction method for the calculation of 
the standard deviation ax of the signal fluctuations due to scintillation, based on 
measurement made during the year 1983 at Yamaguchi, Japan, at frequencies of 11.5 
and 14.23 GHz [6]. The satellite was viewed from an elevation angle of 6.5°, using 
Cassegrain antenna of diameter 7.6m. For the elevation angle dependence, they used 
more long term data from the same site, at elevation angles of 4° and 9°. The model is 
based on the assumption that the short-term pdf of the log-amplitude is Gaussian, 
which leads to a symmetrical distribution of signal level; and a Gamma distribution 
for the long-term pdf of scintillation variance.
They derived the following prediction formula for calculating the standard deviation, 
ffpre of signal level fluctuations, also referred to as scintillation intensity.




/= frequency in GHz 
9= Elevation angle (degrees)
G(De) = Antenna aperture averaging function given by Crane and Blood. 
Nwet = Wet-part of refractivity (ppm) 
t = temperature (°C) 
U= Relative humidity (%)
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In order for the model not to predict the short-term scintillation variations with daily 
weather changes, the meteorological parameters (temperature and relative humidity) 
should be averaged at least for a period in the order of a month. The height of 
turbulence h in Karasawa model is assumed to be 2000m. If the elevation angle is 
below 5°, then the term sin6> in equation (8.6), should be replaced by
[sin0+T]sm 2 0 + 2h/Re j/2 taking into account the curvature of the earth, where Re is 
the effective Earth radius (8.5 x ]06 m).
The Karasawa model has been validated by comparison to measurements from four 
different sites in Western Japan, and from Haystack (USA) and Chilbolton (UK). 
These measurements were made at elevation angles from 4° to 30°, frequencies from 
7.3 to 14.2 GHz, and antenna diameters from 3 to 36.6m. The average wet-part of 
refractivity, Nwet in these different databases varied from 20 to 130 ppm.
Some expressions for the long-term cumulative distribution of amplitude level, 
expressed in terms of the predicted long-term standard deviation were also developed. 
The resulting amplitude level y, exceeded for a time percentage ofP, is given by:
Enhancements









The ITU-R [7] prediction model is based on similar formulation technique as that 
used in the Karasawa model. It has been recommended for use between 4 and 20 GHz, 
and for elevation angles greater than 4°. This model has also been compared to 
satellite measurements for frequencies up to about 30 GHz in the frameworks of the 
Olympus and ACTS propagation experiments.
° pre ~ ^-'•"~i« -Tiu '"wet )J £VA'J' SUI ^ C8 ]
where g(xj) is the aperture averaging function from Haddon and Vilar [2], given by 
Equation (8.4). A turbulent height of /z=1000m is suggested by the ITU-R. Similar to 
the Karasawa model, the input meteorological parameters in the ITU-R model should 
be averaged over a period in the order of one month.
The ITU-R adopted only the signal fades cdf distribution (Equation (8.9)) in the 
proposed prediction model.
8.2.3. Otung Model
Another classical scintillation model is the Otung model [8]. Validated using 
measurements from the Olympus satellite, recorded at Sparsholt, U.K, this recent 
model (1996), is based on assumptions very similar to those used for the ITU-R and 
Karasawa models. The main difference is the elevation angle dependence of the 
predicted scintillation intensity and the time percentage dependence. In this model 
instead of using sin12 0as in the ITU-R model, it uses the theoretical elevation angle 
dependence factor which is sin 6.
(8.1D
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Similar to the Karasawa model, in this model both fades and enhancements 
cumulative distributions are given.
Signal Enhancements
>- = 3.1782o-pre exp{-0.0359654/7-[0.272113-0.00438^]ln(/7)} 
for (0.01%</><50%) * ' '
Signal Fades
j = 3.6191o-pre exp|- 9 ' 5°142xl °——[0.40454 + 0.00285/»]ln(Jp)[
I ^ J (8.13) 
for (0.01%</><50%)
8.2.4. Van de Kamp Model
Significant correlation as was shown in chapter 4, has been found between the 
occurrence of scintillation and the presence of Cumulus clouds along the propagation 
path [9, 10]. A new parameter, indicating the average water content W/,c of "turbulent 
clouds" occurring on the propagation path could be used to improve the prediction 
models of scintillation. Using the Salonen/Uppala cloud model [11], [12], the average 
water content of heavy clouds WHC was calculated for the whole Earth from an 
ECMWF database. "Heavy clouds" are clouds with an integrated water content larger 
than 0.70 kg/m2 . Van de Kamp et al. [13] incorporated Whc in a new empirical 
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where
(x) = long-term (at least annual) average of parameter x
Whc = Average water content of heavy clouds (kg/m2).
Q = Long-term average parameter and therefore constant for each site, so that all 
seasonal dependence of a-pre is still represented by Nvet.
8.3. Comparison with Measurements
In this section, the results from the prediction models are compared to those obtained 
from the measurements site at Sparsholt. The comparison between measurements and 
predictions is achieved either using a graphical representation of the distributions 
along with the corresponding experimental data or through the calculation of the 
relative error (in percent, %) between the model and the measured values.
The averaged values for temperature, humidity and standard deviation used in testing 
the models (ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung) were given in Tables 4.3 - 4.5, in Chapter 4. 
These three input parameters have been averaged over every month and over the 
entire measurement period for the period covering September 1999 to August 2000 
for the 20GHz ITALSAT F2 beacon, and from July 1996 to August 1997 (excluding 
August 1996), for the 40 and 50GHz ITALSAT Fl beacons.
Comparison of the performance of the three models (ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung) is 
shown in Table 8.1-Table 8.3. The performance of Van de Kamp model will be 
discussed separately under Table 8.4. As can be seen from these tables the 
performances of these models vary considerably depending on the month of the year 
and the beacon frequency under consideration. For example, at 20GHz the ITU-R 
model performs quite well with absolute errors of less than 8%, which is as expected 
since this model have been validated for frequencies up to 20GHz. However, at higher 
frequencies the ITU-R model greatly overestimates the standard deviation, with 
values varying by up to 76%.
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Table 8.1: Comparison between measurement results of scintillation standard 
deviation (scintillation intensity) for the 20GHz beacon and those obtained using 
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Table 8.2: Comparison between measurement results of scintillation standard 
deviation (scintillation intensity) for the 40GHz beacon and those obtained using 








































































































































Table 8.3: Comparison between measurement results of scintillation standard 
deviation (scintillation intensity) for the SOGHz beacon and those obtained using 








































































































































The predicted standard deviation (std) of the Karasawa model and Otung model vary 
from month to month, with the Karasawa model having slightly better performance at 
40 GHz while the Otung model performs better at SOGHz. The absolute error between 
measured and predicted standard deviation (std) for the entire 13-month measurement 
period at 40 GHz were 4.9% and 10.5%, respectively. Whereas at 50 GHz they were 
18.3% and 2.1%, respectively.
The effect of meteorological variables (temperature and humidity) on scintillation are 
included in the three models mentioned above only through the wet-term of 
refractivity, Nwet. Hence, these models fail to predict the dependence of scintillation 
on temperature in a dry atmosphere when Nwel is negligible. Van de Kamp 
incorporated a new parameter in the prediction model. It is the average water content 
of heavy clouds, Wf,c . The value derived for Whc from the global map of annual 
average Whc [13] was in the range 1.0 to 1.2 kg/m2 . The predicted apre calculated 
using equations (8.14) and (8.15) are tabulated in Table 8.4 below. As it can be seen 
from the results, at the three respective beacon frequencies Van de Kamp model 
always underestimate the standard deviation in comparison with the measured results. 
In actual fact when considering the entire measurement period at each beacon 
frequency, out of the four models, it gave the highest absolute percentage error.
Table 8.4: Measured and predicted standard deviation at 20, 40 and 50 GHz 
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All distributions are compared to the models by ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung for 
signal fades and enhancements. Since in the ITU-R recommendations [7] only the 
cumulative distribution function for signal fades is cited, this is the only curve from 
the ITU-R included in the graphs. From the Karasawa and Otung models, the curves 
for both signal fades and enhancements are included.
The annual distributions for the period covering September 1999 to August 2000 for 
the 20GH/ ITALSAT F2 beacon, and from September 1996 to August 1997 for the 
40 and SOGHz ITALSAT Fl beacons, are presented in Figure 8.1-Figure 8.3. The 
measured fades and enhancements are very close to each other. This is in agreement 
with the assumption that short-term signal level fluctuations follow a Gaussian 
distribution around the mean. The shapes of the measured curves at the three 
respective frequencies for both fades and enhancement are very similar to the ITU-R 
empirical fades curve. Whereas for probabilities smaller than 1% it appears that the 
Karasawa model always underestimates the signal deviation for both fades and 
enhancements, at all three frequencies. The Otung predicted enhancement curves are 
very close to the measured ones, however, the predicted fade curves deviates 
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Figure 8.1. Annual cdf of scintillation signal fades and enhancements at 
20GHz, and comparison with the ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung models.
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Figure 8.2. Annual cdf of scintillation signal fades and enhancements at 
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Figure 8.3. Annual cdf of scintillation signal fades and enhancements at 
SOGHz, and comparison with the ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung models.
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8.4. Improved Prediction Model
Following the evaluation of the current prediction models, it has been concluded that 
their performance is not adequate and potential refinements will be examined in this 
section in order to improve prediction. For the development of the new model long- 
term measurement results from around the globe from different sites, in different 
climates and operating at different elevation angles and frequencies have been 
obtained from various publications. Only sites which reported the probability 
distribution and the average standard deviation measured over the same period have 
been selected. The main site parameters used in the analysis are summarised in Table 
8.6. Some details on the data preprocessing at the different measurement sites can be 
found in Appendix D.
All three classical models (ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung) can be written in the 
following form:
<v=' ,)/(sin'0) (8.16)
Where,/= frequency in GHz, 9= elevation angle (degrees), g(x) = antenna aperture 
averaging function. The constants b, d, a and z have different values for the three 
models. These values are tabulated in Table 8.5 below.
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Table 8.6: Main system parameter and averaged standard deviation of the 



































































































































Due to the different frequency and geometrical configuration of each measurement 
setup, it is necessary to normalise all the distributions to a reference site to be able to 
perform a useful comparison. In Figure 8.4, the cumulative distributions for signal 
fades, and in Figure 8.5, for signal enhancements, are shown for all the measurement 
sites. The separation into two graphs is simply for the sake of a clearer view. Note that 
Chilbolton signal enhancements is missing in Figure 8.5 because it was not reported 
in the citation.
The modelling procedure is shown in Figure 8.6, a link is a unique set of system and 
climatic parameters. So for example, measuring 3 beacon frequencies at a single site 
(as in the case of Sparsholt-Italsat link) amounts to n=3 separate links, while 
measuring one beacon frequency at 3 different sites also amounts to n=3 separate 
links. Assuming the dependence on frequency, elevation angle and antenna size as 
described in the models of the ITU-R, Karasawa and Otung, all distributions can be 
scaled to a reference link.
fsstte
where ref donates the reference link to which all other site will be normalised to, and 
site is system and meteorological parameters for each measurement site.
Xnor = Normalised cumulative distribution.
g(xj = Aperture averaging function from Haddon and Vilar [2].
/= Beacon frequency (GHz).
6 = Elevation angle.
CDsite(i) (p) = Measured cumulative distribution (CD) on link /.
and Sr = 3.6x 10~3 +10~4 Nwel , where Nwe, is the wet-part of refractivity.
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Figure 8.4. Measured cumulative distribution function of scintillation signal
fades in Madrid, Sparsholt, Kirkkonummi, Chilbolton, Austin, Yamaguchi,
Spino d'Adda at 20,40 and 50 GHz for the years 1995 and 1996. The separation
into two graphs is simply for the sake of a clearer view.
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Figure 8.5. Measured cumulative distribution function of scintillation signal
enhancements in Madrid, Sparsholt, Kirkkonummi, Austin, Yamaguchi, Spino
d'Adda at 20, 40 and 50 GHz for the years 1995 and 1996. The separation into
two graphs is simply for the sake of a clearer view.
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Figure 8.6. Modelling Procedure
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To start with we will use the 40 GHz beacon data recorded at Sparsholt as the 
reference site, the normalised cumulative distributions for all the measurement sites 
are plotted in Figures 8.7 and 8.8. The red thick line is the composite curve obtained 
by taking the median value at each percent of time for all measurement sites. All 
distributions have been normalised therefore theoretically they should all correspond 
to the thick line indicated in the figures. Again the separation into two graphs is 
simply for the sake of a clearer view. The reader should take into account that some of 
the global measured data were obtained from published results. These published 
results are usually presented in graphs. The data have been extracted from these by 
enlarging the paper copies. Even though every care has been taken to get the best 
accuracy by using a software program and by checking the results again manually, 
there will always be a small margin of error. This error is typically in the order of < 1
Following an extensive analysis to determine the main factors that might be 
responsible for the discrepancy in the scintillation standard deviation and cumulative 
distributions from one measurement site to another, we summarised the three main 
areas which we can refine to improve the accuracy of the prediction models, and 
develop the new improved model (see Equation (8.16)):
• Frequency power exponent.
• Elevation angle power exponent.
• The wet-part of refractivity.
Recalling from the analysis carried out in Chapter 6, a significant correlation was
observed between the frequency exponent a and the elevation angle 6. It provides a
good starting point for the development of the new improved prediction model.
However, we have to be careful not to assume (over-weight) that this is the only
parameter responsible for the discrepancy observed from one site to another and
therefore instead of using the regression relationship obtained from Chapter 6, it was
necessary to restrict the variations of a within the range 0.4 to 0.6. By applying this
restriction in a and carrying-out a best-fit regression analysis to minimise the absolute
errors at each site, we obtained the following expression for the frequency exponent:
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Figure 8.7. Normalised cumulative distribution function of scintillation signal 
fades in Madrid, Sparsholt, Kirkkonummi, Chilbolton, Austin, Yamaguchi,
Spino d'Adda at 20,40 and 50 GHz for the years 1995 and 1996. The separation 
into two graphs is simply for the sake of a clearer view. Red thick line is the
composite curve.
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Figure 8.8. Normalised cumulative distribution function of scintillation signal
enhancements in Madrid, Sparsholt, Kirkkonummi, Austin, Yamaguchi, Spino
d'Adda at 20,40 and 50 GHz for the years 1995 and 1996. The separation into
two graphs is simply for the sake of a clearer view. Red thick line is the
composite curve.
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a = 0.4196xsin(0) + 0.3661 (8.18)
The next parameter which we will attempt to optimise in order to minimise the 
discrepancies is the elevation angle dependence power exponent, namely the constant 
z in Equation 8.16. As can be seen from Table 8.5, this coefficient varies from the 
theoretical value of 11/12 (Otung model) to 1.3 as is the case of the Karasawa model. 
If we look at Table 8.7 we can see that for example in the case of very low elevation 
angles for example Austin or Yamaguchi employing the theoretical 2=11/12 (Otung 
Model) yields higher absolute errors, when compared to using 2=1.2 (ITU-R Model) 
or z=1.3 (Karasawa Model). In actual fact overall we found that when taking all 
measurement sites into consideration the optimum values for z is as follows:
z = 1.2 for9>\0° and 
2 = 1.3 for0<\0
(8-19)
Finally, the last parameter to consider is the wet part of refractivity, Nvet. In hot dry 
climates the use of this parameter will underestimate the impact of tropospheric 
scintillation. Following a thorough optimisation analysis we obtained the following 
relationship between averaged surface temperature and the wet-part of refractivity.
(8.20)
Where
r = 1.0 if Ave. Temperature < 15° C and0 (8.21) 
Y = 1.07 // Ave.Temperature > 15 C
Equations (8.18)-(8.20) together now form the new improved model for predicting the 
averaged scintillation intensity (standard deviation). Comparison of the performance 
of the ITU-R, Karasawa, Otung and the new improved model for all the measurement 
sites is shown in Table 8.7. When comparing the performance of the new model to
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that of the ITU-R, we can see that it performs better especially for example for sites 
like Madrid, Kirkkonummi at 20 GHz and 30 GHz, with improvement of over 18%, 
45% and 22%. These results are positive because Madrid and Kirkkonummi have 
very different climates. Madrid has dry and warm conditions, and the satellite is 
viewed from a high elevation angle, while Kirkkonummi is cold, and more humid, 
and the satellite is viewed from a very low elevation angle.
Another good example is Chilbolton where the data were collected at the same site 
using the same antenna diameter but at different elevation angles. At path elevation 
angle of 7.1° the Karasawa and Otung model underestimates the measured standard 
deviation by 0.3% and -43.2%, respectively. The Karasawa model is expected to 
perform better since it was validated at similar elevation angles and frequencies. 
However at the higher elevation angle of #=30° the errors are -24.4% and -26.3%, for 
the two respective models. The new model on the other hand presented errors of only 
3.2% and 7%, respectively for the two path elevation angles. These findings together 
with the rest of the results from the other measurement sites in Table 8.7 are a good 
indicator that this new improved model could be globally applicable for sites in 
different climates and operating at different frequencies and path elevation angles.
Apart from Spino d'Adda at 20 and 50 GHz all other absolute errors for all the 
measurement sites are ~ 10% or less. Even for Spino d'Adda at 50 GHz the model 
still performs = 10% better than the ITU-R model and yields up to about ~ 30% 
improvement over the Karasawa and Otung models. In a search for a system or 
meteorological parameter which might be responsible for the error, we found that 
assuming a height of turbulence /z=2000m as in the Karasawa model reduced the 
errors of the new model by a further 10%. This is not surprising since in warmer 
climates the height of the turbulent layer is usually higher than those recorded in 
higher latitudes where the average temperature in much lower. Unfortunately, this did 
not improve the results for the other sites in similar climates and therefore it was 
decided to keep h= 1000m, as recommended by the ITU-R.
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Table 8.7: Comparison of the performance of <Tpre of ITU-R, Karasawa, 




























































































































































































































8.5. Signal Level Distribution
We have demonstrated that the modifications to the current ITU-R model coefficients 
resulted in a new improved prediction model which gave good predictions and smaller 
absolute errors. In this section, we will seek to develop a distribution model of the apre 
h(p), where apre is the new improved relationship and h(p) gives the shape of the 
distribution and is obtained by careful regression analysis of the composite 
cumulative distribution as a function of the percent of time p(%).
Using similar nonlinear regression function of the form h(p)=pz(p)exp\y(p)] as in the 
Otung model [8]. Trial and error calculations were carried out to obtain the fit which 
gave the smallest absolute errors. Where/? was equally spaced between 0.01% - 30%. 
As we mentioned previously some of the data was obtained from published graphs, 
the 50% value in some cases was not very accurately read because at the origin the 
data points were too close together to give a very accurate reading. Therefore in the 
modelling of the curve we decided it was best to model p between 0.01% and 30%. It 
is also worth mentioning that these equations may not give correct results out side the 
specified range of p.
The distribution models for scintillation enhancements and fades are given in 
Equations (8.22) and (8.23), respectively. The measured, predicted scintillation fade 
amplitude and the correlation coefficients with which each model fits the 
measurement for all the sites is given in Table 8.8. The new models have been 
validated for frequency range 10 to 50 GHz and for path elevation angles from 6 to 40 
degrees. We repeat that apre is the predicted standard deviation given by the new 
improved relationship obtained in section 8.4 of this Chapter.
Scintillation signal enhancement:
(8.22)
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Scintillation signal fade
Xfade = 3.351^ exp"- -[0.2317 + 0.00285^]ln(^) (8.23)
Comparison of the performance of equations 8.22 and 8.23 with measured distribution, 
ITU-R model, Karasawa model and Otung model for enhancements and fades are 
shown in Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10. Note that for signal enhancements the ITU-R 
distribution is not included since it was not given in this model. To preserve the 
continuity of this section the remaining of the graphs have been placed in Appendix F.
For signal enhancements the distribution from Austin deviated slightly from that 
predicted by equation 8.22. The root mean square error was 19.6%, however all other 
distributions were very well approximated by the prediction curve. As for signal fades 
only significant departure from the predicted curve is for the Olympus data recorded 
at Sparsholt [8].
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Table 8.8: Comparison of the measured distribution of scintillation fades 



























































































































































































































Figure 8.9. Comparison of measured distribution in Kirkkonummi at 30GHz
with predicted ITU-R, Karasawa, Otung and new model distribution for
scintillation signal enhancements.
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Scintillation amplitude (dB)
3.5
Figure 8.10. Comparison of measured distribution in Sparsholt at SOGHz with 
predicted ITU-R, Karasawa, Otung and new model distribution for scintillation
signal fades.
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8.6. Conclusions
The Chapter can be divided into three sections: the first section investigates the 
accuracy and performance of the current prediction model. It was necessary to carry 
out this task first in order to determine the shortfalls and limitations of the current 
prediction models. As discussed in section 8.3 there were limitations regarding the 
assumed frequency, elevation angle, and meteorological dependence (through the 
wet-part of refractivity Nwet).
The ITU-R and Karasawa model performs adequately well for frequencies up to about 
20GHz. However, their performance degrades considerably at the higher frequencies. 
In search for a parameter which might be responsible for this fall in performance, we 
employed the elevation angle - frequency power exponent dependence found in 
Chapter 6 of this thesis. This improved the results but did not decrease the errors for 
all sites, specially those in dry climate.
As we already know in dry climates the wet part of refractivity fails to account for all 
the scintillation process and this results in underestimation of the scintillation levels 
observed. Raising the wet part of refractivity to the power y solved this problem. 
Following an extensive optimisation process we concluded that y is equal to 1 for 
temperatures below 15°C, and for temperatures above 15°C, y=1.07.
The second part of this Chapter presents a new improved global prediction model for 
tropospheric scintillation. This new model utilises the frequency power exponent- 
elevation angle dependence, the modification to the wet part of refractivity, Nwet and 
finally a modification to elevation angle dependence. As was observed by Karasawa 
at lower elevation angles (e.g. Austin, Yamaguchi and Chilbolton) using sin 130, 
provided better accuracy and smaller errors. Finally the last part is the validation of 
the new model and obtaining the long-term time percentage dependence. The new 
model has been validated using long-term measurement results from around the globe
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from different sites, in different climates and operating at different elevation angles 
and frequencies.
Long-term cumulative distributions for scintillation fades and enhancements were 
obtained through detailed regression analysis. Those models can be used to estimate 
scintillation fading and provide link budget engineers with the scintillation fade 
margin required on a given satellite link for frequencies above 3 GHz and path 
elevation angles > 6°. Below these frequencies and elevation angles, multipath effects 
become important and the size of the first Fresnel zone become comparable to the 
outer scales of turbulence. Under these conditions the scaling factors used in this 
model may no longer hold.
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Summary - This final Chapter brings together the results of previous chapters. The 
major contributions and conclusions of the thesis are summarised and some ideas for 
further research are presented.
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9.1. INTRODUCTION
Satellite communications have been in service for over 40 years now. Prior to 1970 
satellite communication was operated exclusively in C-band. Satellites were small and 
provided a low capacity at a relatively high cost, and had a short lifespan about 1 '/2 to 
2 years only. However, since then there has been an explosive growth for 
telecommunication services that are either only feasible via satellite or very cost 
effective by that means. Today there are over 700 Ku-band satellite planned or in 
operation globally [1].
The need to provide new services and greater bandwidths has prompted a steady 
growth in the utilisation of higher frequencies in the Ku-band or above. The move to 
higher frequencies to introduce new services has many advantages such as smaller 
antennas, and smaller satellite footprints that give higher EIRP and permit frequency 
reuse. The main obstacle however is that they are subject to stronger propagation 
degradation. The small size antennas employed in VSAT and USAT systems 
significantly reduce the cost of earth station terminals and also eliminate tracking 
requirements, but they lose the mitigating effect of aperture averaging and hence 
experience stronger scintillation [1].
In order to provide the same performance as in the lower frequency bands, an 
excessively large margin would be required. Considering that this power margin is 
needed only occasionally, this is clearly uneconomical. At Ka-band and above 
atmospheric degradation becomes so severe that adaptive methods or fade 
counter-measures (FCMs) are required to achieve the high standards of availability [2].
Rain attenuation is the major obstacle to high-availability satellite system operating at 
frequencies above 10 GHz, but is of negligible importance in low-availability systems 
located in temperate or dry climates since the total rainy period seldom exceeds the 
allowed system outage. However, scintillation-induced fading is always present to 
varying degrees on any satellite link. Careful understanding, quantification and 
modelling of scintillation are imperative for the reliable design and operation of these
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low-availability systems, where the effects of scintillation needs to be included to 
complete an accurate link budget [1].
9.2. Tropospheric Scintillation
9.2.1. Meteorological Dependence
Tropospheric scintillation was the main focus of this thesis. The raw propagation data 
recorded at Sparsholt at 20, 40 and 50 GHz was first preprocessed to extract 
scintillation and exclude all other contributions. The analysis confirmed results from 
previous experiments regarding the strong correlation observed between scintillation 
intensity (standard deviation), temperature and the wet-part of refractivity, Nvet [3]. 
Furthermore, scintillation intensity was found to exhibit diurnal and seasonal patterns 
of variations, which are due to the strong dependence of scintillation intensity on 
temperature.
In Section 4.5.1 of Chapter 4, we saw that there are two mechanisms by which 
atmospheric turbulence is produced, namely wind shear and buoyancy. The results 
show that by far the most influential factor is the temperature, and that the correlation 
with humidity is an indirect result of this. Furthermore, cumulus clouds are also 
responsible for part of the increase in the scintillation levels observed. The average 
diurnal variation of scintillation intensity is uncorrelated with Afwet , but strongly 
correlated with cumulus cloud cover. Scintillation intensity is larger in the day when 
cumulus cloud cover is also more frequent. Nwet on the other hand exhibits little or no 
diurnal variation.
9.2.2. Statistical Analysis
The extensive study of the probability density function (pdf) of scintillation amplitude 
and standard deviation has shown that for time intervals which are short enough for 
meteorological conditions to remain approximately constant, scintillation amplitude 
fluctuations can be assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, whereas the long-term
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amplitude fluctuations are definitely not Gaussian, the scattering process being no 
longer stationary.
A visual inspection of the long-term scintillation intensity distribution would suggest 
that it follows reasonably well a Lognormal or a Gamma distribution, however this 
would be wrong in light of the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test. The results suggest 
that the likelihood of a distribution being a Lognormal or a Gamma is very small. 
Another conclusion, which may be drawn based on the results obtained from the 
analysis is that out of the two distributions of the 1-min scintillation intensity, the 
Lognormal distribution gives a slightly better approximation than the Gamma 
distribution.
9.2.3. Frequency Scaling
Observed frequency scaling of amplitude scintillation at 20, 40 and 50 GHz was 
presented in Chapter 6. There was a strong correlation between scintillations at 
different pairs of frequencies, which means that for uplink power control applications, 
scintillation intensity at one frequency can be predicted with some confidence from 
measurements at a different but close frequency. Scintillation intensity was found to 
vary with frequency as fa . However a was significantly variable with an average 
value of 0.423, which is 27% lower than the predicted theoretical value of 7/12. It was 
shown that the observed shortfall and diurnal variation in a could be accounted for 
only partly by receiver thermal noise contribution. By ascribing the minimum 
observed 1-minute variance in each beacon to thermal noise and excluding this 
contribution from the measured scintillation variance, a higher average frequency 
exponent a = 0.493 was obtained, which is still 15.5% below the theoretical value.
Finally, the exponent in the power law dependence of scintillation intensity on signal 
frequency a, as observed from measurement results at various sites around the globe, 
shows remarkable differences. A significant correlation of about 0.72 was found 
between a and path elevation angle. Hence, a possible explanation of these results 
would be that the frequency exponent a can be considered dependent on the elevation 
angle.
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9.2.4. Spectral Analysis
There was a strong correlation between transverse wind speed and estimated corner 
frequency, and a weaker correlation with over-all wind speed. The corner frequency 
shows some dependence on frequency. Furthermore, the analysis showed that the 
presence of cumulus clouds along the propagation path led to a drop in the observed 
correlation of the spectrum corner frequency with transverse wind speed. This might 
be due to the extra contribution to scintillation from physical processes that take place 
in clouds.
The shape of the power spectral density (psd) under cold and rainy weather conditions 
is similar to that theoretically predicted by assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum of 
atmospheric refractivity fluctuations, for clear sky conditions. The only difference is 
that the 'flat' part of the scintillation spectrum (observed during winter/summer 1997 
in Sparsholt) for the summer months is higher due to stronger turbulence. In addition, 
the slopes of weak-to-moderate scintillation spectra revealed a weak correlation with 
transverse wind speed and scintillation intensity.
Finally, using measurements of amplitude scintillation for remote sensing application 
of transverse wind speed and turbulent parameters is feasible, however, they would 
not be very accurate. Over long periods meteorological conditions could not be 
regarded as constant, and in addition there is the practical difficulty in establishing an 
accurate value of the corner frequency by fitting linear regression lines to the flat and 
sloping portions of the spectrum.
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9.3. Effects of Scintillation on Communications 
Systems
Statistics of observed durations of scintillation fades and enhancements of the 
ITALSAT satellites at 20, 40 and SOGHz were presented for various threshold signal 
levels, and their use in fade countermeasures was examined. The analysis showed that 
most signal amplitude deviations from the mean level were predominantly short lived 
with duration lasting less than 20 seconds and do not depend on the threshold level. 
Distribution of fade durations at thresholds 0.1 and O.SdB were reasonably well 
approximated by the lognormal function.
Assigning a fixed fade margin at frequencies above Ka-band is not a feasible solution. 
At those frequencies the effects of atmospheric impairments are very severe. However, 
due to the considerable advantages of operating satellite communication systems in 
these frequency ranges, mitigating techniques have been developed to overcome the 
impairments associated with these frequency bands.
In Chapter 7 we examined some adaptive fade countermeasure techniques that can be 
applied to mitigate the severe degradation due to the atmospheric propagation fading. 
Depending on the priorities of the system to be designed, adaptive power control and 
adaptive signal processing are the prime candidates.
Up-link power control (ULPC) makes use only of transmitted Earth station power; 
therefore it can be implemented for any percentage of time, which makes this 
technique a very flexible one and can be used as a fade countermeasure (FCM) for 
both scintillation and rain attenuation. Most first generation fade FCM techniques for 
Ka-band satellite systems will use ULPC with the objective of improving system 
availability. In addition, the flexibility of ULPC makes it easy to combine it with 
another FCM such as adaptive coding or modulation to improve system performance 
even further.
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Up-link power control combined with adaptive coding are the prime fade 
countermeasure candidates for mitigating against rain attenuation and scintillation 
effects at frequencies up to about Ka-band. The advantage of including adaptive up­ 
link power control is that it can ensure quicker and more reliable delivery of service 
commands from the FCM controller (in hub), to the VSAT stations. Large central hub 
stations have the ability and the complexity to support up-link power control. At V- 
band however, which will be used for multimedia systems, adaptive modulation is 
more likely to be implemented because of the higher throughput. An adaptive 
modulation system would transmit at its most complex modulation during good 
propagation conditions and would reduce the complexity of the scheme (i.e. 
introducing fade protection margin) when fades occur.
The reader should note that in order to overcome the problem of frequent switching of 
modes in an adaptive system, a fixed fade margin must be introduced. For example, 
based on the results obtained from scintillation fade duration statistics, introducing a 
0.5 dB fixed fade margin, the percentages of fades lasting one second dropped from 
25% given by a threshold of 0.1 dB, to 12%, meaning that the system has to deal with 
fewer one-second changes.
9.4. Improved Prediction Model
In Chapter 8 we investigated the accuracy and performance of the current prediction 
model. It was necessary to carry out this task first in order to determine the shortfalls 
and limitations of the current prediction models. As discussed in section 8.3 there 
were limitations regarding the assumed frequency, elevation angle, and 
meteorological dependence (through the wet-part of refractivity Nwet).
Following an extensive optimisation analysis to improve the accuracy of the 
prediction models, the following three parameters were refined:
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i) The frequency power exponent a, where a is given by Equation (8.18). 
ii) Elevation angle power exponent z, where z is given by Equation (8.19) and
iii) The wet-part of refractivity Nwet. Power exponent y, where y is given by 
Equations 8.20 and 8.21.
The new model has been validated using long-term measurement results from around 
the globe from different sites, in different climates and operating at different elevation 
angles and frequencies. The new model performs considerably better than the current 
prediction models. Long-term cumulative distributions for scintillation fades and 
enhancements were obtained through detailed regression analysis. Those models can 
be used to estimate scintillation fading and provide link budget engineers with the 
scintillation fade margin required on a given satellite link for frequencies above 3 
GHz and path elevation angles of > 6°.
Below these frequencies and elevation angles, multipath effects become important 
and the size of the first Fresnel zone become comparable to the outer scales of 
turbulence. Under these conditions the scaling factors used in this model may no 
longer hold.
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9.4. Original Aspects of the Research
In summary, the novel aspects of the research presented in this thesis are considered 
to be:
I. Preprocessing of RAL's Sparsholt-ITALSAT beacon measurement at 18.7, 
39.6 and 49.5 GHz, which can be now submitted to the ITU-R to extend the 
UK scintillation database.
II. Analysis of beacon data and study of the distribution of amplitude scintillation.
III. Study of the dependence of amplitude scintillation on meteorological 
parameters.
IV. Study of the effects of wind and cloud presence on the intensity and power 
spectrum of tropospheric scintillation.
V. Analysis of instantaneous frequency scaling of scintillation and the exponent 
in the power law dependence of scintillation intensity on signal frequency.
VI. Study of scintillation fade and enhancement statistics and their implications on 
the choice and design of fade countermeasure schemes.
VII. Development of a new improved scintillation prediction model. The model 
was validated using data from Europe, Japan and the USA.
9.5. Recommendations for Further Work
The following are possible areas for further work.
a) In Chapter 4 of this thesis results of extensive analysis of scintillation with 
various meteorological parameters were presented. However, all those 
meteorological parameters where measured at ground level. The UK Met. 
Office now has height level profile of those parameters. It will be very 
interesting to investigate the correlation of those parameters (temperature, 
humidity and wind speed) at different altitudes.
b) It has been shown that the presence of Cumulus clouds along the 
propagation path is responsible in part for the increase in the observed
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scintillation levels. Recent investigations of the effects of clouds at V-band 
showed that attenuation due to deep convective clouds could overtake 
scintillation as the second major degradation factor on Earth-Space 
communication links [4]. Cloud attenuation effect at Ka- and V-band 
frequencies therefore merits further study.
c) In this thesis we presented an improved prediction model for tropospheric 
scintillation. The performance of FCM systems depends crucially on the 
ability to estimate and predict the total attenuation suffered on any satellite 
link. The next logical step would be to combine the different tropospheric 
effects on an Earth-Satellite link and develop a total attenuation prediction 
model. Some work in this area is very recent and there is big scope for 
further research [5].
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Appendix A
Kolmogorov spectrum in the region between 2rfLo and 2n/l0 (inertial subrange)
Assuming that the atmosphere is locally homogeneous, i.e. whatever condition exist at 
one point exist also at another point in the same region, then the structure function of 
a locally homogeneous field depends only on the difference of the fields at the two 
points. Thus the structure function is given by:
Taking the isotropy into account, the structure function is given by:
= Df (r) (A.2)
After lengthy calculations, [Tatarskii, 1961] found that the structure function is in 
general given by:
2) (A.3)
It can be seen that the structure function in Equation (A.3) is the same as the one in 
Equation (2.13) in Chapter 2, for p = 2/3. If the function /is homogeneous and 
isotropic, then the correlation function is measured along one line, and it is often 
convenient to define the spectrum as the one dimensional Fourier transform of C(r) 
[Strohbehn, 1968]. The one dimensional spectral density corresponding to this 
function (A.3) is:
where T(p+\) is the gamma function defined by:
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CO
I»= {t x~le-'dt, Jt>0
J (A.5)
The one-dimensional spectral density is related to the three-dimensional spectral 
density <&(*•) as follows:
2nK dK (A.6) 
Substituting Equation (A.4) into (A.6),
v ' 4*2 2 (A.7) 
For/? = 2/3, (A.7) becomes
r11 ' 3 (A.8)
Equation (A.8) gives the Kolmogorov spectrum. This equation represents the 
spectrum in the range 2n/L0 « K« 2rc//0 .
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Monthly Cumulative distribution functions (cdf) at 20,40 and SOGHz
Monthly scintillation amplitude cdf plots at 20GHz (September 99-August 00)
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Monthly scintillation amplitude cdf plots at 40GHz (July 96-August 97)
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Monthly scintillation amplitude cdf plots at SOGHz (July 96-August 97)
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Appendix C
UK Hourly Weather Observations data format
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1 or 2 characters (from 1 to 12)
1 or 2 characters (from 1 to 
31 max)
Hour of observation from 0 to 
2300
From 0 to 360 degrees, clockwise. 
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
DAM = Decameters 
See Met Office documentation
DAM = Decameters 
See Met Office documentation
Atmospheric pressure is expressed 
in millibars (1 millibar =100 
jascals = 100 newtons per square 
metre). Precision aneroid 
Darometers are now in general use 
for measuring pressure and a 
correction for altitude is applied to 
obtain the value at mean sea level 
(MSL).
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r A « Cloud amount - 
A1 hevel 1
CT1 houd type - level 1
CB1 Cloud base - level 1
r A ~ Cloud amount -
LA2 hevel2
CT2 Cloud type -level 2
CB2 [Cloud base - level 2











Cloud type - level 3
Cloud base - level 3
Cloud amount - 
level 4
Cloud type - level 4





























































































DAM = Decameters 
See Met Office documentation
See Met Office documentation
The dew point temperature (in 
degrees Celcius) is the 
temperature to which the air must 
?e cooled to produce saturation 
with respect to water at its 
existing atmospheric pressure and 
tumidity. See Met Office 
documentation
ITie web-bulb temperature is the 
owest temperature (in degrees 
Celcius) that can be obtained by 
evaporating water into the air. It 
measures the humidity of the 
air.See Met Office documentation
Atmospheric pressure (in mb) as 
measured at the station level. 




See Met Office documentation
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Appendix D
In this Appendix some details on the measurement systems and data preprocessing 
procedures from other sites around the globe will be presented. The information were 
taken from [1], [2] and [3]. The site parameters are summarised in Table 6.6 in 
Chapter 6.
Blacksburg (Virginia, USA):
In the Virginia Tech Olympus Propagation Experiment, scintillation at all three 
Olympus frequencies (12.50, 19.77 and 29.66GHz) was measured during several one 
hour clear air events in May and September 1991 [4]. The standard deviation was 
computed over every minute. The frequency scaling ratios were obtained as the slopes 
of the forced zero intercept best fit lines of the scattergrams of standard deviation for 
each two frequencies. Only the results from two events, on September 14 and May 10 
are reported. The results from the two events are significantly different, for which two 
possible explanations are mentioned: a difference in average scintillation intensity 
between the two events, causing a different sensitivity to noise, or a difference in the 
turbulent layer height. In our analysis, the results from the two events have been 
averaged.
Darmstadt (Germany):
All three Olympus beacon signal have been received at the Research Centre of 
Deutsche Telekom AG with two antennas of different sizes. The receiver outputs 
were sampled at a rate of 80 Hz, and averaged online over every second. Slowly 
varying signal contributions caused by attenuation due to gases, clouds and rain were 
removed from the signal by a suitable hardware high-pass filter. Next, the signal 
variance was calculated over every minute from January 1990 to December 1992. 
Cumulative distributions of standard deviations over a period of one year were 
produced. The frequency scaling factors derived from these distributions on an 
equiprobability basis are reported [5].
Eindhoven (Netherlands):
The three Olympus beacons were received at Eindhoven University of Technology 
with one Cassegrain antenna with a frequency-dependent aperture efficiency. The 
signal was sampled at a rate of 3 Hz. The scintillation standard deviation was 
calculated over every minute for the period covering January 1991 to May 1992 
(except June to August 1991). The frequency scaling factors were obtained for five 23 
minutes clear-sky events, all occurring in June 1992. For each event and each 
frequency pair the frequency scaling factors were calculated as the ratio of these event 
standard deviations between the two frequencies. The resulting frequency scaling 
factors vary from event to event, which is stated to be mainly due to the variability of 
e.g. the turbulent layer height. Here, the average value of these five events for each 
frequency pair have been taken [6].
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Kirkkonummi (Finland):
Measurements of the Olympus satellite beacon signal at 19.77 and 29.66 GHz, viewed 
from an elevation angle of 12.7° have been performed at Helsinki University of 
Technology. Scintillations were extracted using a digital high-pass filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 0.02 Hz. The variance was calculated over every 1-minute. The 
frequency scaling ratio was calculated from the joint distributions of the two signals, 
for the period covering the whole of 1990 and the period June to October 1992 [2].
Martlesham (UK):
Measurements by the British Telecom research Laboratories were performed from 
June 1983 to May 1987. The data were recorded at a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz. A high- 
pass filter algorithm was used to separate the rapidly from the more slowly varying 
components of the measured attenuation signal. The data were divided into rain-event 
data, characterised by mean fades > 3 dB together with short pre- and post-event 
periods, and the remaining data. The standard deviation was calculated over every 1- 
min block of data. The frequency scaling ratio was obtained as the peak occurrence 
ratio of the 14/11 GHz standard deviation, for the dataset containing the data outside 
of rain events [7].
Spino d'Adday (Italy):
Measurements have been made by Politecnico di Milano of beacon signal from the 
satellites Olympus (at 12.50 and 19.77 GHz) and Italsat (at 18.7, 39.6 and 49.5 GHz). 
Scintillation measurements were recorded over a period of three months (June to 
August 1993) from the Italsat satellite but for the Olympus satellite it was restricted to 
July 1993. Cassegrain antennas of diameter .0=3.5m and efficiency r|=0.64 were 
employed. The signal was sampled at a rate of 1 Hz and slowly varying signal 
contributions were removed by a high-pass filtering with a cutoff frequency of 0.008 
Hz. From joint distributions of 1-minute standard deviations for each frequency pair, 
the frequency scaling ratios were obtained as the slopes of the best fitting straight 
lines with forced zero offset. In addition [8], the averaged monthly standard deviation 
and cumulative distribution function of fades and enhancements calculated over every 
minute for the period covering January 1995 to December 1996 were also obtained.
Yamaguchi (Japan):
In Japan [9], long-term propagation experiments have been carried out using the 
INTELSAT-V satellite link during the year 1983. A satellite beacon at 11.45 GHz, 
right-hand circularly polarized, and a looped-back wave at 11.18 GHz, linearly 
polarized that was originally sent out from the ground station at 14.27 GHz (linearly 
polarized) were received by one Cassegrain antenna. All data were sampled at 1 Hz. 
A scattergram was made of the signal level variations of the two frequencies during 
one scintillation event on August 10, 1983, between 12:00 AM and 13:00, and another 
of the standard deviations of the two frequencies, calculated over every hour for the 
whole period of August 1983. Curve fits to both scattergrams gave the same 
frequency scaling ratio of scintillation.
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Fairbanks (Alaska), Norman (Oklahoma), Reston (Virginia), Tampa (Florida), 
Vancouver (Canada), White Sands (New Mexico):
Scintillation was measured in a propagation experiment using the 20.16- and 27.51- 
GHz beacons received from the ACTS satellite. Beacon measurements were sampled 
at 20 Hz during 6-10 min of each hour for periods of 2-4 months (depending on the 
site) between June and September 1996. From each of these measurement intervals, 
power spectra were derived by fast Fourier transform (FFT). The variances were 
calculated from the spectra after correction for receiver noise. This noise variance was 
taken as the minimum observed variance value in the data for each site. Frequency 
scaling factors were obtained by fitting lines to scatterplots of the variances for the 
two frequencies. In addition, the monthly standard deviation of scintillation intensity 
for the period covering January 1994 to December 1998 were also obtained [3, 10].
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Appendix F
Comparison of the performance of the new distribution models with measured 
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Figure F.I. Comparison of measured distribution with predicted ITU-R, 
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Figure F.2. Comparison of measured distribution with predicted ITU-R, 
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Figure F.3. Comparison of measured distribution with predicted ITU-R, 
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Figure F.4. Comparison of measured distribution with predicted ITU-R, 
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Figure F.5. Comparison of measured distribution with predicted ITU-R, 
Karasawa, Otung and new model distribution for scintillation signal fades.
